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Thesis Summary

Ceramics containing Pb, Sn, Bi, Hg and T1 metals represent a class o f materials with 

numerous technologically relevant current and potential applications. Despite the large 

quantity of experimental and theoretical efforts made over the past century, a number of 

key issues remain unanswered, relating to the basic chemical understanding of these 

materials.

Many of these materials exhibit structural distortions which can manifest in numerous 

ways, either with the stereochemically active lone pair electrons associated with the n /  

configuration of Sn(II) and Pb(II), complex vacancy alignments in the fast ion 

conductor Bi^O,, or the unusual linear geometr)’ adopted by HgO. While being 

deceptively simple conceptually, the origins of these strucmral distortions are indeed 

quite complex. No satisfactory explanation for the unusual structioral trends observed in 

metal ceramics has been put forward. Furthermore, without a complete chemical 

understanding, the fine tuning of beneficial properties becomes more difficult: surface 

reactivit)^ for catalysts and gas sensors, ionic conduction for fuel cell electrolytes and 

bandgaps for optoelectronic devices.

In this thesis, we investigate the energetics and electronic structure of a large number of 

ceramic materials in a variety of structures, using a rigorous ab initio quantum mechanical 

method (density functional theory). The underlying interactions in these materials (PbO, 

PbS, SnO, SnS, SnSe, SnTe, BijO,, PbOj, Pb3 0 4 , Bi2Sn2 0 7 , HgO, TUO,) are 

meticulously examined. The role of the amon in determining the electronic structure is 

shown to be more prominent than previously thought. Indeed, covalent interactions 

between the anion and cation valence states are found to result in the so-called n /  lone



pair. This can explain for the first time why changing the anion has such a profound 

effect on the crystal structure, i.e. the preference o f  PbO  for a liighly distorted layered 

structure and the preference o f  PbS for the perfecdy symmetric rocksalt structure. Using 

this inform ation, we were able to shed new light on oxygen vacancy alignment in the 

high tem perature phase o f  BijO,, and later in the understanding o f  the distorted 

pyrochlore BijSnjOy. The linear geometry’ o f H gO  can also be understood in terms o f 

interatom ic mixing between the electronic states o f  the anion and cation, som ething 

which is no t observed in neighbouring TUO,.

The main results and hypothesis, which began purely as the results o f  our theoretical 

predictions, were later experimentally validated using high resolution X-ray spectroscopy 

in collaboration with teams at Boston University and O xford University. The work 

presented in this thesis provides direct insight into the underlying interactions in metal 

ceramics and offers a novel explanation for the origin o f  strucmral distortions in these 

materials.
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these materials, which formally results in the loss of the valence p  electrons and an 

electronic configuration of n / ,  is commonly associated with the concept of the 

stereochemicaUy active inert electron pair.

A lone pair refers to an electronic orbital occupied by two electrons and has been 

expressed as a state intermediate between an inert spherical n /  t\^e orbital which is 

centred on the nucleus, and a hybridized lobe which is not spherical, but localized far 

from the atomic nucleus**. This stericaUy active electronic distortion is traditionally 

described as a direct mixing of the cation s and p  states, which form a non-bonding lobe 

of electron densit\' that occupies one of the coordination sites surrounding the central 

cation®. The presence of a lone pair direcdy impacts the local structural environment 

around the cation and tvpically results in asymmetric coordination and distorted cn'stal 

structures, Figure 1.1.

Figure 1.1 The thermodynamically stable phase of PbO. The oxygens are coloured red

with grey Pb atoms.
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However, not all compounds containing n /  cations exhibit the features o f a 

stereochemically active lone pair. For example, Pb(II)0  adopts a layered crystal structure 

with distorted coordination around the metal, while Pb(II)S adopts the perfectiy 

symmetric rocksalt structure.

1.1.1 The VSEPR Model

The role and understanding of lone pairs in chemical systems has been addressed 

frequendy over the last half cenmry. Inert electron pairs were initially recognised by 

Lewis in his 1916 description o f bonding"’ as a way o f describing the valence electrons 

that were not involved in covalent interactions. Gillespie extended the ideas o f the Lewis 

to take into account the spatial distribution of electrons and proposed the valence shell 

electron pair repulsion (VSEPR) theory” in 1957. The theory was successful at 

elucidating the unusual bond angles observed in molecules such as HjO and N H j which 

has previously been unexplained. VSEPR is stiU commonly taught to undergraduate 

chemistry' students.

The VSEPR model takes the spatial effect o f lone pairs into account to predict local 

environment symmetries. This effect was named the lone pair “stereochemical activit)^”. 

In VSEPR theory three tv'pes of repulsion between the electrons o f a molecule are 

recognised; lone pair-lone pair repulsion, lone pair-bonding pair repulsion between the 

atoms and bonding pair-bonding pair repulsion. A configuration which minimises these 

repulsions will be the most stable. For example, in water, oxygen is the central atom and 

has six valence electrons. Each hydrogen contributes one electron, giving a total number 

o f eight valence electrons for the molecular system. A two dimensional Lewis structure 

for water is shown in Figure 1.2(a). With four electron pairs, it is the tetrahedral bond 

angle o f 104.5° which effectively minimises repulsion within the VSEPR model. With
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only two bonded groups present, the remaining two positions are taken by the lone pairs 

on oxygen. Figure 1.2(b).

(a) (b)
104.5“

H H • • 
.0.

•  •

Figure 1.2 (a) Lewis structure of OHj and (b) the bent structure of OHj which was

explained by the VSEPR model.

1.1.2 The ELPL Model

While the VSEPR model is based purely on the stereochemical properties of the 

electron pairs, Verbaere et al. took a different approach and offered a separate 

description of the role of lone pairs, taking into account their electrostatic contributions. 

The electronic lone pair localization (ELPL) model considers an ionic cr\’stal in which it 

approximates lone pairs to point charges. The lone pairs are assumed to be spherical 

with a charge of -2 and are treated as being separate from their ion of origin. The model 

recognises three types of electrostatic interactions in a system; the interaction of an ion 

with a lone pair, a delocalised electronic distribution and bonding between two ions, 

Figure 1.3. Despite the simplicity of the approximation it allows the positions of lone 

pairs to be estimated in crystal structures that can tolerate an ionic crj^stal 

approximation. The results generally confirm some conclusions that arise from 

stereochemical considerations, but contradict others such as the lone pair position in p- 

PbO” . In addition, the model cannot distinguish between isoelectronic materials that 

adopt different crystal structures such as distorted PbO and symmetric PbS.
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lone pair
(chargc -2)

ion centre
(charge ■'■2)

delocalized
charge
(charge a+b)

ion two
(chargc b)

ion one
(charge a)

Figure 1.3 The three t^'pes o f electrostatic interactions recognised in the ELPL model: 

(a) ion-lone pair interactions, (b) delocalized electronic distribution on an ion and (c)

ion-ion bonding.

1.1.3 Lone Pairs in Ceramics

A comprehensive strucmral study was performed in 1975 by Astrom et al. on a large 

number o f Sn, Pb, T1 and Bi oxides'’. Analysis o f the stereochemical activitv' o f lone 

pairs in these materials lead them to establish three principles. Firsdy, the lone pair must 

possess the same volume as an oxide ion. Secondly, the distance between the lone pair 

and the ion is much shorter than the anion-cadon interatomic distance. Thirdly, the 

presence o f a lone pair leads to distorted anion coordination around the cation centre. 

This study offers good insight into the materials which adopt distorted structures. 

However, the major flaw which exists in this study and both the VSEPR and ELPL 

models is their inability' to comment on the formation and origins o f the lone pair. In 

particular, they cannot explain why some ceramic materials display stereochemicaUy 

active lone pairs and some display stereochemicaUy inactive lone pairs with perfect 

symmetr\- in the local coordination environment around the metal atoms, as will now be 

discussed.
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Classically the stereochemicaUy active lone pair is considered to form through direct 

hybridization of the j and p  atomic orbitals on the cation with the n /  electrons filling 

one of the resulting orbitals. This orbital is deemed to be chemically inactive, not taking 

part in bond formation, but stericaUy active’'*’’̂  in the distortion of crystal structures. The 

hybridization causes the lone pair to lose its spherical symmetry and results in an 

acentric anion coordination environment and asymmetric cn^stal structures. The 

traditional lone pair models and the current understanding imply that as the lone pair 

results from a non-bonding orbital, all Sn(II), Pb(ll), Bi(Ill) and T1(I) compounds 

should exhibit lone pairs and hence show asymmetry’ in their crŷ stal structures, but this 

is not the case.

A prime example are the Sn(ll) monochalcogenides, SnX (X =0, S, Se and Te). Despite 

having similar n /  electronic configurations, this series of compounds show a great 

diversity in cr\-stal structure. These range from highly distorted, Utharge SnO to perfecdy 

symmetric, rocksalt structured SnTe. The oxide, sulphide and selenide aU show 

distortions in coordination around the Sn site, which indicate the presence of a 

stereocheinically active lone pair, while the teUuride does not. Figure 1.4. PbO also 

forms a number of distorted phases which feature asymmetric Pb coordination, 

including a-PbO (litharge) and [3-PbO (massicot). However, as is the case for Sn(II), this 

t\'pe of asymmetry is not present in all Pb(II) compounds. PbS, PbSe and PbTe all adopt 

the rocksalt lattice with perfectly symmetric Pb sites'^.
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Figure 1.4 lUustxation of the crystal structure of (a) litharge SnO, (b) rocksalt SnTe and 

(c) herzenbergite SnS. Sn atoms are coloured grey and anions are red.

It is clear from the variation in crystal structure, and hence lone pair stereochemical 

activit}', observ'ed in Sn(II) and Pb(II) ceramics that the formation and stability of the 

lone pair is not as simple as the classical hybridization arguments suggest. Indeed, the 

implication from this simple analysis is that the lone pair must be involved in chemical 

bonding to some extent, in contrast to the current theoretical models of n /  lone pairs. If 

this is the case, then the lone pair could be more important than previously thought in 

determining the chemical properties and reactivity' of materials containing n /  cations.
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Thus, the main focus o f this thesis will be to study in detail the electronic structure of 

these ceramics, to investigate tlie true origin of die lone pair and its effect on crystal 

structure and phase stability.

1.2 Applications of Ceramics

A variety o f current and potential applications of metal ceramics wiU now be discussed 

with particular emphasis being placed on materials where the role o f the lone pair has 

been deemed important. These include gas sensors, fuel cells, lead acid batteries, ceramic 

superconductors and solar cells.

1.2.1 Catalysts and Gas Sensors

Gas sensors based on metal oxides play an important role in the detection o f toxic 

pollutants including CO, HjS, NO^ and S O 2, while ceramic catalysts are invaluable to the 

road transport industrv’ in catalytic converters. For example, a three way catalytic 

converter must have the ability to simultaneously reduce nitrogen oxides to N j and O2, 

oxidize CO to CO2 and oxidize unburnt hydrocarbons to form CO2 and HjO. One of 

the key components is CeOj'^ which can be reduced reversibly from Ce(l\') to Ce(III) 

resulting in the formation o f oxygen vacancies. Equation 1.0. Ceria can therefore act as a 

buffer, absorbing or releasing oxygen depending on the conditions o f the engine to 

maintain the catalyst in its optimum operating condition.

O; + 2Ce-„ ^  + 2Ce'a + ~ 0 ,  (1.0)

As an oxidation catalyst, SnOj displays good activity towards C O /O j and C O /N O  

reactions’®. However, its main application is in gas sensing devices''^ In such a device the 

surface detection layer o f the SnOj sensor increases the value o f its electrical
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conductance in the presence of reducing gases in the air. Figure 1.5. The electrical 

conductance of the sensing layer should correspond both with the gas concentration and 

with the chemical properties of the detected gas. In a SnOj based sensor, reduction of 

the Sn(IV) atoms on the surface will result in the formation of Sn(II) species and as such 

an understanding of the origins of the n /  lone pair is important in determining accurate 

catalytic and gas sensing mechanisms. Current sensors are limited by mediocre selectivity 

as well as detection properties that are unstable over long periods of time. The addition 

of various dopants and ceramic mixtures to improve the sensing properties is an area 

actively under investigation^".

Figure 1.5 Plan view of the (100) surface of rutile Sn02. Sn atoms are coloured grey

with red O atoms.

One of the most promising new ceramic materials, in terms of chemical selectivity in gas 

sensing (toward CO) and in catalytic activity (partial oxidation of isobutene), is bismuth 

stannate, BijSnjOy’’. The inert lone pair electrons associated with the Bi(III) species are 

considered to play an important role in the preference of this material for its distorted 

pyrochlore superceU, and as such its unusual chemical reactivit}'. Pyrochlores formed

9



from  other metal stannates do not display similar features. However, our study o f  the 

electronic sLructure o f  BijSnjO^ (Chapter 6) is the first to address tliis material due to the 

com putationally challenging size o f  its unit cell (352 atoms).

1.2.2 Fuel CeUs

Fuel cells generate electricity from  an electrochemical reaction in which oxygen (or an 

alternative oxidant such as Cl) and a fuel (e.g. hydrogen) combine to form  water. While 

they are considered to provide environmentally clean power, if  hydrogen is used as a fuel 

then it m ust be produced in sufficient quantities (e.g. electrolysis o f  water) making the 

process dependent on the power source o f the purification. However, fuel cells can stiU 

act as an effective and portable power source, w hether for electric m otors, laptops or 

portable heaters.

There are several different types o f fuel cell but they arc aU based around a central 

design. A schematic o f  a t\’pical solid oxide fuel cell is shown in Figure 1.6. Each fuel 

cell consists o f  two electrodes, the cathode and the anode. The reactions that produce 

electricity take place at the electrodes. Each fuel ceU also has an electrolyte, which carries 

electrically charged particles from  one electrode to the other, and a catalyst, which 

accelerates the reactions at the electrodes. The electrolyte plays a key role. It m ust perm it 

only the appropriate ions to pass between the anode and cathode. If  free electrons or 

other substances could travel through the electrolyte, they would disrupt the chemical 

reaction. SoUd oxide fuel cells work at even higher tem peratures than standard m olten 

carbonate o r alkaline cells. They use a solid ceramic electrolyte, such as zirconium  oxide 

stabilised with yttrium  oxide, instead o f  a liquid and operate at tem peratures from  600 to 

1,000°C. These ceUs can reach efficiencies o f  up to  65 per cent^  and are expected to be
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used for generating large amounts of electricity and heat in industry and potentially 

providing auxiliary power in vehicles.

Electron* 
Flow

t

Solid Oxide 
Fuel Cell

Load

Hydrogen

Vytoter

!• o t *  •  i0 !

•
0 
0 0 ^  •

•
• 0 0 •  Oxygen •  l

0
^  too, ^  I

0

• •  •

Oxygen

Anode Electrolyle Cathode

Figure 1.6 Schematic of a t}’pical solid oxide fuel cell'22

The most suitable materials for use as electrolytes in solid oxide fuel cells are fast oxygen 

ion conductors as they have the potential to pass oxygen ions quickly while inhibiting 

electronic conduction. The effect of the n /  lone pair on ionic conduction is of interest 

as 3120, is a known fast oxygen ion conductor. A number of recent studies have 

suggested BijO, containing materials as strong candidates for use in soUd oxide fuel 

ceUs'^’̂  ̂ While interest in oxide electrolyte materials for fuel cell applications has 

boosted the research on BijO, based mixed oxide systems for their interesting ionic 

conduction properties, the mechanism behind oxide conduction in the simple Bi^O, 

ceramic is not well understood. The concept of the Bi(III) stereochemically active lone 

pair has been associated with the enhanced conductivit}^ of BijO,^^. Mairesse suggested 

that the presence of the lone pair leads to high polarizibility of the cation network, 

which in mrn leads to oxide ion mobility"^. Investigation of lone pairs and oxygen 

mobility in BijO, could yield valuable insight into its chemical nature, suggest possible 

conduction mechanisms and help toward the design of new and better Bi(III) based 

electrolyte materials.
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1.2.3 Batteries

In addition to  those ceramics featuring ns^ electronic configurations, there are a num ber 

o f  group 13, 14 and 15 based materials which also display interesting properties. P b O jis  

o f  great im portance as the m edium  for storage o f  chemical energ)- in lead acid 

batteries^^. Despite having one o f the oldest batterv' designs (invented by G aston Plante 

in 1859) and their significant environm ental problems, lead acid batteries are the m ost 

com m only used rechargeable batteries today and continue to dom inate the road 

transport industr\'. This is mainly due to their high power output and low cost.

In a fully charged battery, the anode o f  the galvanic ceU is com posed o f  Pb, while the 

cathode is com posed o f PbO j. The electrolyte is usually a dilute sulphuric acid solution 

(~25% ). It is no t always recognized that PbO j is a metallic conductor^’*’̂ '̂ , but the abilit\^ 

o f  lead acid batteries to deliver the high currents necessary^ to drive the starter m otor for 

an internal com bustion engine is crucially dependent on the low resistance o f  the 

cathode coating’". The reason why PbO j is metallic has rem ained a m atter o f  conjecture 

for the past 150 years and deserves further investigation.

1.2.4 Superconductors

Superconductivity is a recently observed phenom enon (1911 by Heike Onnes) which 

occurs in some materials at very low tem peratures, and is characterized by zero electrical 

resistance. The first material found to  exhibit superconductivity was solid mercury at a 

tem perature o f  4.2K. O ther conventional superconductors found in the fijrst half o f  the 

twentieth centurj^ include A1 (at 1.2K), M o (at 0.92K), V  (at 5.3K) and N b (at 9.26K). 

Applications at these low tem peram res are limited and the superconducting effect 

existed as a theoretical curiosity. In 1957 Bardeen, Cooper and Schriffer (BCS)
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developed a comprehensive theory to explain superconducting behaviour in terms o f 

quanmm mechanical effects” . They were awarded the Nobel prize in 1972. Interestingly, 

their theory predicted that superconductivity would not be possible above a temperature 

of30K .

Ceramic materials are expected to be insulators, certainly not superconductors. 

However, the Nobel Prize winning work o f Bednorz and Muller included the discovery 

o f a new family o f cuprate-perovskite ceramics in 1987 which could act as high 

temperature superconductors up to 35K’̂ . Investigation into the superconducting 

properties o f this class o f new materials quickly found superconductors with transition 

temperatures as high as lOOK. Superconductivnit}' in these materials cannot be explained 

by standard BCS theor\' and remains a matter of speculation. Potential applications for 

these new high temperature superconductors include power storage devices, digital 

circuits and electric motors, with the possibility o f more effective magnetic levitation 

devices.

The two families of cuprate superconductors with the highest known T  ̂ values 

(currently 138K) incorporate Hg or T1 respectively. These heavy post transition elements 

are generally presumed to be “spectators” of the electronic structure, that is, they do not 

contribute direcdy to the electronic states close to the Fermi level in the CuOj planes 

thought to be responsible for the superconductivity. Although the electronic structure o f 

the complex cuprate phases have been the object o f intensive smdy, surprisingly litde 

attention has been devoted to the simple binar)- oxides HgO and TljO,. While it has 

been known for some time that TUO, is a metallic conductor, it is yet not clear whether 

this is an intrinsic propert}" o f the stoichiometric phase TljO, or arises from oxygen 

deficiency in TUO,.^.
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1.2.5 Solar Cells

The greatest issue currently facing societ\’ is that o f  energ\\ It can be argued quite 

convincingly that war, poverty, global warming and education are aO matters that could 

be eased with a plentiful and clean energ}’ source. As fossil fuels begin to decline, people 

have realised that we m ust turn to a com bination o f  alternative power; geothermal, wind, 

solar, wave. The source with the greatest potential is solar power, with the sun delivering 

betw een 3 and 9 kW h/m ^ o f  power each day’ .̂ However, current solar cell technology in 

term s o f  efficiency and cost o f production is no t at a level where widespread use is 

feasible.

In a basic solar ceU devdce, sunlight impacts on a thin semiconducting layer and is 

absorbed. The material loses electrons, which flow to produce electricity. Cells with 

efficiencies o f  up to 26.5% are currendy achievable commercially’'*. The m ost efficient 

m odern cells are based on silicon, which elevates the production cost, and are usually 

designed around a p-n junction scheme, which allows current flow in only one direction. 

CdTe, GaAs and SnS thin films’  ̂ are prime candidates to replace silicon. In a p-n 

junction device, electrons may pass from  the n-t)’pe side to the p -t\^ e  and holes may 

pass from  the p-type side to the n-t)^pe. A transparent conducting oxide (TCO) such as 

In jO , or Z n O  can be used to  transport the charge out o f  the material while still allowing 

the full spectrum  o f  visible Hght to pass through^''. A typical p-n junction thin fdm solar 

cell is shown in Figure 1.7.
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F igu re 1.7 Schematic o f  a t\’pical p-n junction thin film solar cell34

An exciting area o f  research is in the developm ent o f  p-n junctions based on T C O  

materials themselves. While n-tv'pe FCO materials can be readily produced, the synthesis 

o f  p -t\^ e  materials has proved m ore problematic. In wide band gap oxides, the top  o f  

the valence band is predominately com posed o f  O  2p states. The in troduction o f  

positive holes to the valence band edge offers little benefit as the holes are trapped on 

oxygen and cannot migrate. This restricts traditional p-type doping approaches’’. 

However, coupling oxygen with metals that possess closed shell valence electronic 

configurations o f  similar energy to ox}^gen can provide a solution. Interaction betw een 

the electronic states o f  the metal and oxygen result in covalent states at the top o f  the 

valence band. This can provide the dispersion required for the effective transport o f 

positive holes. Metals with complete d  shells such as Cu and Ag are well suited for this 

purpose. Research in this area is currently focused on ternar)' oxide materials such as 

CuA lO j and SrCujO j’**.
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1.3 Thesis Outline

It is clear that a num ber o f  gaps remain in the basic chemical understanding o f group 13, 

14 and 15 based ceramics. Analysis o f their detailed electronic structure will yield insight 

in terms o f  understanding the known systems and also helping to advance the research 

for novel materials in the future. An introduction to these materials and their 

applications has been presented in Chapter 1.

Chapter 2 will mainly focus on com putational m ethods in materials chemistry including 

an overview o f  m odern electronic structure theor\' and how it is applied to solid state 

systems. The chapter will end with a discussion o f  comparative experimental electronic 

structure techniques. In Chapter 3 the methodologv’ employed in our calculations will be 

presented. This includes the testing o f electronic strucm re convergence criteria, 

geometr)^ optim izations and a sum m an’ o f  the various analysis tools used throughout the 

study.

C hapter 4 wiU examine lone pair form ation and anion dependence in detail for Pb(II) 

and Sn(II) based ceramics. Com prehensive analysis o f  the electronic strucmre for each 

material in a variety o f  symmetric and asymmetric structures will enable the underlying 

bonding to be ascertained. The chapter w’ill conclude with a summary o f  recent 

collaborative experimental spectroscopic studies on P bO  which validate the results 

obtained from  our calculations.

In Chapter 5, once an understanding o f  the underlying interactions in simple oxides has 

been gained, we wiU proceed to investigate the m ore challenging case o f  bism uth oxide, 

BijOj. Both the low and high tem perature phases wiU be examined. The study wiU 

include a num ber o f  oxygen vacancy configurations o f  the high tem perate defective
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fluorite phase, which will help shed Ught on the role o f the Bi(III) lone pair on the 

materials ionic conduction properties.

Chapter 6 wiU focus on the study o f higher and mixed oxidation ceramics. The 

electronic structure o f PbO j and Pb304 will be presented, each having their own unique 

properties. This chapter will culminate with the simulation o f the challenging Bi and Sn 

based temar)- oxide, Bi2Sn207, where its unique catalytic activity wiU be analyzed and 

discussed.

In Chapter 7, a study o f bonding in HgO and TljO, will be performed in which the 

mixing o f the shallow core d states show unexpected parallels to the lone pair formation 

in n /  configuration Pb and Sn ceramics.

Finally, Chapter 8 presents a discussion o f the influence o f the anion in the bonding and 

structural distortion o f each o f the metal ceramics studied. This is followed by the 

conclusions and insight gained through the course of these studies. A summar\? o f the 

main research achievements are given. The thesis will then culminate with a discussion 

of key directions for future development and progress in the field.
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2 Theory

2.1 Computational Methods in Materials Chemistry

Atom istic simulations in general and electronic structure calculations in particular have 

becom e increasingly im portant in physics and chemistry, especially with the advent and 

accessibility o f  present-day, high perform ance computers. In Ireland, the availability o f 

indigenous com puter resources is currently at a lev'el where precise ab initio calculations 

can be perform ed on increasingly m ore complex systems. We have the opportunit}^ to 

contribute at the highest scientific level. Harnessing the power o f  large scale parallel 

com puting can allow us to investigate the underlying interactions and properties o f  a 

wide range o f  materials and systems, many o f  which have never been tested 

experimentally. However, an inform ed choice m ust still be made in employing the m ost 

appropriate theoretical m ethod which will accurately describe the system o f  interest and 

will provide the appropriate ou tput information.

Classical (empirical potential) m ethods describe the potential energy- as an analytical 

function o f  atomic coordinates, usually fitted to experimental data. The interactions 

betw een atom s described using spring like interactions and van der Waals forces. 

Q uantum  mechanical m ethods are generally based on the energy as calculated through 

solving the Schrodinger equation for electrons in the field o f atom  cores. Despite the 

approxim ations m ade in solving the Schrodinger equation, these electronic strucmre 

m ethods retain the quantum -m echanical namre o f  bonding, ensuring that the angular 

nature o f  bonding in materials is correctly described for systems different from  the 

reference ones, or far from  equilibrium structures. W ith a classical approach, the results 

are usually dependent on the fitted parameters and while a potential may work for an
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atom  in a particular strucmre, there is no guarantee that this potential is transferable. For 

example, unique carbon potentials are needed to accurately describe the diam ond and 

graphite structures^^ and unique titanium potentials are needed to  describe the rutile and 

anatase phases o f  T i02‘*". In addition, empirical potentials, while being proficient in 

determ ining a num ber o f  macroscopic and dynamic properties, cannot address the 

electronic properties o f  a given system. As such, we wiU be applying a quantum  

mechanical based m ethod in our studies.

The behaviour o f  nuclei and electrons is governed by quantum  theory'. A lthough 

quantum  mechanical equations can be written in a relatively com pact form, they cannot 

be solved exacdy due to the large num ber o f  degrees o f  freedom  and interactions. 

Because electrons are charged and repel one another, the m otion o f  each electron 

depends on the m otion o f  aU the others. As a resvilt, these systems cannot be solved 

analytically. Approxim ations m ust therefore be developed which make a good 

com prom ise between chemical accuracy and com putational efficiency.

2.2 Electronic Structure Methods

2.2.1 Schrodinget Equation

The goal o f  m ost quantum  chemical approaches is the (approximate) solution o f  the 

time independent Schrodinger equation. Equation 2.1.

=  (2 .1)

W here \\J is the wavefunction, E  is the energ}- and H is the Ham iltonian, the sum o f the 

kinetic and potential energy^ operators. Equation 2.2.



In the Hamiltonian, i is the index over all the particles in the system, l'^(r) describes the 

potential energy o f  tlie system and is a function o f  its coordinates, m, is the mass o f

particle i, V  ̂ is the Laplacian
Sy  ̂ S z \

h
and h is ----- . The kinetic operator

2k

can further be divided into the contributions from  the nuclei, the electrons and the 

potential function as the sum o f  the nuclei-nuclei interactions, the electron-electron 

interactions and the nuclei-electron interactions. Equation 2.3.

^  =  ^ n u c le i + ^ e le c  + ^n u c -m c  + ^nuc-elec + ^elec (2-3)

The Schrodinger equation is a partial differential eigenvalue equation. The operation o f 

the Ham iltonian on the eigenfunction (the wavefunction) gives us back the 

eigenfunction multiplied by a num ber (the energ\'). Solving the equation gives us the 

energy o f  the system and the wavefunction. While the wavefunction has no physical 

m eaning, the square o f  the wavefunction gives the probability' o f  finding an electron (the 

electron density) in space.

2.2.2 Bom -O ppenheim er Approximation

T o help solve the Schrodinger equation we can separate the wavefunction into terms 

which only depend on nuclear and electronic contributions. Equation 2.4.

^  nuclei ^nuc -nuc  ̂  ^nuc-elec ^ e le c  ^elec (2.4)

Differences in inertia betw een the nuclei and electrons means the nuclei are almost static 

com pared to the electrons and that their kinetic energy and the nucleur-nucleur 

interactions need not be calculated. W ithin the Born-O ppenheim er approxim ation the 

nuclei are fixed in space, giving them  zero kinetic energv-. The potential energy from 

nucleus-nucleus interactions is merely a constant for a fixed set o f  atomic coordinates
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and can be added to each self consistent field (SCF) cycle. This simplifies the 

Schrodinger equation significandy.

The electronic Hamiltonian thus has three remaining terms to be calculated, Equation 

2.5.

^  = ^ e le c  + K u c -e lec  + K le e  (2-5)

The first term is the kinetic energy’ o f the electrons, the second the electron-nucleus 

interaction, which are both straightforward to calculate. The third term represents the 

electron-electron interactions and it is this term that poses the most computational 

complexity. The Bom-Oppenheimer approximation is applied in the majority o f 

electronic strucmre methods. The only situation where this approximation fails to work 

is for the motion o f ver\’ light particles (i.e. hydrogen) or when correlations between the 

ionic and electronic motion are important (i.e. interactions of fast ions with a soHd). To 

treat such systems, time-dependent theories must be employed.

2.2.3 The Variational Principle

The variational principle states that the expectation value o f a Hamiltonian, H , 

calculated using a trial wavefunction, is never lower than the true ground state

A
energy, . E q is the expectation value o f H  calculated using the true ground state 

wavefunction, , Equation 2.6.

I  ^  I  4^,) ^ E, > E , = QV , \ H\  % >  (2.6)

The principle implies that the corresponding energies calculated from a set o f trial 

wavefunctions can never be less than those o f the true wavefunctions. This means that 

the lowest energ)^ wavefunction that can be produced will be the closest to the real
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wavefunction and thus allows a systematic approach to the wavefunction of the ground 

state. However, there is no way o f telling how close to the true ground state a trial 

wavefunction is.

2.2.4 Hartree-Fock Approximation

In 1928 Hartree"” introduced a SCF procedure to evaluate the approximate 

wavefunctions and energies in multi-electron systems. The Hartree product (HP) 

formulates the total electronic wavefunction by describing the motion of the electrons as 

the product o f the individual one electron wavefunctions, x(^n)» Equation 2.7

(x, )Z2iX2)X3(x,)...Z„(Xf,) (2.7)

In the SCF approach, an initial trial set o f wavefunctions is chosen and for each electron 

the potential is evaluated by its interaction with the rest o f the stationary electrons in the 

system. The electrons are treated as an average distribution through space, the mean 

field approach. Solving the approximated Schrodinger equation results in a new 

wavefunction, hence a change in the electron distribution and thus a change in the 

potential. The procedure must therefore be iterated until the wavefunctions do not 

change (or remain within certain criteria).

Within the Hartree approximation the electron exchange interaction is neglected. Fock 

recognized that the Hartree wavefunction was not antisymmetric with respect to 

electron interchange, i.e. it did not satisfy the Pauli exclusion principle. In 1930 he 

demonstrated that the HP could be made antisymmetric by appropriately adding and 

subtracting aU possible electron combinations'*^. Subsequentiy, Slater established that the 

construction o f this antisymmetric wavefunction, simply required the determinant of 

the system o f N electrons and N spin orbitals. Equation 2.8. Each spin orbital is 

composed o f both a spatial orbital, tp„ and a spin function to represent the spin o f the
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electron (o = a or P). In the Hartree Fock (HF) approach the total energy is minimized 

with respect to the spin orbitals of the determinant.

1 ->■ ->  - y

= ^ d e t { z , ( x , ) z 2 i x 2 ) - X  A x  n )} (2-8)

Three ty'pes of interaction contribute to the total electronic energy of the system. The 

core Hamiltonian term, is the average kinetic and potential energy for the

electrostatic interactions between the nuclei and electrons. The Coulomb operator, J,  

represents the electrostatic repulsion betw'een electrons. The exchange operator, K,  

arises from the requirement that ^  be antisymmetric with respect to the permutation of 

the coordinates of any two electrons.

The HF approach captures a significant amount of the physics of many electron 

systems, but it wiU never result in an exact wavefunction. From the definition of the 

variational principle, we can deduce that the energ)' of a HF wavefunction will always be 

greater than the energ}' of the true wavefunction. Lowdin"” described this measure of the 

error associated with the HF scheme as the correlation energy. In expressing the 

electrons through an antisymmetrized product, the HF approach is assuming that each 

electron moves independentiy of all others in the system, except for having a Coulombic 

repulsion to the average positions of all electrons. As the motion of electrons is in fact 

correlated, they tend to ‘avoid’ each other more than the HF theory would suggest. This 

dynamic correlation is the main source of error with the HF method. However as it is 

defined, the correlation energy is not restricted to direct contributions from electron- 

electron interactions and may contain errors due to the kinetic energy or nuclear- 

electron terms.
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The HF method is widely used in quantum chemistr\'. The predicted equilibrium 

interatomic distances and bond angles for die majorit}' of molecules are witliin a few 

percent of experiment. While HF has been implemented for periodic systems'* ,̂ the 

computational effort is dominated by the exchange integral. The major problem with 

HF is that the effects of electron correlation are neglected beyond the exchange energ\^ 

resulting from the antisymmetrization of the wavefunction. HF is therefore not 

appropriate for systems with high electron densit\', such as transition metals, or metallic 

states, because it fails to account for collective Coulomb screening in delocaHzed 

electron systems''^ For greater accuracy, post-Hartree-Fock methods such as MoUer- 

Plesset (MP) Perturbation Theory  ̂ or Configuration Interaction (Cl) can be used. 

However, these computationally intensive methods (scaling up to N^) are Hmited to 

relatively small systems and have not yet been successfully applied to the solid state. One 

way of handling the electron correlation problem of HF theon' without an additional 

computational burden is through densit\^ functional theor\-, which will be discussed in 

the next section.

2.2.5 Density Functional Theory

Densit)' functional theory' (DFT) involves describing a system in terms of the electron

density, n ( r ) , rather than a 3N dimensional wavefunction. The origins of this theory Ue 

in the 1927 Thomas-Fermi model'*̂ ''*̂ , which found a simple expression for the kinetic 

energy based on a uniform electron gas model and combined it with a classical 

description of nuclear-electron and electron-electron interactions. Building upon these 

ideas, Hohenberg and Kohn proved two important theorems'***. Firsdy, they proved that 

even' observable of a stationary’ quantum mechanical system (including energy') can be 

calculated exacdy from the ground state electron density. Secondly, they showed that the
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total energy calculated by this densit)' cannot be lower than the true ground state energy, 

and thus the ground state density' can be calculated via the variational principle.

Equation 2.9 shows the relationship between the total electronic energy E[n] and n{r) ,  

where F[n] is the universal functional, and Vj,,.,is the external potential (the potential due 

to the effective nuclear charge or applied field) in which the electrons move.

E[n] = F[n] + ^n{r).Vext{r).dr (2.9)

F[n] is the sum of the kinetic energ}' of the electrons and the contribution from electron- 

electron interactions. In 1957 Kohn and Sham'*® proved that F[n] could be separated 

into three parts: (i) the kinetic energ\' of a non-interacting system of electrons, T[n], (ii) 

the electron-electron interactions, J [n] and (iii) the exchange-correlation term, E,.Jn] for 

the interacting system. Equation 2.10.

F[n] = T[n] +J[n]+E^^n]  (2.10)

Despite the simplicit}" of dealing purely with the electron density, in practical terms 

calculating the kinetic energy of the electrons requires the reintroduction of a 

wavefunction. Kohn and Sham derived a set of equations for the variational 

minimisation of the total energy with a set of one-electron orbitals, from which the

densit}' n{r)  can be determined. Equation 2.11.

«('■)=

The one-electron wavefunctions are similar to those of HF theory. However, the Kohn- 

Sham equations are stated in terms of the exact ground state electron density. The 

kinetic energ)-, T[n], is defined in terms of a system of non-interacting electrons with the 

same densit}  ̂as the real system. Equation 2.12.
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(  y2 A

/=1

T \ n { r ) \  = ^ \ y / , { r )  y / . { r ) dr  (2.12)
\ Z I

The electrostatic energy, J[nJ, arises from  the classical interaction between two charge

densities, n{ r i )  or n ( r 2 ) ,  which is summ ed over all possible pairwise interactions, 

E quation 2.13. This is the same process as employed in H F theorj'.

(2.B)
^  i* J

C om bining the kinetic energy, the electrostatic energy’, and the electron-nuclear 

interaction energ}' leads to a full expression for the energ\- o f an N  electron system. 

W ithin the K ohn-Sham  scheme, is therefore defined as containing a contribution 

due to the difference between the true kinetic energ}- o f  a system and the approxim ated 

one electron kinetic energ)’, as weU as a contribution due to exchange and correlation 

energies. W hereas H F only includes an exchange potential, the exchange-correlation 

functional in D F T  is a m ore general expression which can include terms accounting for 

bo th  the exchange energy and the electron correlation. If  the exact exchange-correlation 

potential is known, then D FT  results in the exact ground state energ}'.

2.2.6 Exchange-Correlation Energy

The exchange-correlation functional, E^c, is crucial for the success o f  the D F T  

approach. The Kohn-Sham  approach allows for an exact description o f m ost o f  the 

contributions to the electronic energ}’ o f a molecular system. All remaining parts are 

coupled into the Ejjc- In principle an E^c functional exists that gives the exact ground 

state energy, although its form  is unknow n and only approximate solutions are available. 

However, one reason that D F T  is so appealing is that even relatively simple
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approximations to E^c can give reasonable results in terms o f the optimized lattice 

constant and electronic structure.

The majority o f E^c functionals are based upon the idea o f a uniform electron gas 

modeP'. This is a hypothetical system in which an almost infinite number o f electrons 

are free to move in an electrically neutral environment. Conceptually, this is in many 

ways similar to the behaviour o f the valence electrons in an ideal metal. The benefit o f 

using such a model is that highly accurate exchange and correlation energies are known 

for this type of system through a series o f in-depth quantum-Monte-Carlo simulations'*^’.

The simplest way to derive an potential for a real system based on contributions 

from the uniform electron gas model is the local density approximation (LDA). Here 

£j;c depends only on the value o f the densit}' at a position r. The density taken at this 

point is then referenced with the contributions that a uniform electron gas o f equal 

density would have. This process is repeated for each point in space, with the individual 

contributions summed up to provide the £xc value for the total system. This is shown 

schematically in Figure 2.1. The largest approximation made in the LDA is that E^c 

depends only on the density at the position r and not its local environment. As such, this 

approach works well for systems in which the electron density does not vary rapidly and 

offers results of comparable accuracy to the HF approach. LDA calculations generally 

result in exaggerated binding energies and underestimated bond lengths.

The generalised gradient approximation (GGA) was developed to overcome the 

shortcomings of LDA and forms the basis for the most frequently used functionals. 

Here a uniform gas is again considered, as in the LDA. However within the GGA, Eye 

is dependent on both the value o f the densit}' at a position r and the variation close to r
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(the gradient). This accounts better for the non-homogeneit\" of the true electron 

density. The GGA approach allows for more flexibiUt}' and accuracy in determining the 

electronic structure of molecules and solids using DFT. In contrast to the LDA, it has a 

tendency to overestimate bond lengths. The exchange and correlation functional derived 

by Perdew and Wang (PW91)^’ has been one of the most widely used GGA functionals, 

but this has been superseded by the PBE functional which features a simpler form and 

offers improved performance for a number of systems. Both of these functionals were 

applied in our DFT calculations and are generally considered to be first-principle in 

nature as they do not contain parameters other than fundamental constants and those 

specified through a quantum mechanical relation.

from real system

-► E Jn(r,))

----------- ► KJn(rj))

from homogeneous 
electron gas

Figure 2.1 Schematic of the LDA approximation^’.

%n(r,)-

%n(r,)
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2.3 Simulating Solids

2.3.1 Periodic Boundary Conditions

The large number of electrons contained in a macroscopic crystal prohibits a direct 

solution of the Schrodinger equation for such systems. However, the repeating 

arrangement of atoms in the crystal makes it possible (and convenient) to employ the 

periodicity concept. Instead of solving the electronic structure for the infinite system, we 

can solve an equivalent Schrodinger equation in a finite repeating unit with special 

boundary conditions. The size {a, b and c lattice vectors) and shape (a, (3 and y cell 

angles) of the unit cell, along with the position of atoms within it, define the crystal 

structure. There are fourteen different t\^pes of basic unit cell (Bravais lattices). The 

inclusion of symmetry' operations in defining a cr^ ŝtal lattice results in the 230 known 

space groups. In our calculations a unit cell is repeated periodically in all three 

dimensions to approximate an infinite soUd, as shown schematically in Figure 2.2.

Figure 2.2 A 4x 4x 4 periodic expansion of a unit cell.

2.3.2 Basis Sets and Pseudopotentials

For any quantum chemical approach a mathematical representation of the molecular 

orbitals is required. This is usually obtained from a linear combination of functions
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referred to as basis functions. Because o f the periodic nature o f  the solutions, plane 

waves (of die form  e''"') act as a suitable basis set and offer high accuracy^"'. A plane wave 

basis set is no t biased towards any system and is independent o f  the atomic positions. 

The basis set depends on the size o f the simulation cell and not the num ber o f  atoms, 

w hich m eans that basis set superposition errors are not as significant a problem  as with 

localized basis sets (e.g. Gaussian functions).

T he wavefunction can be expressed as a linear com bination o f  plane wav^es which differ 

by reciprocal lattice vectors. In principle, the Fourier series needed to fully describe a 

given system is infinite. However, a kinetic energ)^ term  (frequency) is associated with 

each plane wave allowing the im plem entation o f an upper energj- threshold. The 

introduction o f  a plane wave energv’ cutoff reduces the basis set to a finite size. An 

appropriate value has to be chosen which offers adequate convergence for the given 

system. A liigh cu toff energ}' is required to represent a wavefunction with rapid changes 

in electron density’ e.g. electrons close to the core region o f an atom. This has the 

consequence that in ceramic oxides the cu toff is limited by the electrons o f row  two 

oxygen and no t die electrons o f  the heavy' metal ions. The main advantage o f  plane 

waves over a localised basis set is that the basis set can be optim ized through variation 

o f  this single energy' cu toff parameter.

For an accurate representation o f  the core electrons in an aU-electron calculation, the 

cu to ff would be prohibitively high due to the rapidly moving wavefunction close to the 

nucleus. This is overcom e by applying the pseudopotential approxim ation. This 

approxim ation replaces the strong potential o f the ionic nucleus and the core electrons 

by a weaker pseudopotential. Figure 2.3. This is acceptable as the core electrons are 

relatively unaffected by the chemical environm ent o f  an atom. Pseudopotentials are
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usually derived from all-electron calculations and are required to reproduce the 

behaviour and properties of the valence electrons. Vanderbilt showed that by relaxing 

the constraint that the real and pseudo wavefunction represent the same charge (norm 

conserv^ing), the same accuracy can be achieved using a smoother function and hence a 

smaller cutoff^^’̂*̂. The physical origin of this approximation is the spatial localization of 

core electrons near nuclei and the substantial difference in energy between the core and 

valence states.

PP
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Figure 2.3 Schematic of the relationship between an all-electron (blue) and pseudo

potential (red) wavefunction.

The projector augmented wave method^ (PAW) was developed by Blochl to accurately 

and efficiendy calculate the electronic structure of materials within the framework of 

DFT. Localised basis sets are used to represent the core electrons. The effect of these 

fixed core states are projected onto the valence electrons giving the numerical 

advantages of pseudopotential calculations while retaining the physics of all-electron 

calculations, including the correct nodal behaviour of the valence electron 

wavefunctions. It uses many of the same ideas developed by Vanderbilt and is employed
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in our calculations. The PAW fixed core states are generated from aO-electron scalar 

relativistic calculations.

2.3.3 Brillouin Zone and A^Points

The employment o f periodic boundar\' conditions to simplifv’ the calculation o f the 

electronic structure is made possible through the application of Bloch’s theorem^*  ̂ to the 

wave functions. Bloch’s theorem states that in a periodic system (e.g. an electron moving 

in a periodic potential of the ions in a crv'stal lattice) the electronic wavefunction can be 

written in the form:

T(jc) = e ‘'^'u{x) (3.3)

The exponent represents a plane wave and u(x) is the periodicity' of the lattice, k  is the 

wave vector which represents the phase relationship o f the wavefunction between 

repeated unit cells. The Brillouin zone is the region of ‘/^-space’ in which all eigenvalues 

o f the Hamiltonian may be labeled uniquely within any (2%!a) range along the ^-axis, 

Figure 2.4.

The electron density, which is calculated at each iterative step of a DFT calculation, may 

be found by integrating the squares o f the magnitudes of the Kohn-Sham eigenfunctions 

over the Brillouin zone. In practice the integral must be approximated by a sum over 

selected ,^-points. As the wavefunction varies smoothly in reciprocal space, 

representative points can be sampled giving an accurate approximation to the total 

energ)'^^. For non-metaUic systems only a small set of ^-points is needed. However, for 

metallic systems a denser set is required to accurately define the Fermi level. By 

systematically increasing the number o f ^-points sampled, convergence can be obtained. 

Common meshes are the so-called "regular" /^-point meshes, where the points are 

equally spaced from the origin, and the "special" /fe-point mesh which offsets the regular
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mesh from the origin to reduce the number of ^-points needed. One such method 

which we employ is that of Monkhorst and Pack''". This can make use of both regular 

(even) and special (odd) meshes.

ida

Brillouin Zone

Figure 2.4 A schematic band structure (eigenvalue spectrum) in the Brillouin zone. All 

states up to the Fermi level (E,.) are occupied.

2.3.4 Electronic Optimizations

To perform a DFT calculation on the solid state, the lattice vectors, atomic coordinates 

and total number of electrons are required. A basic self-consistent approach is shown 

schematically in Figure 2.5. The program begins by generating a trial charge density and 

wavefunction (randomly generated or taken from a previous run). The Hamiltonian is 

then set up as a sum of 7’[«], /[« ]  and Iterative refinement of the

wavefunction begins through solving the Kohn Sham equations. Diagonalisation of the 

Kohn-Sham matrix to obtain the eigenvalues is where the code spends more than 90% 

of its time. Traditional diagonalisation methods are computer intensive since the cost of 

matrix diagonalisation increases with N ’. The plane wave basis set results in a very large 

diagonalisation problem and for these large problems iterative diagonalisation methods
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are most efficient. Thus a well optimized algorithm is necessar\\ In our calculations the 

Kohn-Sham equations are solved using the iterative blocked Davidson algorithm'^'.

Trial Charge n(r) -  
Trial W avefunction

Set up Ham iltonian

N ew  Charge 
D ensity n(/ )

Iterative 
Refinem ent o f  v

C alculate Forces, 
Update Ions

Figure 2.5 Self-consistent DFT schematic.

Solution of the Kohn-Sham equations results in a new charge density and wavefunction. 

If the change in energ\’ of the refined configuration is within a specified energy 

threshold of the starting energ\% then the new wavefunction is accepted. It is then used 

to calculate the forces and update the ion positions. Otherwise the new charge density 

and wavefunction are used as the initial input and the procedure is repeated self- 

consistentiy until the convergence criteria are finally met.

2.3.5 Force Model and Geometry Optimization

The forces on the ions are calculated via the Hellmann-Feynman theorem'’̂ . Classically, 

force is the derivative of energv" with respect to position. The simplest way to estimate
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the force is to calculate it numerically by m oving an ion in all directions. For a system 

com posed o f  N  ions this will require 6N calculations o f  the energy. However, using the 

Hellm ann-Feynm an theorem, all forces (acting on  aU the ions) can be calculated by 

calling the energ\^ subroutine only once, which results in a considerable speed-up. The 

theorem  states that the force on any fixed nucleus in a system o f  nuclei and electrons is 

just the classical electrostatic attraction exerted on the nucleus. The force can therefore 

be estimated direcdy from the wavefunction which has previously been calculated.

O ne problem  that arises in force calculations is that there should be an additional term  

to represent the derivative o f  the basis set with respect to the position o f  the ion. This 

contribution to the force on the ion is called the Pulay force*^  ̂ (also referred to  as Pulay 

stress). I f  the value o f the Pulay force is no t calculated, there is a further error in the 

value o f  the Hellmann-Feynman force. Pulay forces m ust always be considered w hen 

localized basis sets are used. Although for a plane wave basis set, the use o f  

pseudopotentials has been shown to substantially reduce these complications, the Pulay 

forces m ust be properly treated for the case o f volume relaxations.

The m inim um  energ}^ ionic configuration corresponds to the situation where there are 

zero net forces on each ion. The calculated forces are used to  perform  Q uasi-N ew ton 

relaxations, which instead o f  obtaining an estimate o f the Hessian matrix (the square 

matrix o f  second partial derivatives) at a single point, gradually builds up an approxim ate 

Hessian matrix by using gradient inform ation from  some o f  the previous iterates, until 

the forces on the atoms have converged to a set criteria.
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2.4 Experimental Electronic Structure Techniques

W ithin a rigorous theoretical approach, aU the necessary inform ation relating to  the 

underlying chemical structure is in principle accessible. However, experimental 

approaches to measure the electronic structure require a series o f  complimentary 

techniques to  provide a substantial body o f  inform ation on the electronic strucm re o f  

solids. Three such techniques, photoem ission spectroscopy, soft X-ray emission 

spectroscopy and X-ray adsorption spectroscopy are detailed below.

2.4.1 Photoemission Spectroscopy

X-ray photoem ission spectroscopy (XPS) was developed in the 1960’s and is based on 

the photoelectric effect outlined by Einstein in 1905, where the concept o f the photon  

was used to describe the ejection o f electrons from  a surface when photons impinge 

upon it. In a photoem ission experiment, a solid sample is exposed, in vacuum, to 

ultraviolet (UPS) or X-ray radiation (XPS) The incident photons excite electrons from  

states below the Fermi level to states above the vacuum  level, from where they can 

escape the soUd, Figure 2.6. By measuring the kinetic energy^ and intensit)" o f  the em itted 

electrons over a large num ber o f emission directions, the binding energy' and total 

density o f  states o f  the occupied electronic states can be determined. High energy 

photons are used to m easure core level spectra in X-ray photoem ission spectroscopy. 

XPS m easurem ents o f  core level binding energies aUow the chemical state o f  atom s to 

be detertnined due to the characteristic energies o f the core electrons. In principle, it is 

possible to determine both  the elem ent t \^ e  as weU as oxidation state. The m ost 

versatile pho ton  source for photoem ission experiments is synchrotron radiation, since it 

is continuous in energy from  the UV to the hard X-ray region. The energj- resolution 

available from  state o f  the art electron energy analyzers is less than 5 meV for electrons 

with 15 eV kinetic energy' '̂*.
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Figure 2.6 Schematic representation of the X-ray photoemission mechanism*’

The fact that photoemission spectroscopy involves the measurement of relatively low 

energy' electrons has a number of consequences. Photoemission is surface sensitive and 

requires that photoemission experiments be performed in an ultrahigh vacuum (UHV) 

environment, with great care taken to characterize surface effects if bulk information is 

sought. Photoemission of an insulating solid causes the sample to charge up due to the 

inabiUt}' of the electron hole to decay quickly and care must be taken.

2.4.2 Soft X-ray Emission Spectroscopy

When an electron is ejected from a core state of an atom, the atom de-excites via the 

transition of an electron from a less tighdy bound state into the core hole. This leads to 

the emission of a photon with an energy equal to the difference in binding energies of 

the two states involved. Since the valence band states have a significant energy width, 

photons with a variety of energies will be produced by emission from these states. 

Figure 2.7. The transitions are governed by strict dipole selection rules and elements can
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be targeted by using X-rays in a specific energy  ̂ range. Thus a spectrum is obtained by 

measuring the intensity’ o f die emitted photons wliich corresponds to the densit}’ of 

states o f the valence band resolved into orbital angular momentum components (i.e. an 

experimental ion decomposed density o f states). For example, O K shell soft X-ray 

emission^ (SXE) spectroscopy o f solid oxides can target the O 2p partial electronic 

densit}' of states.
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Figure 2.7 Schematic representation o f the soft X-ray emission mechanism''

SXE experiments must again take place in ultra high vacuum, where the photon beam is 

manipulated using special mirrors and diffraction gratings. The sampling depth for SXE 

is in the order o f lOOOA, and as such SXE can measure the bulk electronic structure. 

Also, since a photon is being detected, the charging o f insulating samples is less 

important. As SXE is very sensitive to hybridization due to the strong dipole selection 

rules, it can provide a direct method of measuring shallow core level and valence band 

hybrid states in solids. SXE spectroscopy requires the use of high intensity 

monochromatic synchrotron radiation as the excitation source.
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2.4.3 X-ray Adsorption Spectroscopy

X-ray absorption spectroscopy*^’ (XAS) can be used to measure the empty density o f 

states. In an XAS experiment, the sample is illuminated with monochromatic radiation 

in the lOO-lOOOeV range. The photon energ)" is swept and excites core electrons into the 

conduction band. The fraction o f photons which are absorbed is measured. The 

mechanism by which photons are absorbed is the promotion o f core-level electrons into 

higher-energ\' unoccupied states. Therefore, XAS is a probe o f the density o f 

unoccupied electronic states within the sample, allowing direct measurement o f the 

conduction band in ceramic materials. XAS plots have large, distinct features at energies 

corresponding to excitation from one bound state to a conduction band state. In this 

way, the energy  ̂ levels o f the unoccupied states (relative to the occupied states) can be 

determined. Synchrotron radiation is again required for this spectroscopy, and it is easily 

performed as part o f the SXE experiments.

A combination o f XAS and SXE gives extreme sensitivity to the chemical state o f each 

element in the soHd state sample. Each element has its own characteristic binding energy' 

in the SXE spectra. Synchrotron based XAS measurements have the resolution to 

distinguish the structural form in which the element crystallizes (diamond and graphite 

give unique spectra), and can also distinguish between different sites o f the same 

element in a crystal lattice*̂ **.

2.4.4 Experimental Collaboration

To compliment the ab initio electronic structure calculations performed in this work we 

have collaborated with Professor Russ Egdell from Oxford Universitv’ and Professor 

Kevin Smith from Boston University to obtain high resolution experimental 

measurements of the electronic strucmre, using a combination of XPS, SXE and XAS
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techniques. The synchrotron based experiments were perform ed at the N ational 

Synchrotron Light Source at Brookhaven National Laboratory' in N ew  York. This 

collaboration serves both  to validate our theoretical data and offer further insight into 

the chemical properties o f  the ceramics studied.

Russ Egdell has worked on the electronic structure o f  solids and the surface chemistry 

o f oxides for 25 years, leading to the publication o f  180 papers in this and related fields. 

He has established a strong track record in the innovative application o f  techniques such 

as photoemission*®, high resolution electron energ\- loss spectroscopy^'' and scanning 

probe microscopy^’ to the study o f complex oxide and other surfaces. A particular area 

o f  interest has been in the electronic effects o f  doping and defects in simple oxides.

Kevin Smith has worked on the spectroscopic study o f  the surface and bulk electronic 

structure o f  metal oxides since 1983. He is also ver\' experienced in the study o f 

electronic structure in wide bandgap semiconductors, organic sem iconductors, and 

organic superconductors. A lm ost all o f  his research is undertaken using synchrotron 

radiation, and he is an expert in the application o f synchrotron spectroscopy. A m ong the 

highlights o f  his oxide research are the first m easurem ent o f  a quasi-lD  Ferm i surface’ ,̂ 

the verification o f  the concept o f hidden Fermi surface nesting^’ and the observ^ation o f 

com position and tem peram re driven metal to nonm etal transitions in doped
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3 Computational M ethodology

The Vienna A b  Initio Simulation Package’ ’̂̂® (VASP) was the primary tool used for 

electronic structure calculations throughout this work. VASP can be employed to 

perform  D F T  calculations on periodic solid state systems and contains its own set o f  

optimized PAW  pseudopotentials for each element. The m ethodology used in our 

calculations is presented in this chapter.

3.1 Structural Optimization and Convergence

The precision o f  self-consistent calculations on solid state systems withm D F T  is 

ultimately dependent on the resolution o f the basis set, the ,4-point sampling density and 

adequate optim ization o f  the geometry. Convergence for each system is rigorously 

checked in relation to both the plane wave cu to ff energy and ^-point grid density. The 

frozen core approxim ation applied in the PAW  pseudopotential reduces the num ber o f 

plane waves required substantially. T o describe a typical period five or six metal, a plane 

wave energy cu to ff o f approximately 300eV would be required. How ever as the valence 

electrons o f  the lighter anion (such as oxygen) var}' m ore rapidly, a higher value is 

needed. A plane wave cu toff o f  500eV was found to provide sufficient accuracy for aU 

systems studied and tests were carried out to ensure convergence o f at least 

0.01 eV /form ulae unit was achieved.

As ^-points map out the unit cell in reciprocal space, fewer num bers o f  ,4-points are 

needed to accurately sample larger unit cells. A /4-point sampling density o f 

approximately 0 .04A ' was found to result in acceptable convergence for m ost systems, 

la b le  3.1 shows a simple conversion table between lattice vector magnitude, ,4-point 

sampling densit}- and the num ber o f ,4-points. The num ber o f  ^-points in each direction
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is taken as a whole integer and is rounded to the nearest even number for continuity in 

the convergence. Even numbers give a distribution in wliich tlie zone centre is not 

included, while it is included in the distribution o f an odd number. Using all even 

numbers ensures equivalent distributions, var\’ing only in the density o f points. To make 

certain that fuU convergence is achieved; calculations were performed with a ^-point 

density o f both above and below 0.04A ’, checking the total energies remain within at 

least O.OleV/ formulae unit.

Lattice Vector (A) (LV)-‘ Appoint Density

2.00 0.5000 12

4.00 0.2500 6

6.00 0.1667 4

8.00 0.1250 4

10.00 0.1000 2

12.00 0.0834 2

Table 3.1 Relation o f the magnitude of the lattice vector to the i^-point density, with a

sampling rate o f 0.04A ’.

Total energ)' calculations can be used to conveniendy determine the equilibrium 

structure o f a system. The variational principle tells us that the ground state o f a system 

has the low’est energy'. Hence, comparing the total energj^ for different configurations of 

a system gives the possibility to determine the lowest energ\- configuration. 

Optimization at a series of volumes was performed for each structure studied, allowing 

the atomic positions, the lattice vectors and angles to relax within constrained total 

volume. The resulting energy-volume curv^es were fitted to the Murnaghan equation of
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state^^ to obtain the equilibrium cell volume. This approach is taken to avoid the 

problem  o f  the Pulay stress and changes in the effective basis set and its cu toff that 

occur in plane wave calculations on volume changes^**.

The equation o f  state provides an accurate mechanism to determine the equilibrium 

volume as it was originally derived to m odel the behaviour o f  solids in high pressure 

situations, such as the earths crust and the interior o f  stars. A soHd is considered to  have 

a certain equilibrium volume, V,,, and the energy increases as the volum e is increased or 

decreased a small am ount from  that value. The M urnaghan equation o f  state uses a

dP
complex relationship based on the bulk m odulus ( Bq = —V  ) and its pressure

d V

derivative, Equation 3.1.

B . V  r  '
(3.1)E ( V )  = E , +

V V
5 ,( 1 — ^ ) - l  + ( ^ ) B ,

5,(5, -1)L V /  V

W here B,, represents the bulk modulus, B, is the pressure derivative o f the bulk 

modulus, V„ is the equilibrium cell volume and E„ is the ground state energ}^

A graph o f  the calculated energ\'-volume data points and the fitted M um aghan equation 

o f  state cim^e is shown for litharge PbO , using a 500eV plane wave cutoff, in Figure 3.1. 

The results for three /^-point sampling densities are shown. For a 4 x 4 x 4  ^-point grid, 

the calculation is quite well converged (within O.OleV/Pb). However, a 6 x 6 x 6  grid was 

chosen as it offered convergence up to  the fourth decimal place with only a m oderate 

addition in com putational burden.
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Figure 3.1 Murnaghan equation of state fit (lines) to the energ\--volume data (triangles) 

obtained for litharge PbO. The green line represents the results for a 4x4x4 ^-point 

grid, pink for the 6x6x6 grid and red for the 8x8x8 grid.

For each system studied, initial estimates must be made for which volumes to choose, 

which are generally based on the experimentally determined lattice constant or 

calculations on similar materials. The volume is then adjusted systematically until the 

data set bracket a minimum. A final geometry relaxation calculation is performed at the 

equilibrium volume obtained from fitting to the Murnaghan equation of state, resulting 

in the optimised structure. A flow chart illustrating the process of structural 

optimisation, plane wave and /^-point convergence calculations is shown in Figure 3.2. 

Comprehensive optimization of each system required nine series of volume 

optimization calculations to be performed, each one resulting in a final equilibrium 

calculation. From these results the optimal configuration is chosen and the electronic 

structure is then analysed.
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Figure 3.2 Schematic flow chart of strucmral optimization and convergence

calculations.

3.2 Electronic Structure Calculations 

3.2.1 Band Structures

The Kohn-Sham eigenvalues extracted from a DFT calculation can be used to 

determine the band structure of a system (the energ\' of the eigenvalues plotted as a 

function of <4). First the electron densit\' is calculated self-consistently producing a 

wavefunction for homogeneous ,4-point sampling. Then the eigenvalues are calculated 

non-self-consistentiy along the high symmetry' directions of the reciprocal cell using the 

self-consistent charge densit}' which define the potential. A problem arises in the 

calculation of supercells (which contain multiples of the unit cell). The Brillouin zone 

grows smaller as the cell size increases. As such, the bands in the Brillouin zone of the
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supercell become folded, creating a complicated band structure for larger cells with 

significandy less dispersion.

It is not feasible to plot the bands at all possible ^-points. The general approach is to 

show the evolution of the band energy across certain Hnes of the BriUouin zone unique 

to the crystal class. The coordinates for the high symmetr}’ points used in our 

calculations are taken from the work of John Slater^  ̂ which exhaustively lists the 

symmetry' operations and reciprocal cells for the majority of crj'stal structure types. The 

Brillouin zone for a simple cubic cell is shown in Figure 3.3.

P A

Figure 3.3 Brillouin zone and special symmetry' points for a simple cubic Bravais

lattice™.

The simple cubic Brillouin zone is defined by four special points: the zone centre T at (0, 

0, 0), R at (0.5, 0.5, 0.5) , X at (0.5, 0, 0) and M at (0.5, 0.5, 0). A band structure could 

therefore map out the BriUouin zone by taking a series of ^-points spanning from 

F—> R ^ M ^ X — > F. The evolution of band energy across these points gives information
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on the ty’pes o f interactions that are happening within the material. Dispersion o f the 

bands indicates the strength of the interactions occurring while the energy o f  a band at 

certain points can give indications to the symmetry and topology o f the underlying 

interactions.

3.2.2 Electronic Density of States

The electronic density o f states (EDOS) contains the density o f eigenvalues at each 

energ)'. This is essentially the band structure integrated with respect to energy. In many 

cases the EDOS can give a more intuitive and accessible picture o f the electronic 

structure, which is readily comparable to experimental photoemission experiments. 

Investigation of EDOS can give an idea of the underlying bonding in a crystal and as 

such, changes can be noted with respect to the chemistr\', structure or pressure.

To aid the interpretation o f the electronic strucmre, in addition to the EDOS, it is also 

possible to calculate the partial (ion and / and m decomposed) electronic density of states 

(PEDOS). This is obtained by projecting the wave functions onto spherical harmonics 

that are non zero within spheres o f a specified radius around each ion, the same way that 

an atomic orbital basis set represents the wavefunction in a region o f space. The radius 

defines the atoms to whom the electron density is assigned, which is then projected onto 

the spherical harmonics, determining the orbital type. This assumes that the electron 

density is localised around the atom it belongs to. An example o f our radii determination 

is detailed below for litharge SnO.

The covalent radii are 1.41 A for Sn and 0.73A for O, giving a ratio o f approximately 2:1. 

However, the electron density indicates a 1:1 ratio between Sn and O which is in fact 

much closer to their ionic radii. The Sn-O nearest neighbour bond length is 2.3A. With
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an ionic radius of 1.24A for oxygen, Sn is approximately the same (ratio 1:1). This is 

consistent witli charge density plots, Figure 3.4. With spheres, it is impossible to account 

for all the charge density without using radii that overlap (i.e. 1.55A). Using a smaller 

radius for Sn would exclude the outer charge density relating to the asymmetric electron 

density.

Figure 3.4 Electron densit\- map for litharge SnO. The pink and blue spheres represent 

projection radii o f 1.55A for Sn and O respectively.

Although overlap occurs between the Sn and O spheres using the larger radii, they give 

rise to the correct total number o f electrons for the system. The PED OS is shown using 

radii o f l.SS A  for both Sn and O (maintaining a ratio o f 1:1) in Figure 3.5. The effect o f 

changing both the radii and the ratio o f the radii on the PED OS indicates that the 

general results are insensitive to the exact values used. While changing the radii 

obviously changes the percentage o f each orbital involved by a small amount, the overall 

interactions are insensitive to changes in the projection scheme.
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Figure 3.5 Projected electronic densit}' of states of litharge SnO for various projection 

radii. The black lines represent O 2p, blue Hnes Sn 5j‘ and pink lines Sn bp.

3.2.3 Crystal Orbital Overlap Populations

The data resulting from the / and m projection of the charge density can be further 

analysed through calculation of the cr}'stal orbital overlap populations*' (COOP). The 

COOP represents the bonding between two specified orbital centres. It is a density' of 

states weighted overlap population (2c,C2S,2) which is derived from the projection of the 

wavefunctions onto spherical harmonics within the radii defined from the PEDOS. 

Positive and negative regions signif)' bonding and anti-bonding interactions as the 

direction of the COOP is determined by the signs of the coefficients. The amplitude of 

the curve depends on the number of states at that interv^al, the magnitude of the 

couplings and the coefficients of the molecular orbitals. In this way interactions between 

electronic states of specific ions can be investigated. Hoffman suggests that COOP 

should be pronounced ‘co-op’ due to the intuitive way that the theory describes how 

orbitals are working together to form bonds in the crystal.
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3.2.4 Bader Charge Analysis

Atomic charges iii molecules or solids are not direcdy defined in quantum chemical 

theorv'. The output o f D FT is the electron densit\- and with a plane wave basis set, 

determining how the electrons should be parddoned amongst the ions is not a 

straightforward task. The most commonly used partitioning scheme in quantum 

chemistrv' is Mulliken analysis, but this relies on a localised orbital basis set for assigning 

the charges. The mechanism o f partitioning proposed by Bader takes an alternative 

approach**'. In the Bader charge analysis method, partial charges are derived direcdy 

from the electron density’ itself. The optimized charge densit}' is placed on a three 

dimensional grid and analysed to assign regions o f charge defined by surfaces that run 

through minima in the electron densit\'. This method is therefore independent o f the 

basis set employed. The fastest implementation for assigning the regions o f electron 

densit}' is based on the steepest ascent method** .̂ Each point in the grid is taken m mm 

and a steepest ascent optimization is performed until a maximum of charge density is 

reached. This results in the assignment o f finite regions for each maximum in the charge 

density, as illustrated for a two dimension grid in Figure 3.6.

(b)

m

m

(^) start

m,

Figure 3.6 An illustration o f the steepest ascent path on the charge density grid that is 

used to assign Bader surfaces*^, (a) Starting point from which a local maximum is 

reached in four steps and (b) the final three regions with maxima m,, m, and m 3.
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4 Influence of the Anion on the Formation o f the 

Group 14 Lone Pair.

In this chapter we aim to elucidate the influence of the anion on the formation of 

stereochemically active lone pairs in group 14 metal ceramics. We will calculate and 

perform extensive analysis on the electronic structure of a number of a Pb(II) and Sn(II) 

based materials in both distorted and symmetric crystal structures. Through careful 

comparison of the underlying interactions observed for each of the structural variants, 

we will come to understand the origins of the distortion in the electron density of the n/  

configuration metal ions. The involvement of the anion in these interactions can be used 

to explain the unusual structural trends observed in these materials. In particular, we will 

understand why the n /  lone pair is not always stereochemicaUy active. The chapter will 

conclude with a synopsis of recent experimental spectroscopic data which has been 

gathered in collaboration with our collaborators in Oxford University and Boston 

University. The measurements are in very good agreement with our calculated electronic 

structure and add strong verification to our theoretical hypothesis.

4.1 Introduction

Asymmetric electron densities are observed in a wide range of technologically important 

materials, which contain ions with a valence two less than their group, such as Pb(II) 

and Sn(II). These compounds possess a wide range of potential applications including 

nanowires* ,̂ superconducting crystals**"*, rechargeable batteries'* ,̂ and solar cells*'’. The 

development of new materials requires a better understanding of the underlying
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electronic structure, and crucial to this is knowledge of the lone pair and its effect on 

crystal structure and phase stabilit)^

Pb(II) and Sn(II) have long been associated with lone pairs in solid state materials** .̂ 

With a filled n j subshell and a formal electronic configuration of n ^ / ' n / t h e  classical 

view is that a lone pair is formed through the on-site hybridization of the n j and np 

atomic orbitals. This chemically inert pair o f electrons are considered to be sterically 

active, resulting in distorted coordination sites and crystal structures. PbO exists in both 

a low temperature phase a-PbO “** (litharge) and a high temperature phase ^-PbO*^ 

(massicot) formed above 762K. Litharge is a highly asymmetric layered crj^stal structure, 

which can be seen as a distortion o f the eight coordinate CsCl structure (through 

elongation o f the c axis). In a-PbO, each Pb has four oxygen nearest neighbours, all of 

which are on the same side o f the Pb ion. A lone pair is considered to be projected in 

the opposite direction, into the interlayer space, Figure 4.1(a). This sterically active lone 

pair has always been directiy associated with the Pb(II) species, however, other Pb(II) 

compounds do not display the same distortion in their crystal structures. PbS, PbSe and 

PbTe all adopt the rocksalt structure as their thermodynamically stable phase, in which 

the Pb sites are six coordinate and perfectiy symmetric^'. Figure 4.1(b). If the asymmetric 

electron density produced by PbO was a lone pair formed purely by the Pb(II) ion, such 

a feature would be expected to form in aU Pb(II) compounds although this is not the 

case.
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Figure 4.1 Illustration of the cr)^stal structure of (a) litharge PbO and (b) rocksalt PbS.

Pb atoms are coloured grey and anions are red.

Similarly, the Sn(II) monochalcogenides exist in ver)' different crystalline environments 

despite having similar electronic configurations. SnO adopts the same layered tetragonal 

litharge structure as PbO. In contrast, the symmetric rocksalt structure is adopted by 

SnTe as its thermodynamically stable phase. SnS and SnSe both assume a layered 

orthorhombic structure (herzenbergite), space group Pnma, Figure 4.2. This structure 

consists of strongly bound double layers stacked along the a axis, and can be seen as a 

severe distortion of the rocksalt phase producing three coordinate oxygen coordination 

around each Sn atom. For Pb(II) there is a direct distorted to symmetric crystal structure 

transition on going from the oxide to the sulphide. However, for Sn(II) this transition is 

more subde and takes place over a series of four anions.

Stereochemical activit}' of the n /  lone pair is not limited to the solid state. Similar 

behaviour is also obser\’ed for Pb(II) complexes where the lone pair can be 

stereochemically active or inactive depending on the coordinated Ugands '̂. Simoni-Livny 

et al?~ examined the stereochemistn^ resulting for different ligands in a number of Pb(II)
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complexes using MP2. While the stereochemical activity of the lone pair was observed 

to have a clear anion dependence on transition from Pb[OPl2]4 to Pb[TeH2]4, no 

plausible explanation could be put forward. A detailed study of crystalline a and [3-PbO 

was carried out by I'rinquier and Hoffmann^’ using Extended Hiickel Theory. Despite 

the limitations of the theoretical approach, this study yielded insight into both the crystal 

and electronic structure of PbO, examining the band structure and bonding of PbO 

units starting from diamers and building up to the three-dimensional solids. They found 

that the intralayer bonding in a-PbO was stronger than in p-PbO.

Figure 4.2 Illustration of the cr\'stal strucmre of herzenbergite SnS. Sn atoms are

coloured grey and anions are red.

DFT calculations within a plane wave basis set have also been performed on the band 

structure of a and ^-PbO '̂*. Only the observ^ed cry'stal structures were examined, which 

were held fixed at the experimentally determined structures, and so they were unable to 

compare the distorted structures of PbO with related undistorted strucmres which 

would have allowed direct investigation of the origin of the lone pair. In previous 

work'^ ’̂’*', Watson et al. have shown that PbO is not a purely ionic material. There are
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significant interactions between the Pb 6^ states and the O 2p states resulting in filled 

antibonding orbitals near the Fermi level which have some Pb 6j character (shown in an 

energ}' level diagram for Sn(II) in Figure 4.16, p.84).

DFT and tight binding calculations have been performed on the Sn(II) 

monochalcogenides by Lefebvre et al?'', although their emphasis was not on the 

formation o f the lone pair. The electronic structures were only calculated in their 

observed crystalline structure and as such, the behaviour o f the Sn(II) asymmetry 

through the series could not be addressed. Bemasconi et al?^ examined the polarizibiUty 

o f a SnO molecule in the gas phase at the GGA level. While hybridization o f O 2p with 

unfilled Sn 5/) states is predicted, any analysis o f the lone pair states is restricted through 

the lunited approach taken, examining only the partitioned charge densit}'. Waghmare et 

al?'̂  used DFT to study the rocksalt chalcogenides of Ge, Pb and Sn and although they 

observ'ed changes in the calculated electronic structure for different anions they could 

not comment on lone pair formation as their studies main focus was the symmetric 

rocksalt structure.

4.2 Electronic Structure of PbO and PbS

In this section we investigate the electronic structure o f both PbO  and PbS in the 

symmetric rocksalt and distorted litharge structures with a view to fully explaining the 

chemical origins o f the lone pair activity o f Pb(II) in PbO  and inactivity in PbS.

4.2.1 Structural Analysis of PbO and PbS

The electronic structure o f both PbO and PbS in the rocksalt and litharge crystal 

structures were calculated using DFT with the exchange and correlation energ)'
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evaluated within the GGA using the PBE parameterization (Section 2.2.6). The valence 

electrons are expanded in terms of a plane wave basis set with the core electrons (Pb 

[Xe], O: [He], S: [Ne]) treated using the PAW approach. The calculations were checked 

for convergence with respect to both plane wave cut off (500 eV and 400 eV were used 

for PbO and PbS respectively) and ^-point sampUng (4x4x4 and 6x6x6 grids were 

used for rocksalt and litharge respectively).

PbO PbS

Kocksalt Utharge Kocksalt Utharge Utharge
(f̂ 'ixed a:c)

Energy (eV) -10.53 -10.91 -8.91 -8.61 -8.52

a (A) 5.27 4.06 (+2.4%) 6.01 (+1.3%) 5.13 5.08

b{k) - 4.06 (+2.4%) - 5.13 5.08

c(A) - 5.39 (+7.8%) - 4.21 6.74

Pb-O (A) 2.63 2.35 (+1.3%) 3.01 (+1.3%) 2.86 2.82

Table 4.1 Calculated data for rocksalt and litharge PbO and PbS and error with respect

to experimental data where available”*.

Table 4.1 contains the equilibrium lattice vectors, total energies and nearest Pb-anion 

distances for each structure. Both PbO and PbS have local minima in the rocksalt 

structure, however, while PbO is more stable in the litharge strucmre, PbS is not. 

Optimization of PbS starting with the litharge structure of PbO scaled for the anion, 

resulted in an expansion of the a and b vectors and contraction of the c vector to 4.2lA 

(see “PbS: Litharge” in Table. 4.1). This is an attempt to create a symmetric Pb site by 

relaxing toward the undistorted CsCl structure. The Utharge structure can be thought of

as the CsCl structure with a V2 x V2 expansion and the c vector elongated to create a
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layered structure. Relaxation such that c = a!yfz  (3.63A) would therefore indicate 

formation o f the CsCl structure with a symmetric Pb site.

These results are in agreement with experiment where PbO adopts the distorted litharge 

strucmre and PbS adopts the symmetric rocksalt structure, showing no stereochemical 

activit}' o f the lone pair. To allow for direct comparison o f PbO  and PbS in the litharge 

structure, an additional optimization was performed as a function o f volume for litharge 

PbS, using a constrained a:c ratio taken from PbO with the resulting structure indicated 

in Table 4.1 (Litharge: fixed a:c).

The a and i> lattice vector for Litharge PbO  and the lattice vector for rocksalt PbS are in 

good agreement with experiment. The litharge c vector, which represents interlayer 

interactions in litharge, is overestimated to a greater extent due to the inability o f D FT 

to accurately describe the non bonding forces in this direction. This is a direct result o f 

the mean field approximation and absence of dynamic correlation. However, the Pb-O 

interatomic distances within the layers are calculated to be 2.35A, within 1.3% of 

experiment, and the stable phase is correcdy predicted indicating a good representation 

o f the strong bonding and phase stability o f PbO. The four Pb-anion nearest neighbour 

distances in the constrained litharge PbS are calculated at 2.82A. The rocksalt structure 

results in six Pb-anion distances o f 2.63A in PbO and 3.01A in PbS within 1.3% of the 

experimentally determined value.

4.2.2 Valence Electron Densities

The electron densities were analyzed for the states from between -lOeV and the Fermi 

level. This removes the Pb 5d and O 2s (S is) states as they obscure the asymmetric 

densit}' but do not contribute to it, or the bonding. Electron densities were plotted in
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the (100) plane, passing through one Pb atom in the centre, for the rocksalt structure. 

Figure 4.3. Analysis of the rocksalt electron density maps reveals that both PbO and PbS 

show symmetric electron densities as expected, Figure 4.3(a) and (b). Electron densities 

were plotted in the (100) plane passing through four oxygen atoms (at the corners) and 

one Pb atom for the litharge structure. Litharge PbO shows a marked distortion in ths 

electron density of Pb directed into the space between the layers. Figure 4.3(c), while 

constrained litharge PbS displays similar but weaker asymmetry. Figure 4.3(d). This 

illustrates that both PbO and PbS are capable of forming lone pairs.

(a)|

(c)

Figure 4.3 Valence electron densities for rocksalt (a) PbO and (b) PbS and litharge (c) 

PbO and (d) PbS plotted in the (100) planes and passing through four O atoms (at the 

comers for litharge) and one Pb atom. Contours are from 0 (blue) and 0.3 e /A ’ (red).
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4.2.3 Electronic Density of States

To examine the electronic structure in more detail we have calculated the partial (ion 

and / and w-quanmm number decomposed) electronic density o f states (PEDOS). These 

were obtained by projecting the wavefuncrions onto spherical harmonics centred on 

each atom with a radius o f 1.55A for both Pb and O atoms and 1.85A for S atoms. 

These radii were chosen because they give rise to reasonable space filling, but the results 

(at least the qualitative aspects) are insensitive to a change o f the radii (Section 3.2.2).

Figure 4.4 shows die PEDOS ounces between -10 eV and +5 eV (relative to the Fermi 

level) for Pb and O  in the both rocksalt and litharge structures, while Figure 4.5 shows 

the PEDOS for PbS. The basic structure of both PEDOS are very similar with three 

main regions obser\’ed. The first region (region I) at around -8 eV is mainly Pb 6s but 

also contains some O 2p (or S 3^) character. I ’he second region (region II) is mainly O 

2p (S ip) with a small amount o f Pb Gp. The region at the top o f the valence band 

(region III) contains mainly O 2p (S ip) but with some Pb 6j character.

The underlying interactions can be investigated in more detail using integrated crystal 

orbital overlap populations (COOP). Positive and negative values correspond to 

bonding and antibonding interactions respectively (Section 3.2.3). The integrated CO O P 

values for the Pb 6̂ —anion p peaks, located around -8eV (region I) and -leV  (region III) 

are shown in Table 4.2. For rocksalt PbO, region I corresponds to a filled bonding 

interaction (large, positive COOP) while region III corresponds to a filled antibonding 

combination (large, negative COOP) resulting from the Pb 6^ and the O 2p states. In 

this way Pb states are found at a substantially higher energy than expected, close to 

the Fermi level.
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Figure 4.4 Electronic density of states for (a) Pb and (b) O in rocksalt PbO and (c) Pb 

and d) O in Litharge PbO. The red lines correspond to j  states, blue to p  states, green to

p^  and black p̂ .̂
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Figure 4.5 Electronic density of states for (a) Pb and (b) S in rocksalt PbS and (c) Pb 

and (d) S in litharge PbS. The red lines correspond to j  states, blue to p  states, green to

(Px A) black p .̂
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For litharge PbO there is an additional interaction. The high energ)' Pb states formed 

through the Filling of the antibonding Pb 6 s-0  2p combination further hybridize with 

Pb 6p̂ . This can be seen in the PEDOS (Figure 4.4) in which Pb 6p  ̂overlaps with the 

Pb 6  ̂and O 2p states in region III for litharge, but not for rocksalt. Further evidence for 

this interaction is found in the unoccupied states in which, for Utharge PbO, a Pb 6j' 

peak is obser\^ed at +2eV which is not present in rocksalt PbO. These unoccupied Pb 6j' 

states can only be formed if the region III Pb 6j' states undergo this additional 

interaction. The integrated COOP confirm that while in rocksalt PbO no significant Pb 

6p—0  2p interaction occurs, in litharge PbO a strong bonding interaction between Pb 

6/)„ and O 2p states takes place in region III. The interaction of Pb with the 

antibonding combination close to the Fermi level results in a stabilization of these states 

and hence the structure. This results in a shift of these peaks away from the Fermi level 

and an expansion of the band gap.

Interaction Region PbO PbS

Kocksalt Litharge Kocksalt Utharge

Pb 6j' -O 2p -lOeV to OeV 0.42 0.46 0.26 0.22
Pb 6j -O 2p -3eV to OeV -0.40 -0.44 -0.28 -0.24
Pb 6/).-0 2p -3eV to OeV 0.04 0.28 0.04 0.18

Table 4.2 Integrated COOP for the region I and region III Pb 6^-0 2p interaction and

the region III Pb 6p.^-0 2p interaction.

For rocksalt PbS, the bonding Pb 6^-8 J>p states in region I of the PEDOS are 

significandy weaker than PbO, with the integrated COOP indicating a reduced 

interaction of around 50% of that observ^ed to O 2p. This leads to a reduced antibonding
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combination and thus there are significandy fewer Pb 6s states near the Fermi level. For 

litharge PbS, the s-ame reduction in the bonding and antibonding combinations can be 

observed (Table 4.2). With less antibonding states present at -leV , the subsequent 

interaction o f Pb 6p ,̂ which occurs very strongly in litharge PbO, is greatiy diminished in 

litharge PbS. The integrated COOP for the interaction reduces from 0.28 to 0.18.

4.2.4 Partial Electron Densities

The differences in the interactions observed in the PEDOS and CO OP can be 

supported by using partial electron density- maps to visualise specific regions o f the 

EDOS. The density maps for region I and region III are shown for litharge PbO and 

PbS in Figvire 4.6. A bonding interaction between Pb and O is visible for the low energy  ̂

states with high electron density- located between the atoms, Figure 4.6(a). The states in 

the highest occupied region are clearly responsible for the asymmetr)' obser\^ed in the 

Pb(II) electron density. Figure 4.6(b). A highly asymmetric lobe is directed away from Pb 

with the lack o f density between O and Pb indicative o f the antibonding nature o f their 

interaction in this region. The symmetric electron distribution of rocksalt PbO  indicates 

that the antibonding Pb 6s and O 2p states alone do not result in asymmetry in the Pb 

electron density. The subsequent interaction of Pb 6p, present in litharge PbO, is also 

required. These antibonding states originate from the fiUed out of phase combination 

from the interaction o f Pb 6^ with anion p. Their interaction is shown schematically in 

Figure 4.7(a). The coupling o f Pb 6/?„ with these states enhances the Pb electron density 

through constructive interference o f Pb 6s and Pb 6p^ on one side o f the atom, away 

from the oxygen atoms, resulting in the observed stereochemicaUy active “lone pair” . 

Figure 4.7(b). O n the opposite side, the Pb electron density^ is thereby reduced through 

destructive interference, effectively reducing the antibonding interaction with O  2p.
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(a ) |H

r
Figure 4.6 Partial electron densities for the (a) region I and (b) region III o f litharge 

PbO and (c) region I and (d) region III o f litharge PbS plotted at 0.15 e /A ’.

For PbS, the low energ)' region has significandy less electron density on the anion, and 

between Pb and S, compared to PbO, Figure 4.6(c). The Pb density’ in this region 

remains almost spherical, indicating the dominance of the Pb 6s states and the reduced 

bonding, in line with COOP analysis. The reduced states at the top o f the valence band 

leads to weaker lone pair acdvity. There is significandy less density on the Pb atom in 

the high energy region, responsible for the strong asymmetry in PbO, Figure 4.6(d). This 

corresponds to a reduction o f antibonding states and the observed reduction in coupling 

with Pb 6p as observ^ed in the PEDOS and COOP. The antibonding densit)" is directed 

away from the sulphur layers in Htharge PbS, but the asymmetry is much weaker than
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PbO. This can be understood with the transition of anion p  states from O 2/) to S 3/). 

The filled Pb 6  ̂states are more stable than the anion p  states and as such are positioned 

lower in energy. For oxygen, the 2p states are sufficiendy low in energy to facilitate an 

interaction with Pb 6̂ , resulting in the strong bonding and antibonding combinations 

observ^ed for PbO. However, for sulphur the transition to 3/j increases the energy 

difference between Pb 6^ and the anion p  states, hence decreasing their interaction. The 

stabilization resulting from the lone pair formation must offset the loss in energy due to 

a reduction in coordination number for litharge (four) compared with rocksalt (six). In 

the case of PbS, the weak lone pair does not provide sufficient stabilization and hence 

rocksalt is the thermodynamically stable phase.

(a) (b)

;■ v j ' w

(

Figure 4.7 Schematic orbital diagram for the litharge structure of (a) the out of phase 

Pb 6 j—anion p  interaction and (b) the subsequent interaction of Pb 6/> with the out of

phase combination.

4.2.5 Discussion and Conclusions

This analysis shows that coupling of Pb 6/) with the antibonding Pb 6j'-anion p  states 

gives rise to the net asymmetry in the electron densit}' on Pb. As the Pb 6s and 6p states 

are too distant in energy to couple directiy, this coupling can only take place when there 

is an appropriate anion that can interact with Pb 6s, generating high energ;}" Pb 6s states 

close to the Fermi level. Oxygen has the required energ}’ levels to achieve this, wliile
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sulphur does not. The directed asynunetric density produced by PbS is therefore weak 

and cannot stabili2e the distorted structure relative to a symmetric structure o f higher 

coordination, explaining why rocksalt is the thermodynamically stable phase o f PbS. The 

formation o f the asymmetric electron density o f Pb(II) therefore depends on both the 

cation and anion, confirming that the sterically active lone pair is chemically dependent.

In this section we have calculated the detailed electronic structure o f both PbO  and PbS 

in the rocksalt and litharge structures using DFT, and correctly identified their stable 

cn'stal structures. We have demonstrated using partial electron densities o f states, 

CO OP analysis and partial electron densities that the asymmetric electron density 

formed by Pb(II), in contrast to traditional lone pair theory, is a result o f the interaction 

o f the antibonding combination o f Pb 6j '  and anion p  states with nominally unfilled Pb 

6/). In the case of litharge PbO, this causes a shift o f the states at the Fermi level to 

lower energy and die appearance of unoccupied Pb 6 j '  states in the conduction band. 

Similar but weaker antibonding states are observ^ed for constrained litharge PbS, 

indicating that strong Pb 6/) coupling does not occur. This is shown to be a result of 

weaker interaction between Pb 6^ and S 3/) due to the higher energ)' o f S })p compared to 

O 2p with the lack o f antibonding Pb 6s states reducing the coupling with Pb 6p. The 

weak asymmetr)' produced for litharge PbS cannot stabilize the distorted four coordinate 

structure over six coordinate rocksalt, which explains why PbS does not adopt the 

litharge structure experimentally.
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4.3 Electronic Structure o f the Sn(II) M onochalcogenides

In this section we will extend our investigation o f  lone pair form ation in group 14 metal 

ceramics to consider the effect o f the anion on lone pair form ation and phase stability o f  

the Sn(II) m onochalcogenide series. This will be achieved by calculating the electronic 

structure o f  SnO, SnS, SnSe and SnTe in each o f  the rocksalt, litharge and herzenbergite 

crystal structures, the thermodynamically stable phases o f  the Sn(II) m onochalcogenides. 

Figure 4.8. Electronic structure analysis o f  each phase should give a better 

understanding to  the origin o f  electron distribution in Sn(II), as well as explaining the 

unusual crystallographic behaviour exhibited by the Sn(II) monochalcogenides.

4.3.1 Structural Analysis o f the SnX Series

The electronic structure calculations were perform ed using D F T  with the exchange and 

correlation energ}' evaluated within the G G A  using the PBE param eterization. The 

PAW  m ethod was used to accurately represent valence-core (Sn: [Kr], O: [He], S: fNe], 

Se: [Ar], Te; [Kr]) interactions. The calculations were checked for convergence with 

respect to both  plane wave cu to ff and >4-point sampling. A plane wave cutoff o f  500eV 

was used for SnO with a 400eV cutoff for SnS, SnSe and SnTe. A /4-point grid density 

o f 8 x 8 x 8  was used for the reduced two atom  rocksalt unit cell w ith densities o f  6 x 6 x 4  

and 2 x 6 x 6  used for the litharge and herzenbergite phases respectively.
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Figure 4.8 The crj^stal structures of (a) litharge SnO, (b) rocksalt SnTe and (c) 

herzenbergite SnS. Sn atoms are coloured grey and anions are red.

The calculated relative total energies and lattice vectors for each structure are listed in 

Table 4.3. The lattice vectors for the thermodvnatnically stable structures show good 

agreement with experimental values""'. As was the case for PbO, the c lattice vector 

which represents the interlayer distance in litharge SnO is overestimated to a greater 

extent (4.1%) due to the inability of DFT to accurately describe the weak nature of the 

forces in this direction. However, the stable phase is correcdy predicted and the Sn-O 

interatomic distances are calculated at 2.26A, within 1.7% of experiment, indicating a
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good representation o f  the strong bonding and phase stability o f  SnO. While the binding 

energies predict litharge as the lowest energ}' SnO structure, as would be cxpected for 

the thermodynamically stable phase, it is calculated as being the least stable structure for 

SnS, SnSe and SnTe. The thermodynamically stable phase o f  both  SnS and SnSe is the 

distorted herzenbergite structure and while this is reflected in our relative binding 

energies, the calculations predict the rocksalt structure to be only 0.08eV /Sn less stable 

than herzenbergite for SnS, and O.OleV/Sn less stable than herzenbergite for SnSe. 

Rocksalt is correctly predicted as the stable phase o f  SnTe with both distorted structures 

higher in energy.

The lattice vector o f  the rocksalt structure increases through the series as expected with 

anions o f  increasing size. The litharge strucm re also undergoes similar expected 

increases for its a and h vectors, while the c vector undergoes a reduction, reducing 

alm ost linearly from  5.04A in SnO  to 4.12A in SnTe, significandy below that expected 

from  the SnO  ratio (7.22A). This corresponds to a reduction in the interlayer distance 

which can be seen as an attem pt to return to the undistorted, eight coordinate CsCl 

structure as was previously obser\'ed for PbS in the litharge structure. For SnTe this is 

no t unexpected as experimentally it does not show a stereochemically active lone pair 

and no distorted structures have been observed. This suggests that significant 

differences in the electronic strucmre along the series m ust again exist resulting in these 

observed strucm ral changes o f  the optim ized litharge structure. Optim ization o f  SnO in 

the herzenbergite structure resulted in an expansion o f the a vector by 3% relative to the 

experimental SnS structure. This is som ew hat unexpected considering that oxygen is the 

smaller anion, but again could be related to lone pair activity. The optim ized a vector o f 

the herzenbergite structure then increases with anion size from  SnS to SnTe.
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SnO Kocksalt Uthaiye Her^enberpjte
Relative Binding 
Energy (eV/Sn) +0.89 0.00 +0.19
a (A) 5.116 3.867 (+1.7%) 11.784
b{A) - 3.867 (+1.7%) 3.403
c(A) - 5.036 (+4.1%) 3.950
Bandgap (eV) 0.187 1.148 0.520

SnS Rocksalt Utharge Her^enbergite
Relative Binding 
Energy (eV/Sn) +0.18 +0.26 0.00
a (A) 5.848 4.882 11.439 (+2.1%)
6(A) - 4.882 4.033(+1.2%)
c(A) - 4.610 4.396(+1.4%)
Bandgap (eV) - 0.623 1.352

SnSe Kocksalt Utharge Her^enhergite
Relative Binding 
Energy (eV/Sn) +0.01 +0.30 0.00
a (A) 6.062 5.171 11.741 (+2.1%)
6(A) - 5.171 4.207 (+1.3%)
c(A) - 4.445 4.571 (+2.8%)
Bandgap (eV) - 0.509 1.108

SnTe Kocksalt Utharge Her^^enber t̂e
Relative Binding 
Energy (eV/Sn) 0.00 +0.39 +0.10
a (A) 6.312 (+1.5%) 5.542 12.378
b(A) - 5.542 4.531
c(A) - 4.116 4.757
Bandgap (e\^ - - 0.801

Table 4.3 Calculated structural data and relative binding energies for rocksalt, litharge 

and herzenbergite structured SnO, SnS, SnSe and SnTe, with % error with respect to

experiment where available.

4.3.2 Valence Electron Densities

The valence electron densities arising from states between -lOeV and the highest 

occupied state were calculated for each material and are shown for litharge through the 

(100) plane, Figure 4.9, and for herzenbergite through the (110) plane which contains
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both Sn and O ions, Figure 4.10. The electron density maps for rocksalt show 

symmetric electron distribution around botli Sn and the anion for all compounds, as 

expected for symmetric Sn coordination. These are similar to the densities observed for 

rocksalt PbO  and PbS (Figure 4.3).

Figure 4.9 Valence electron density contour maps for (a) SnO, (b) SnS, (c) SnSe and (d) 

SnTe in the litharge structure. Contour levels shown are between 0 (blue) and 0.5e/A^

(red).

The densities for litharge SnO show a uniform electron distribution around the oxygen 

atoms with Sn forming an enhanced electron densit\^ (lone pair) directed in the c 

direction, pointing away from the Sn-O layers. A progressively weaker distortion can be 

seen to form from SnO to SnTe, with the Sn electron density becoming more symmetric 

through the series. By SnTe, the Sn electron distribution is almost spherical. As the lone 

pair produced by Sn(II) is considered responsible for directing the layered structure, the
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reduction in the c vector o f the litharge structure along the series can be understood 

from the decrease in the strength o f the Sn lone pair observed in the electron density’ 

maps. The electron density maps for herzenbergite display a similar trend. The Sn atoms 

in herzenbergite SnO feature a strong lone pair directed away from the Sn atom which is 

subsequendy reduced on transition from SnS to SnTe.

Figure 4.10 Valence electron density contour maps for (a) SnO, (b) SnS, (c) SnSe and 

(d) SnTe in the herzenbergite structure. Contour levels shown are between 0 and 0.4

e /A l

4.3.3 Rocksalt Electronic Density o f States

To examine in detail the effect o f the anion on the electronic density o f states, the 

PED OS has been calculated and are displayed for the rocksalt (Figure 4.11), litharge 

(Figure 4.12) and herzenbergite (Figure 4.13) structures from -lOeV to +5eV, relative to 

the highest occupied state. These were calculated by projecting the wavefunctions onto 

radii of 1.55A for Sn and 1.6A, 1.75A, 1.9A and 2.lA for the O, S, Se and Te atoms 

respectively, which give rise to reasonable space filling and the correct total number of
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electrons. The results are again qualitatively insensitive to changes in these radii (Section 

3.2.2).

The PED O S possess a number o f the features present in PbO /PbS, allowing for the 

area below the Fermi level to again be divided again into three main regions. The lowest 

energy region (region I) running from approximately -9eV  to —6eV consists o f both Sn 

5j' and X p  states with the second region (region II), mainly occupied by X states, 

running from around —6eV to -3eV. The third region (region III) appears from 

approximately -3eV to the Fermi level and contains mainly a mixture o f Sn and X p  

states.

The rocksalt structure PEDOS features the most defined peaks o f the three structures, 

reflecting its high symmetn’. Figure 4.11. For rocksalt SnO, region I consists o f almost 

equal amounts o f Sn Sj and O 2p character with a clear gap between region I and the 

beginning o f the region II states at -6eV. Region II contains a large well defined O 2p 

peak between -6eV and -3eV with a small amount o f Sn 5p character also present. 

Region III consists o f approximately 70% O 2p, 25% Sn 5j and 5% Sn 5p character with 

a gap o f 0.19eV between the valence and conduction bands. For SnS, SnSe and SnTe a 

number o f changes occur. Firsdy, there is a significant reduction in the X p  character 

present in region I, from 50% in SnO to approximately 35%, 30% and 25% in SnS, SnSe 

and SnTe respectively.

These changes are also accompanied by a similar reduction in the high energy' region III 

Sn Sj states from 25%  in SnO to 10% in SnTe. We have calculated the splitting between 

the centre o f the region I peak, where the majority of Sn 5j' states are located, and the 

top o f region II, which lies between the region II and region III O 7.p states. This yields
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a qualitative value of the energ)' difference between Sn 5j' and X p  states. For rocksalt 

this splitting increases from 3.5eV in SnO to 5.25, 5.5 and 5.75eV in SnS, SnSe and SnTe 

respectively. There is a clear shift of anion p  states to higher energy through the series, 

relative to Sn Sx, with the region II states gradually merging with region III.
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Figure 4.11 PEDOS of (a) SnO, (b) SnS, (c) SnSe and (d) SnTe in the rocksalt structure. 

The red lines correspond to Sn 5j' states, blue to Sn 5p and grey to X states. The three 

regions of the valence band are indicated by dashed Unes.

4.3.4 Litharge Electronic Density of States

The peaks in the PEDOS of the litharge structure are less uniform than rocksalt due to 

the loss of symmetr}' in the cr '̂stal structure, Figure 4.12. While the compositions of 

each region are comparable to those of rocksalt, for litharge SnO there is the additional
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presence of Sn Sp.,, which is now inequivalent to p^ and p̂ ., overlapping with the O 2p 

and Sn Sj states in region III just below the Fermi level.
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Figure 4.12 PEDOS of (a) SnO, (b) SnS, (c) SnSe and (d) SnTe in the litharge structure. 

The red lines correspond to Sn bs states, blue to Sn 5/)̂ .̂̂ , green to Sn p^ and grey to X

states.

There is also substantial overlap present between regions I and II with the central O 2p 

peak spread over a wide range, from -6eV to almost -1.5eV. Region III is composed of 

approximately 50% O 2p, 30% Sn 5s and 20% Sn 5p  ̂ character in litharge SnO. The 

states at the top of the valence band are shifted away from the Fermi level with a 

bandgap of almost 1.2eV present. This is significandy underestimated compared to the 

photoemission determined gap of around 2.5eV””, a well documented failure of DFT'"^.
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Also of interest is the appearance of an unoccupied Sn 5 j '  peak above the Fermi level at 

+3eV which was not present in rocksalt SnO, but was also observed in litharge PbO. 

The reduction of anion p  states in region I and of Sn 5j' states in region III observed for 

rocksalt is again seen to occur through the series, with an almost negligible amount of 

Sn 5j' character present in region III of SnTe.

A number of additional changes also occur. For litharge SnS there is no significant shift 

of the near Fermi level states away from the Fermi level and the bandgap is reduced to 

0.62eV, Figure 4.12(b). This trend continues with a bandgap of O.SleV for Litharge SnSe 

and litharge structured SnTe showing no gap at the Fermi level. Similar to rocksalt, the 

splitting between the centre of the region I peak and the top of region II increases from 

S.OeV in SnO to 5.2eV, 5.3eV and 6.5eV in SnS, SnSe and SnTe respectively. The 

unoccupied Sn 5j '  states are also reduced through the series with almost no Sn 

character present above the Fermi level for SnTe.

4.3.5 Herzenbergite Electronic Density of States

The PEDOS for the herzenbergite structure (Figure 4.13) share a number o f common 

features with those of Litharge. Regions 1 and II of herzenbergite SnO have similar 

composition to that of Litharge SnO. For this structure the asymmetric electron densit}' 

is oriented in the (110) direction. While Sn 5/)̂ +̂  character is present in region III (which 

now contributes towards the asymmetric density), less is found in herzenbergite SnO 

with a composition of approximately 70% O 2/), 20% Sn Sj' and 10% Sn While 

herzenbergite SnO has a calculated bandgap of just 0.52eV, a bandgap of 1.35eV is 

calculated for herzenbergite SnS, in good agreement with the experimentally determined 

gap of 1.38eV measured for SnS thin films'"^. The gap continues to decrease through the 

series with SnTe displaying a bandgap of O.SOeV. The PEDOS undergoes similar
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changes to those of rocksalt and litharge with a notable reduction in the presence of 

anion p  character in region I, and of Sn 5j in region III. The splitting between the centre 

of the region I Sn 5  ̂peak and the top of region II again increases from 4.75eV in SnO 

to 5.25eV, 5.5eV and 5.75eV in SnS, SnSe and SnTe respectively.

-10 -5 0 5
E n ei^  (eV)

Figure 4.13 PEDOS of (a) SnO, (b) SnS, (c) SnSe and (d) SnTe in the herzenbergite 

structure, relative to the highest occupied state. The red lines correspond to Sn 5  ̂states, 

blue to Sn 5/)  ̂green to Sn and grey to X ̂  states.

4.3.6 Partial Electron Densities

To further examine the changes in the interactions of the Sn and hp states obser\^ed 

through the series, we have calculated the partial electron densities for the three regions 

of the valence band observed in the EDOS. The partial electron density maps for each
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of the three valence band regions o f SnO and SnTe are shown for both the litharge 

structure (Figure 4.14) and the herzenbergite structure (Figure 4.15). The trends 

observ^ed for litharge PbO  and PbS are again found. For SnO, a strong bonding 

interaction with a large overlap o f density is evident between the Sn and O  atoms in 

region I of both the litharge and herzenbergite structures, corresponding direcdy with 

the ov^erlap o f the Sn and O 2p states seen in the PEDOS, Figure 4.14(a) and Figure 

4.15(a).

Figure 4.14 Partial electron densit}' contour maps o f the Htharge structure for region I 

o f (a) SnO and (b) SnTe, region II of (c) SnO and (d) SnTe and region III of (e) SnO 

and (f) SnTe. Contour levels are shown between 0 and 0.3e/A ’.
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Figure 4.15 Partial electron densit}’ contour maps of the herzenbergite structure for 

region I of (a) SnO and (b) SnTe, region II of (c) SnO and (d) SnTe and region III of (e) 

SnO and (f) SnTe. The Sn atoms are the lower atom in each Sn-X pair. Contour levels

are shown between 0 and 0 .3e /A ’.

To assist the interpretation of the PEDOS and electron densit}’̂ maps, we have also 

calculated the integrated COOP for the Sn 5̂ —X p  interactions in each material, which 

are listed in Table 4.4. The large positive values of the region I Sn 5j-X p  COOP for 

litharge (1.4) and herzenbergite (1.5) SnO confirms the existence of a strong bonding 

interaction between Sn and O at the bottom of the valence band. This is also true for 

the rocksalt structure which has COOP of 1.3 for the Sn 5j'-X p  interaction in SnO. In 

contrast, the region I electron density map for SnTe in both distorted structures displays
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little overlap of density between the Sn and Te atoms, Figure 4.14(b) and Figure 4.15(b). 

With very few Te 5p states present in this region, the interaction between Sn and Te is 

weak, causing the Sn 5j states to remain spherical. The COOP also reflects this change 

with the bonding interaction between Sn 5j and anion p  states becoming successively 

weakened through the series, reducing by approximately 50% from SnO to SnTe.

Region Interaction Structure
Kocksalt Utharge He'n^nbergite

-8eV to -5eV Sn 5s—O 2p 1.3 1.4 1.5
-8eV to -5eV Sn 5j—S ip 0.9 1.0 1.1
-8eV to -5eV Sn 5j--Se Ap 0.8 0.8 0.9
-BeV to -5eV Sn 5j'-Te 5p 0.7 0.7 0.8

-3eV to OeV Sn 5 j-0  2p -1.0 -0.9 -1.1
-3eV to OeV Sn 5j'-S 2>P -0.7 -0.6 -0.8
-3eV to OeV Sn 5j—Se Ap -0.6 -0.5 -0.7
-3eV to OeV Sn 5j--Te 5p -0.5 -0.4 -0.6

-3eV to OeV Sn 5 p -0  2p 0.1 0.6 0.5
-3eV to OeV Sn 5/>—S ip 0.1 0.4 0.4
-3eV to OeV Sn 5p-Se Ap 0.1 0.4 0.3
-3eV to OeV Sn 5/)-Te 5/> 0.1 0.2 0.2

Table 4.4 Integrated COOP for the region I and region III Sn 5j'—X p  interaction and 

the region III Sn 5/)-Xp  interaction for SnO, SnS, SnSe and SnTe.

The electron density maps arising from region II of SnO and SnTe in both strucmres 

are mainly centred on oxygen, as expected from the PEDOS and make no contribution 

to the asymmetric electronic distribution of Sn. The region III electron density map of 

litharge SnO displays an enhanced electron densit}' pointing away from the Sn atom. 

Figure 4.14(e). For SnO in the herzenbergite structure an asymmetric electron density is 

also present, although it is less prominent than the litharge strucmre. Figure 4.15(e). As 

observ^ed for litharge PbO and PbS, the electronic states at the top of the valence band
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are responsible for the asymmetric electron distribution o f  the metal ion. The absence o f  

electron density betw een die Sn and O  atoms suggest and the integrated C O O P  confirm  

that there is an antibonding Sn 5j—O  2p interaction in this region (-3eV to OeV). This 

filled antibonding com bination results in the high energy Sn states present just below 

the Fermi level. The C O O P  values show that this interaction occurs in each o f  the three 

structures. How ever, the antibonding Sn 5j—O  2p states could no t produce the observed 

asymmetric electron density on the Sn atom  as together with the bonding interaction 

they would be expected to restore spherical symmetr)’.

A n additional interaction is present for both  litharge and herzenbergite SnO. The 

C O O P  analysis shows a strong bonding interaction between Sn bp and the antibonding 

states in region III. The asymmetric electron densit\' is produced through constructive 

interference o f  Sn 5/> with the antibonding Sn 5^—0  2p states and stabilization o f  the 

distorted phases is achieved as a result o f  Sn 5p shifting density' away from the anion (as 

in PbO ). This bonding interaction explains the enhanced stabilit}' o f  the distorted crystal 

structures as the coupling cannot occur in the rocksalt strucm re due to the symmetry o f  

the interaction. It also explains the presence o f  Sn 5/ states above the Fermi level in 

litharge and herzenbergite SnO (produced through the antibonding com bination o f  this 

interaction).

T he density m ap for region III o f SnTe displays only ver}' faint asymmetry in the 

electron density around Sn for both strucmres, Figure 4.14(f) and Figure 4.15(f). Here, 

density is present in the region between Sn and Te in line with a weaker antibonding 

com bination. Similar to the bonding case in region I, the region III C O O P  for the 

antibonding Sn 5^—X p  interaction is reduced significantiy from  SnO  to SnTe. Very few 

antibonding Sn Sj' states are present at the top o f the valence band in SnTe. As a result
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the coupling o f Sn 5p with the antibonding states is reduced to approximately 70%, 60% 

and 50% their initial values in SnO for SnS, SnSe and SnTe respectively. The anion 

dependence o f the “lone pair” formation o f Sn(II) is clearly evident.

4.3.7 D iscussion o f Structural Trends

The electron density maps show the presence o f a strong distortion in the electron 

density o f the Sn ions in SnO for the structures with acentric oxygen coordination. In 

both litharge and herzenbergite SnO, this asymmetric electron densit}' is produced 

through constructive interference o f Sn 5p with the antibonding Sn 5̂ —0  2p  states. 

Enhanced stabilization of the distorted phases is achieved as a result o f the Sn 5p  

shifting density away from the region between the anion and the cation. This can be 

seen in the PEDOS of the asymmetric SnO structures where the near Fermi level states 

are shifted to lower energies relative to the undistorted rocksalt phase. In the rocksalt 

strucmre the interaction o f Sn 5p  with the antibonding states is prohibited due to the 

symmetr)- o f the interaction (as previously illustrated for PbO). This explains the mixing 

o f Sn 5j', Sn Sp and O 2p in region III at the top o f the EDOS and confirms that the 

anion plays a role in producing the Sn lone pair.

The asymmetric electron densit}' of Sn in the distorted structures is becomes less 

pronounced from SnO to SnTe, with the Sn electron distribution becoming more 

spherical through the series. From SnO to SnTe, there is a clear reduction o f anion p  

states m region I and Sn 5^ states in region III, and these changes can be understood 

with the transition from O 2/) to Te Sp, with the Sn Sj and X p  states moving further 

apart, thus reducing the strength of their interaction. This results in progressively less 

antibonding, region III states being produced for SnS, SnSe and SnTe with 

approxmiately 60% less Sn 5j' character present in region III o f SnTe than SnO. It is
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only possible for Sn 5^ and Sn 5p to couple through the mediation o f  the anion. 

Therefore, as interacdons with the anion are weakened, the extent o f  tlie Sn Sp coupling 

in region III is reduced, leading to successively weaker asymmetric electron densities in 

the distorted structures.

The thermodynamically stable phase o f SnO is the four coordinate, distorted litharge 

structure, where the Sn lone pair is considered responsible for directing the Sn-O layers. 

Interaction betw een Sn and O  2p produces antibonding states that allow strong 

coupling o f  Sn Sp. This results in a strong, stereochemically active asymmetric densit)' 

for litharge SnO. The electron densit}' maps show that the anions with higher valance p  

states produce successively weaker asymmetric electron densities. These weaker lone 

pairs cannot support the distorted litharge structure. I’he equilibrium c lattice vector o f 

the optrm ized litharge structures decreases through the series, reducing the interlayer 

distance. The reduction seen in the c vector is effectively an attem pt to relax back toward 

the undistorted higher coordination CsCl structure.

The three coordinate, herzenbergite structure is energetically favoured for SnS and SnSe 

in agreement with experiment. Here a m ore complex layered system exists where the 

anions and cations are stacked along the longest axis {a axis). Each Sn is strongly bound 

to  three anions in its own layer with three weakly bound neighbours also present, which 

can be seen as a severe distortion o f  the rocksalt structure. The directed asymmetric 

density on Sn is again considered to play an im portant role in layer separation. For 

herzenbergite SnO , the calculated a vector is lengthened relative to the SnS and SnSe 

structures. The large overlap betw een Sn 5s and O  2p again results in a strong, stericaUy 

active asymmetric density. Figure 4.10(a), similar to that seen for litharge SnO. 

Experimentally SnO does no t adopt the herzenbergite crystal structure and our
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calculations show that the structure does not adapt well to  the strong asymmetry on  Sn 

in SnO. The stacked layers are elongated along the a direction, producing a less stable 

herzenbergite structure for SnO. Considering that the anions are smaller for SnO  this 

elongation is due to the repulsion caused by the stronger distortion produced in the 

electron density o f  Sn.

For SnS and SnSe weaker asymmetr)' in the Sn electron density is produced which 

results in them  adopting the herzenbergite crystal structure. The coupling o f  Sn 5p and 

5j- is restricted com pared to SnO due to the reduced anion-cation overlap. This results in 

the litharge structure being less energetically stable for SnS and SnSe. The enhanced 

stability o f the distorted structures over undistorted rocksalt is gradually lost. While 

herzenbergite SnS is stable relative to the undistorted rocksalt structure, for SnSe this 

difference is further reduced. For SnTe the anion-cation interactions are weaker still. 

The interaction o f  Sn 5j' and Te 5/) result in almost 50% less antibonding Sn 5 / states 

than SnO. This makes the form ation o f  a lone pair to stabilize either the litharge or 

herzenbergite structures for SnTe implausible. The coupling o f  Sn bp is too weak to 

stabnize either distorted structure relative to a symmetric structure o f higher 

coordination. This explains why rocksalt is adopted as the thermodynamically stable 

phase o f  SnTe. For Sn(II) there is a gradual transition from  SnO  to SnTe, while for 

Pb(Il) the higher binding energy o f the Pb 6J" states results in a direct transition from  

P bO  to PbS.

The dependence o f  the Sn(II) directed asymmetric density on the anion can be explained 

schematically with the aid o f an energ)' level diagram, Figure 4.16. A D F T  calculation on 

a single Sn atom  shows a splitting o f 6.35eV betu'een the Sn and Sn 5/) states. This 

large separation will restrict on-site mixing o f  the Sn s and p  orbitals. O ur calculations
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show that the anion p  states are higher in energy than the Sn 5j' states but lie in the range 

between Sn 5j ' and 5/> .  The interaction of Sn 5s with die anion p  states results in filled 

bonding and antibonding combinations. As the Sn Sj states are lower in energ}  ̂ than the 

anion p  states, the bonding combination is composed of mainly Sn 5j '  character while the 

antibonding combination contains mainly anion p  states. However, some high energy Sn 

5j '  states are produced. The interaction of Sn 5j  with X p  thus facilitates the coupling of 

Sn 5j  and Sn 5p, which can interact producing filled bonding and unfilled antibonding 

combinations. The mixing of Sn Sp with the antibonding Sn 5j states results in the 

directed asymmetric density on Sn and the stabilization of the antibonding Sn Ss and 

anion p  combination.

Sn 5p ■ (Sn 5.S-X p)*

Te 5p 
' Se 4p 
■ S3p
■02p

Sn5s ----------------------------------------------------- (S n 5 .v x p )

Figure 4.16 Schematic energy level diagram illustrating the interaction of Sn 5j-with the 

anion p  states and the subsequent interaction of Sn 5p with the antibonding states.
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The changes obsen^ed through the series arise as the anion p  states increase in energy. 

As shown in Figure 4.16, the energj' of the anion p  orbitals increases progressively from 

O to Te. The separation of Sn 5j and the anion p  states is increased, thereby reducing 

their interaction and resulting in less anion p  character in the bonding combination and 

less Sn 5/ character in the antibonding combination. The largest bonding and 

antibonding interactions occur for oxygen while the weakest occur for SnTe. The 

strength of Sn 5.f-0 2p interaction results in an antibonding combination with a 

substantial amount of Sn 5j '  in comparison to the interaction with other anions. This 

results in the strongest coupling of Sn Sp with the antibonding states, stabilizing the 

antibonding Sn Sj'-O 2p  states significantiy. As this interaction is reduced for each 

subsequent anion in the series, a less active “lone pair” is produced in each case and the 

enhanced stabilit}’ of the distorted phases are reduced. This can explain why the 

symmetric rocksalt strucmre becomes more favourable through the series and is the 

thermodynamically stable phase of SnTe.

4.3.8 C onclusion

In this section the electronic structure of SnO, SnS, SnSe and SnTe have been calculated 

and examined using DFT in the litharge, herzenbergite and rocksalt crystal structures. In 

each case the most stable strucmre corresponds to the experimentally determined 

thermodynamically stable phase, with good reproduction of the experimental strucmres. 

Asymmetry was found in the electron distribution around the Sn atoms (the Sn lone 

pair) in Litharge and herzenbergite SnO which became less pronounced for SnS and 

SnSe, with the electron distribution of Sn in SnTe almost symmetric. Examination of the 

PEDOS, electron density maps and COOP showed that the formation of the 

asymmetric cation electron distribution exhibits strong anion dependence through the 

series and confirmed that these changes arise due to differences in anion-cation
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interactions. This “lone pair” on Sn is not the result of hybridization of the Sn 5j and Sn 

5p orbitals alone but is produced through the coupling of Sn 5p with antibonding Sn 5j- 

X p  states, as was observed for Pb(II). This coupling can only take place when there is 

an appropriate anion that can generate a significant amount of Sn 5j' states close to the 

Fermi level, as the energy difference between Sn Sj and 5p (estimated at 6.35eV) 

prevents them from coupling directiy. While oxygen has the required energy' levels for a 

strong interaction with Sn Sj, the higher energy valence p  states of S, Se and Te result in 

weaker interactions, explaining the gradual decrease in asymmetry observed in the 

electron density maps of the distorted structures.

The degree of asvmmetr\’ present in the Sn(II) electron distribution is connected with 

the stability of the distorted structures. SnO, SnS and SnSe form layered structures, 

dnven by the stereochemical activit}" of the Sn(II) lone pair. The litharge phase is only 

energetically favorable for SnO as the strong anion-cation interactions produce a high 

degree of asymmetr}- in the electron distribution of Sn which can direct the layered 

structure. Any decrease in activity results in a coUapse of the interlayer distance, forcing 

a return towards the undistorted CsCl strucmre, thus loosing the enhanced stability of 

the Sn Sp interaction and making this phase less favourable for SnS, SnSe and SnTe. 

This explains why SnO is the only Sn(ll) compound known to exist in this phase. SnS 

and SnSe adjust to their weaker Sn asymmetry by adopting the layered, herzenbergite 

structure as their thermodynamically stable phase which retains the rocksalt like 

structure while accommodating the asymmetrv' of the lone pair. This structure adapts 

well to the weaker SnS and SnSe asymmetr\^ through a more closely packed layered 

system which has shorter Sn-Sn interatomic distances. SnO does not adopt the 

herzenbergite crystal structure as its lone pair is too strong to accommodate within the 

closer packed structure. No significant asymmetry is found in litharge or herzenbergite
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structured SnTe, as too few antibonding states are produced to stabilize either distorted 

structure relative to a symmetric structure of higher coordination. This explains why 

SnTe adopts the rocksalt structure as its thermodynamically stable phase.

4.4 Experimental Validation

The results of our DFT calculations on Pb(II) and Sn(II) materials in this chapter are 

conclusive in showing the involvement of the electronic states of the anion in the 

formation of the so-called n r  lone pair. The interaction of the anion can finally explain 

the variations in stereochemical activity observed for nominally isoelectronic metal 

ceramics. Crucial to our hj'pothesis is the presence of the majority of metal j' states at 

the bottom of the valence band, with only a small contribution of states to the top of 

the valence band (the filled antibonding combination of an interaction between the 

metal j' and anion p  states). Experimentally this has not been investigated in any detail 

due to a lack of motivation, but also to a lack of resolution in the relevant experimental 

electronic structure techniques. In collaboration with Professor Russ Egdell at Oxford 

University and Professor Kevin Smith at Boston University, a series of high resolution 

synchrotron radiation-based spectroscopies were applied to the low temperamre phase 

of PbO '‘”. These included a combination of soft X-ray emission spectroscopy (XES) 

and X-ray photoemission spectra (XPS). The XPS and XES data is shown alongside our 

calculated density of states in Figure 4.17.
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Figure 4.17 Valence band A1 Ka XPS and O  K  shell XES spectra from  a -P b O  

com pared with the E D O S and the PED O S derived from  our D F l  calculations.

Excitations with XPS effectively measures the total valence electronic densit}’ o f  states in 

metal oxides. This is dem onstrated by the excellent correspondence between the XPS 

data and calculated ED O S in Figure 4.17. The three main peaks in the valence band, 

observed in the calculations, are reproduced ver^’ well in the XPS data. D ue to strict 

dipole selection rules O  K  shell XES specifically targets the O  2p states and involves the 

decay o f  O  2p character into a O  1J core hole. XES can thus provide a direct m easure o f 

the O  2p PED O S. The general features observed in both  the experimental XES and 

calculated O  2p PE D O S are also in very good agreement. The only discrepancy between 

theory and experiment is that the overall energy spread o f  valence band states is less in 

our calculations than is found experimentally. This is a general problem  w hen com paring 

densities o f states derived from  D P T  calculations with those from  experimental 

photoem ission spectra’"'*.
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I 'he  feature observed at the bottom  o f the valence band in the calculated density o f 

states (labelled III) is in the form o f a very strong peak in the XPS data. However, in the 

XES data, the peak is gready diminished. This implies that the states in this region are 

predominandy Pb 6s in nature as the Pb 6p states are o f too high energy to produce a 

peak in this energy region. Thus direct comparison o f the XES and XPS spectra offers 

conclusive verification o f the dominance o f Pb 6s states at the bottom of the valence 

band. The states at the top o f the valence band are found to consist almost entirely o f O 

2p with some Pb contribution, again in complete agreement with the calculated 

electronic structure. The experimental data provides strong support to the covalent 

description o f the underlying bonding in the Pb and Sn oxides developed through 

analysis o f our calculations.

4.5 Conclusion

In this chapter we have calculated and examined the electronic strucmre o f two series o f 

compounds, containing Pb(II) and Sn(II) ions respectively. Through comparison o f the 

effects o f changing both the anion and crj^stal structure type (symmetric and 

asymmetric) on the electron density, electronic density o f states and crystal orbital 

overlap populations, we were able to understand and explain the origins o f the 

distortion in the electron density of these n /  configuration ceramics. In contrast to the 

classical text book understanding which states that direct on-site hybridization o f the 

metal s states results in the stereochemically active lone pair, the cation j' states are found 

to be concentrated at the bottom of the valence band and do not result in the formation 

o f the asymmetric density. Distortion o f the electron densit)' requires the coupling o f the 

cation j' and p  states, but they are too far apart in energy to couple directiy. The 

interaction o f an anion, with electronic states o f appropriate energ).', is required to
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mediate their mixing. The filling o f  the antibonding metal j'—anion p  com bination 

produces the high energ\^ cation j- states needed for coupling with cation p  states to 

occur.

The interaction o f  the nominally empty metal p  orbitals results in the stabilization o f  the 

near Ferm i level states and is the driving force behind the preference o f  these materials 

for distorted structures. The im portant role o f the anion in this process is the cause o f  

the large variation in crystal strucmre observed for metal ceramic com pounds with n /  

electronic configurations. In particular, the role o f  the anion in producing the electronic 

distortion can explain the unusual cr\'staUographic behaviour exhibited by Sn(II) 

m onochalcogenides and why distorted structures are not always form ed for Pb(II) 

com pounds. Oxygen has the electronic states required to interact strongly with the metal 

j' states, and produce a stereochemicaUy active distortion o f the electron density. As the 

anion p  states increase in energy’ (2/)—>3/)—>Ap—*Sp), the anion-cation interactions 

becom e weaker and the form ation o f  a distorted structure becomes less favoured. W ith 

very few high antibonding metal j '  states produced, the coupling with the metal p  states 

at the top o f  the valence band is too limited to offer enhanced stability over a symmetric 

structure o f  higher coordination. For Pb(II) there is a direct transition from  P b O  to 

PbS, while for Sn(II) the lower binding energy o f  the metal s states results in stronger 

overlap w ith the electronic states o f  the anion and there is a gradual transition from  SnO 

to SnTe.

The m ain features o f  this new theory have been verified experimentally with high 

resolution spectroscopic m easurem ents o f  PbO , giving us complete confidence in our 

findings. The results have clear implications for the understanding o f the properties o f  

materials containing n /  cations. They show that the inert lone pair associated with these
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materials is a direct result of covalent cation-anion interactions. As such, the role of the 

anion should be more carefully taken into account when considering the properties of 

metal ceramics. In the next chapter we will use the information and experience gained 

from examinmg the Pb(II) and Sn(II) based materials to investigate the more complex 

n /  configuration Bi(III) ceramic, bismuth oxide.
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5 The Effect of the n /  Lone Pair on the Phase

Stability and Conduction Properties of Bi2 0 3

In this chapter we will examine the electronic structure o f  bismuth oxide. This material 

exhibits a number o f  interesting properties in addition to having applications in soUd 

oxide fuel cell electrolytes. The involvement o f the lone pair in the conduction and 

phase stabilit}  ̂ o f  Bi2 0 , has long been a matter o f  conjecture with a large number o f  

studies (both experimental and theoretical) having been performed in the 1980’s. 

Despite the large body o f literature, there is still a number o f  key outstanding issues to 

be addressed. We will first perform an in depth analysis o f  the electronic strucmre o f  the 

thermodynamically stable monoclinic a-phase. This wiU be enhanced through 

spectroscopic measurements conducted by our collaborators. The chapter wiU conclude 

with an investigation o f the various oxygen vacancy configurations in the high 

temperature (defective fluorite) 8-phase.

5.1 Introduction

Bismuth sesquioxide is a pleomorphic material with at least four known polymorphs, a 

feature quite atypical o f  M2O , materials'"^ These include the thermodynamically stable 

a-phase and the metastable tetragonal [3 and bcc y phases which result from the cooling 

o f  the high temperature fee 8-phase, which is itself stable above lOOOK. The phase 

transitions o f  Bi2 0 3  are summarized in Table 5.1. Monoclinic a-Bi20, belongs to the 

space group P2,C and has a highly irregular structure’"*'’''’̂  containing five coordinate Bi 

atoms with the five oxygens present on one side o f the atom as shown in Figure 5.1(a). 

BijO, has been the subject o f  great interest due to its ionic conduction properties'”®’'"̂ .
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and its wide range of potential applications in solid oxide fuel cells’"', gas sensors’" and 

optical coatings"^.

Phase a 6 7
Temperature Range < 1002K 603-923K 1002-1097K 773-912K

Structure monoclinic tetragonal fee bcc
a (A) 5.85 7.74 5.66 10.27

b{A) 8.17 7.74 5.66 10.27

c(A) 7.51 5.73 5.66 10.27
P angle 112.98° - - -

Table 5.1 Structural data for the four phases of BijO,.

Figure 5.1 The crj'stal structures of (a) a-Bi20, and (b) CaFj (fluorite). The cations are

coloured grey with the anions red.

S-BijO, is a fast oxygen ion conductor and numerous experimental” ’̂” '’’” ’̂"'̂ ’' ’̂  and 

theoretical”*’”’’'̂ "’' '̂ studies have been performed on this material. The cubic 6-phase 

with space group Fm3m, is based on a defective fluorite-t^pe lattice shown in Figure 

5.1(b). In S-BijO, only six of the eight fluorite anion sites are occupied. This is in many
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ways similar to the cubic bixbyite structure’̂  adopted by TI2O, where incomplete cubic 

close-packing of oxygen ions is based on a supcrcell of the fluorite structure. In S-BijOj 

each unit cell has (on average) two vacant oxygen sites which contribute to the high 

mobility of oxygen observed experimentally. There are three possible simple 

configmations of the vacancies in a single unit cell, aligned along the <100>, <110> or 

<111> directions. These give rise to the three t}"pes of Bi coordination shown in Figure 

5.2.

(a)

Figure 5.2 Schematic representation of a single Bi ion in S-BijO, with oxygen vacancies 

aligned along the (a) <100> (b) <110> and (c) <111> axes.

Conflicting previous studies have suggested each of the three different possible 

alignments of the oxygen vacancies in 8-Bi20,. DFT calculations predicted a <100> 

alignment of vacancies’̂ ’. Neutron scattering experiments revealed a mixture of <110> 

and <111 > ordering"*^’” .̂ LMTO calculations and numerous potential based studies 

have concluded that a <111> alignment of vacancies was most favourable"* ’̂ ". 

Alternatively a number of supercell configurations’̂ ’ and a statistically averaged 

occupation of all eight positions’̂ '' have been proposed from powder diffraction data.

One issue not addressed in previous studies is the detailed electronic structure and in 

particular the influence of stereochemical lone pair. The Bi(III) oxidation state results in 

a filled 6  ̂ subsheU and an electronic configuration of 5^"6/6/)". Similar to Pb(II) and
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Sn(II), the 6 /  electrons are considered to occupy an inert orbital resulting from the 

hybridization o f Bi 6 j'  and Gp states, which is projected out one side o f the Bi atom and 

results in the distortion o f the crystal structure. The stereochemicaUy active Bi(III) lone 

pair has also been associated with the enhanced conductivity o f the S-phase, providing a 

pathway for ionic carriers'^^. Mairesse^^’ suggested that the presence o f the lone pair leads 

to high polarizibility o f the cation network, which in m m  leads to oxide ion mobility. 

Our previous calculations on the oxides of Pb(II) and Sn(II) in Chapter 4 have shown 

that the origin o f asymmetry in n /  materials is not as simple as classical lone pair theory 

would suggest, and that the anion is required to bridge the gap between the cation s and 

p  states by mutual mixing with both. Such interaction would have clear implications for 

oxygen vacancy alignment and mobilit)' in S-BijO,.

The aim o f this work is to perform a rigorous analysis o f the calculated electronic 

structure o f a-BijO, with particular emphasis on the formation o f the Bi lone pair. The 

study of the low temperamre phase will be augmented through comparison with 

experimental data derived from spectroscopic experiments carried out in collaboration 

with groups in Boston and Oxford. Subsequently, the effects o f the lone pair electrons 

in S-BijO, with oxygen vacancies aligned along <100>, <110> and <111> will be 

investigated computationally. While S-Bi^O, is a high temperature phase and it is unlikely 

that the <100>, <110> or <111> arrangements uniquely represent the crystal structure 

of S-Bi2 0 3  an examination o f these idealized configurations can be used to gain insight 

into their formation energies and relative stabilities. A comprehensive examination o f 

the electronic density o f states, electron density maps and band structure will allow for a 

better understanding o f the namre of Bi(Ill) cations in BijO,.
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5.2 a-Bi203

5.2.1 Structural Optimization

The electronic structures o f a and S-BijO, were calculated using DFT with the exchange 

and correlation energy evaluated within the GGA using the PBE parameterization. The 

valence electrons are expanded in terms o f a plane wave basis set with the core electrons 

(Bi: p^e], O: [He]) treated using the PAW approach. The calculations were checked for 

convergence with respect to both plane wave cut off (500eV) and /fe-point sampling 

(4x4x4 grid for the a-phase and 6x6x6 grids were used for each o f the three S-Bi2 0 3  

configurations). Complete structural optimization calculations were performed with the 

equilibrium structural parameters and the calculated binding energy shown in Table 5.2.

a- BijOj
Total Energy (eV/Bi) 

Volume (Â )
a (A) 
b{k) 

c(A)
P angle

-14.53 

346.38 
5.989 (+2.4%) 
8.248 (+1.0%)

7.587 (+1.0%) 
112.82°

Table 5.2 Calculated energetic and strucmral data for a-BijO, with reference to

experimental values.

The predicted lattice vectors are in good agreement with experimental values. The 

calculated a and b lattice vectors are within 2% of experiment, with the c vector 

overestimated by just 1%. The calculated [3 angle o f the monocHnic cell (112.82°) 

compares well to the experimental value o f 112.98°. Each Bi atom has a Bi nearest 

neighbour at 3.63A and five coordinated oxygen atoms at distances ranging from 2.19A 

to 2.59A (see Table 5.3) giving rise to a highly asymmetric cation site.
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A1-A2 d(A)
Bi-Bi 1 X 3.625
Bi-O 1 X 2.587

1 X 2.509
2 X 2.283
1 X 2.190

Table 5.3 Nearest neighbour interatomic distances for a-BijO,.

5.2.2 Electron Densities

The electron densities for the states between OeV and —12eV (with respect to the highest 

occupied state) were calculated. Both O 2s and Bi 5d states lie outside this range. They 

have no significant role in bonding and have therefore been excluded from this analysis. 

A two dimensional electron densit}' slice has been made through the (100) plane, 

containing both Bi and O atoms, for a-BijOj and is shown in Figure 5.3.

Figure 5.3 Electron densit\^ contour maps of states from -12eV to the highest occupied 

state of a-BijO, Contour levels are shown between 0 (blue) and 0.4e/A ’ (red).
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An almost spherical electron distribution can be seen around the O atoms, while a 

strongly asynmietric density' is clearly present around each Bi atom  ̂ directed away from 

the oxygen nearest neighbours. This is indicative o f a stereochemically active lone pair. 

These lone pair densities occur in pairs directed towards each other and suggest the 

possibilit}' o f Bi-Bi interactions.

5.2.3 Partial Electronic Density o f States

The calculated PED O S of a-BijO, is shown in Figure 5.4 from -12eV to +6eV (with 

respect to the highest occupied state). These were calculated by projecting the 

wavefuncrions onto spherical harmonics centred on each atom with a radius o f 1.65A 

for Bi and l .S S A  for O. The PEDOS contain a low energy’ peak (peak I), between - lleV  

and -8eV, which is mainly Bi 6s in nature with some O 2p character also present. This 

peak is positioned at significantiy lower energies than the rest of the valence states. A 

group of peaks, constituting the main valence band, are present between -6eV and the 

highest occupied state.

c

•3 0 3 6-12 •9 ■6
Energy (eV)

Figure 5.4 Partial electronic density of states o f a-BijO,, plotted with respect to the 

highest occupied state. Red lines represent Bi 6s states, green Bi 6p and blue O 2p states.
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The central block o f valence states can be divided into three distinct regions. These run 

approximately from —6eV to —3eV (peak II), from -3eV to -1.5eV (peak III) and from - 

1.5eV to the highest occupied state (peak I\^ . Peak II contains a mixture o f O  2p and Bi 

6p states while peak III consists mainly of O  2p states. The highest energy peak is 

dominated by O 2p states with some admixture of both Bi 6j and Bi 6/) states. The 

presence of Bi 6s character just below the Fermi level mirrors the antibonding metal s 

states observed at the top o f the valence band in both PbO  and SnO. a-BijO, is 

calculated as having a bandgap o f 1.88eV between the valence and conduction bands, in 

fair agreement with the experimental bandgap o f 2.5eV' '̂ .̂

5.2.4 Partial Electron Densities

To examine the interactions in BijO, and the states responsible for producing the lone 

pair on Bi we have calculated the partial electron densit}' maps for the regions identified 

in the PEDOS, Figure 5.5. The states from -11 eV to -8eV (peak I), display an enhanced 

densit}^ between Bi and O signifying a bonding interaction. Figure 5.5(a). This bonding 

interaction between Bi 6j' and O  2p orbitals explains the presence o f O 2p states below 

the main O 2p block. The states from the centre of the valence band, between -6eV and 

-1.5eV (peaks II and III), result in charge density which is centred mainly on the O 

atoms, with litde contribution to the asymmetric electron density on Bi, Figure 5.5(b). 

However, the electron density arising from the states at the top o f the valence band 

between -1.5eV to OeV (peak IV) shows a pronounced asymmetric density on the Bi 

atoms. These states were found to be the main source o f asymmetry in the Bi electron 

distribution. Figure 5.5(c). There is a noticeable lack o f density present in the region 

between the Bi and O atoms suggesting an antibonding interaction as was found 

previously for SnO and PbO. Filled antibonding states explain the presence o f Bi 6^
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character just below the Fermi level, at significantly higher energy than the main Bi 6^ 

peak. The PED O S show these states at tlie top of the valence band have a mixture o f O  

2p, Bi 6j  and Bi 6/) character.

ii

w .

Figure 5.5 Partial electron density contour maps for states from (a)-12eV to -8eV, (b) 

6eV to -1.5eV and (c) -1.5eV to the highest occupied state for a-Bi20,.

5.2.5 Crystal Orbital Overlap Populations

The underlying interactions in a-Bi2 0 3  can be further detailed using crystal orbital 

overlap populations (COOP). The integrated COOP for Bi 6j--0 2p and Bi 6p-0 2p 

interactions are Listed in Table 5.4. The large positive COOP (1.06) observed for the 

interaction between Bi and O 2p m  the region below -8eV confirms that a strong 

bonding interaction occurs. This interaction of Bi 6s and O 2p also results in a filled 

antibonding combination between -l.SeV and the Fermi level, as indicated by the large 

negative CO O P (-0.75) observed for the interaction. This explains the presence o f Bi (>s
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states at the top of the valence band in the PEDOS and the lack of density between the 

Bi and O atoms in the electron density maps for this region. The integrated COOP also 

confirm the presence of a bonding interaction between Bi 6p and the antibonding Bi 6 -̂ 

O 2p states in the region of -leV, as evident from the large positive value (0.51) 

obser%^ed for the interaction.

Region COOP
Bi 6j -0  2p 

Bi 6j '-0  2p 
Bi 6/)-0 2p

-12eV to -8eV 

-1.5eV to OeV 
-1.5eVto OeV

1.06

-0.75
0.51

Table 5.4 Integrated COOP for the Bi 6j — O 2p and the Bi 6 p -0  2p interactions 

occurring at the top and bottom of the valence band in a-BijO,.

5.2.6 Experimental Results

To validate our calculated electronic structure, a number of spectroscopic experiments 

were performed on a-BijO, by our collaborators Prof Kevin Smith and Prof Russ 

Egdell. The X-ray photoemission spectra (XPS) were measured at Oxford University 

while the O K X-ray emission spectra (XES) were measured at the Advanced Light 

Source, Lawrence Berkeley National Laboratory. A summar}' of the results for a-BijO, 

are thus presented and are compared to our DFT calculated electronic density of states.

The valence band XPS spectra of a-BijO, is shown in the top left panel of Figure 5.6, 

alongside the EDOS derived from our DFT calculations. The data is in general 

agreement with previously published data'^^ but shows much better definition of the 

spectral feamres. It is convenient to discuss the structure of the valence band in terms of 

the same four features identified in the DFT calculations, labelled I-IV. The lowest
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binding energy peak IV appears as a well-defined low binding energ\' shoulder on 111, 

while II appears as a broader shoulder to high binding energy. Peak I, which appears at 

the highest binding energ\^ o f 12.4 eV, is well-resolved from the rest o f the valence band 

and shows signs o f a low binding energy shoulder. The experimental and theoretical 

results are in excelUent agreement. The only discrepancy between the XPS and D FT 

results is that the overall energy spread o f valence band states is less in the calculations 

than is found experimentally.
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Figure 5.6 Valence XPS (upper left) and O K  shell XES (lower left) from a-Bi2 0 3  

compared with the calculated EDOS (upper right) and the O 2p PED OS (lower right).
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The O K  shell XES spectrum of a-B i20„ which targets the O 2p states, is shown in the 

lower left hand panel o f Figure 5.6. It is possible to identify three main bands, 

corresponding to peaks I, II and III in the XES plot. There are however very 

pronounced changes in relative intensities compared with the XPS data. Most strikingly 

the high binding energy band I is very much weaker relative to II and III in XES as 

compared with XPS. Thus the diminution in intensity o f band I is a clear signature o f 

the fact that the corresponding electronic states at the bottom  of the valence band have 

less O 2p character than the states closer to the Fermi level. This reduced contribution 

o f die O 2p levels to the PEDOS in band I is also seen clearly in tJie calculations, where 

the states at the bottom  of the valence band are mainly Bi in nature. At the top o f the 

valence band an additional peak, peak IV, is present in the both the XPS spectra and the 

calculated DOS bridging onto peak III, but it is not found in the XES spectra. The loss 

o f this spectral feature is due to the strong hybridization o f the O  2p states with Bi Gs 

and thus corresponds very well with the obser\’ations made from the calculated PED OS 

and COOP.

5.2.7 D iscussion  o f «-Bi2 0 3

Examination o f the calculated and experimental data reveals the bonding in a-BijO, to 

consist o f interactions between Bi 6j', Bi 6/) and O 2p. In particular, significant amounts 

o f 6^ states are found at the bottom  of the valence band in both cases. The interaction 

o f Bi 6s and O 2p results in filled bonding and antibonding combinations located in the 

regions around -9eV and -leV  respectively. The strong coupling o f unfilled Bi 6p with 

the antibonding states results in a net gain in energy, stabilizing the near Fermi level 

states and producing a strong asymmetric density projected out from the Bi atom (the Bi 

“lone pair”). This is a similar picmre to that previously shown for lone pair formation in
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SnO  and PbO  and illustrates that our lone pair form ation m odel is no t limited to the 

Pb(II) and Sn(II) cations.

The D F T  calculations indicate there is a substantial cation 6s contribution to the states 

at the top o f  the valence band (band IV). Experim ental confirmation o f  the Bi 6j  

contribution to the top o f  the valence band (with a corresponding reduction in the 

am ount o f  O  7.p character) is provided by a careful com parison between the XPS and 

XES spectra. Thus for a-B ijO ,, the low binding energy peak band IV is much weaker in 

the XES spectrum  than in the XPS spectrum, and no longer appears as a well-defined 

spectral feature.

It has been shown that antibonding Bi 6 j states are indeed present at the top o f  the 

valence band and that it is the coupling o f  cation p  with the antibonding anion p  and 

cation ,f states that is responsible for producing the directed asymmetric density on Bi. 

While the term  “lone pair” is accurate in describing the resulting electron density’ around 

the atom  it is misleading in that it again overlooks the fact that the anion plays a key role 

in producing the states required to form  this stereochemically active density. O ur 

analysis predicts that changing the anion should have a strong effect on the resulting 

structure (as observed for Pb(II) and Sn(II)). Indeed experimentally BijS, adopts an 

orthorhom bic crystal structure, space group Pbnm , with kinked layers similar to those 

observed for SnS and SnSe, while Bi2Se, and BijTe, both  adopt a m ore symmetric 

rhom bohedral crystal structure. This is in line with the anion having a strong effect on 

the resulting asymmetry in the electronic distribution o f  the cation.
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5.3 Vacancy Alignment in 6 -Bi203

The liigh temperature 8-phase o f BijO, is a defective fluorite structure with an average 

of two oxygen vacancies per unit cell. The arrangement o f oxygen vacancies and the 

oxygen conduction pathway are still matters o f conjecture. The results for a-BijOj 

indicate that oxygen plays a key role in the formation o f lone pairs and hence the 

position o f oxygen vacancies will effect the directionality o f the lone pair through the 

symmetry o f the remaining oxygen coordination. This is something which has not been 

considered previously, but it will clearly have an impact on the stability o f competing 

vacancy structures and hence oxygen diffusion pathways.

5.3.1 Structural Optimization

Relaxation o f cubic S-BijO, was carried out starting from an experimentally determined 

lattice constant o f 5.67A. The resulting strucmral optimization parameters o f S-BijO, 

with oxygen vacancies aligned along the <100>, <110> and <111> directions are 

shown in Table 5.5. The calculated energies predict a-BijOj to be more stable than 8- 

BijO,, as expected, given that the former is the thermodynamically stable phase at low 

temperature. For 8-Bi20„ the alignment o f ox}^gen vacancies along <100> is calculated 

to be the most favourable, with the <110> and <111> configurations o f vacancies less 

stable by 0.06eV/Bi and 0.54eV/Bi respectively. However, the <110> vacancy 

configuration is, in theor\% energetically accessible taking into account thermal energ)^ in 

the order o f 0.09eV above 730°C, the temperamre at which S-BijO, is formed. While 

previous linear muffin tin orbital (LMTO) and forcefield calculations favoured the 

< 111 > alignment of vacancies, our results are in agreement with more recent GGA- 

DFT calculations’̂ '. Simple electrostatic arguments do favour the <111> arrangement 

which allows the vacancies to be as far apart as possible. The fact we find the <100> 

arrangement to be more stable indicates that more subtle effects are at play.
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<100> <110> <111>

Total Energy (eV/Bi)
(relative to  a-Bi2()3)

0.37 0.43 0.91

Volum e (A’) 175.50 180.17 172.79

a (A) 5.73 5.86 5.57

b{k) 5.54 5.55 5.57

c(A) 5.54 5.55 5.57

90° 90° 90°

Table 5.5 Calculated energies (relative to a-BijO,) and structural data for the <100>, 

<110> and <111> oxygen vacancy configurations o f S-BijO,.

For the <100> and <110> oxygen vacancy configurations, relaxation o f the lattice 

resulted in volume contractions o f 3.5% and 1.0% respectively from the starting 

structure and a tetragonal distortion o f the vector, with 7̂:6'ratios o f 1.04 and 1.06. The 

oxygen vacancies are aligned along the a direction in the unit cell for both the <100> 

and <110> configurations. The relaxed <111> configuration retains its cubic symmetn’ 

with a volume contraction o f 5.0% from the starting structure. The observed volume 

contractions are not unexpected as this is a high temperature phase which we are 

modelling at OK. Each Bi has six nearest neighbour oxygen atoms ranging in distance 

from 2.31 A to 2.55A. The closest Bi-Bi distance span a range from 3.87A for the <111> 

configuration to 4.27A for the <110> ordering of oxygen vacancies, Table 5.6.
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Structure A1-A2 d(A)
<100> 8-B i,0 , Bi-Bi 2 X 4.19

Bi-O 2 X 2.44 
2 X 2.40 
1 X 2.35 
1 X 2.31

< 110> S-BijO, Bi-Bi 2 X 4.27
Bi-O 2 X 2.55 

4 X 2.35
< 111> S-BijOj Bi-Bi 4 X 3.87

Bi-O 3 X 2.43 
3 X 2.37

Table 5.6 Nearest neighbour interatomic distances for the <100>, <110> and <111> 

oxygen vacancy configurations o f 8-Bi20 ,.

5.3.2 Electron Densities

The calculated electron densities from the states between -12eV and OeV (with respect 

to the highest occupied state) are shown for the three v^acancy configurations in Figure 

5.7. For oxygen vacancies aligned along <100>, significant asymmetr)’ is present in the 

electron density o f Bi, although it is substantially weaker than for a-BijO,, Figure 5.7(a). 

This alignment creates a vacancy channel in the lattice, with the six O  atoms coordinated 

on one side o f the Bi atom and the asymmetric electron density directed into the 

vacancy channel. These lone pairs on Bi occur in pairs, directed towards each other. The 

electron density map for the < 110> alignment o f vacancies shows similar asymmetry in 

the Bi electron density. Figure 5.7(b). However, in this structure the Bi site is less 

distorted and no hollow channel is produced in the lattice. Four oxygen atoms are 

coordinated on one side o f each Bi, with the asymmetric electron density directed 

towards the opposite side, where the two oxygen vacancies and two remaining 

coordinated oxygens are positioned. The Bi-O interatomic distance o f these two 

oxygens is lengthened from 2.35A in the starting configuration to 2.55A in the 

optimized unit cell. It is only when the vacancies are aligned along <111> that no
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significant asymmetry in the electron densit\' is obser\'ed, Figure 5.7(c). Here a single 

oxygen vacancy is present on each side of the Bi atom, creating an almost symmetric Bi 

site. The electron density map shows centrosymmetric electron densit}' around Bi, with 

no enhanced electron densit}" directed towards the oxygen vacancy sites.

Figure 5.7 Electron density contour maps of states from -12eV to the highest occupied 

state, (a) <100> (b) <110> and (c) <111> arrangement of oxygen vacancies in S-BijO,^ 

taken through the oxygen vacancy plane. Vacancy positions are marked by white V’s.
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5.3.3 Partial Electronic Density o f States

The calculated PEDOS for the three 8-31,0, configurations are shown in Figure 5.8. 

The PEDOS all share a number o f common features with the a-phase. The low energ)' 

peak, between - lleV  and -8eV, and the three peaks in central blocks, —6eV to —3eV, - 

3eV to -1.5eV and -1.5eV to OeV are again present, as observ^ed in a-BijO,.

u
" c

-12 -9 -6 -3 0 3 6
Energj’ (eV)

Figure 5.8 Partial electronic density o f states o f (a) a-BijO^and the (b) <100>, (c) 

<110> and (d) <111 > vacancy alignment configurations o f d-BijO,. Plots are made with 

respect to the highest occupied state. The red represent Bi 6j', green Bi 6/? and blue O  2/>.

The mam difference between the PEDOS of the a and S-phases arises from the states 

between -l.SeV and OeV. In a-Bi,©,, the densit)' o f Bi (>p states present at the top the 

v^alence band almost equals that of the Bi 6s states. For the <100> alignment o f
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vacancies in 8-Bi20„ the contribution o f Bi 6p states to the top o f  the valence band is 

significantly reduced. For die <110> alignment, tlie contribution is even lower. The 

P E D O S  resulting from  the <111> alignment o f  oxygen vacancies shows a flat 

contribution from  the Bi Gp states at the top o f the valence band different from  that o f  

the Bi 6j' or O  2p states. The Bi 6p partial densit)^ o f states does not drop to zero at the 

Ferm i energy, thus producing metallic behaviour. A similar feature was also observed for 

this alignment o f vacancies in the studies perform ed by both  Carlsson et al}^  ̂ and 

Medvedeva et al}^ ,̂ but was no t examined and no explanation has been put forward for 

the apparent metaUicity o f  this configuration.

5.3.4 Partial Electron Densities

To observe what im pact the variation in Bi 6/) character has on the states at the top o f  

the valence band, we have calculated the charge densit}’ arising from  states in the energy 

range -1.5eV to OeV for each vacancy configuration. Figure 5.9. For the <100> 

alignment o f  oxygen vacancies, the electron density shows a directed asymmetric density 

on  Bi similar to that observed for a-BijOj, Figure 5.9(a). The <110> alignment results in 

som ew hat weaker asymmetry o f  the Bi electron distribution. Figure 5.9(b). Finally for 

the < 1 1 1> alignment o f  vacancies there is only a weak elongation o f  the Bi electron 

densit)' on each side o f  the Bi atoms, pointing towards the oxygen vacancies. Figure 

5.9(c). The m ost directed asymmetry is observ’ed for the (100) alignm ent o f  vacancies 

bu t it is still m uch weaker to the strength o f  the lone pair in a-B ijO j (Figure 5.3).
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Figure 5.9 Electron densit}' contour maps o f states from -1.5eV to the highest occupied 

state for the (a) <100> (b) <110> and (c) <111 > arrangement of oxygen vacancies in 8- 

BijO, . Contour levels are shown between 0 (blue) and 0.15e/A^ (red).

5.3.5 Crystal Orbital Overlap Populations

The integrated COOP confirm the presence o f bonding and antibonding Bi 6^-0 2p 

interactions for each o f the vacancy alignments in S-BijO,, Table 5.6. This interaction is 

o f similar magnitude to a-BijO, for each configuration. The interaction between Bi Gp 

and the antibonding states is also present. It does however show greater variation, as 

may be expected from the differences in Bi 6p character present at the top o f the valence 

band in each structure. For the <100> alignment o f vacancies, the coupling o f Bi C>p 

with the antibonding states is reduced significandy from the COOP found for a-BijO,



(0.51) to 0.20. The reduced coupling is also indicated through the narrowing o f the 

bandgap, with unfilled Bi 6/) dominating the lowest unoccupied states. The <100> 

alignment o f vacancies creates the most distorted Bi site o f the three S-phase 

configurations which allows for relatively strong coupling o f Bi ()p and hence an active 

“lone pair” on Bi.

Region % <100> <110> <111>

Bi 6j -O 2p 

Bi 6  ̂-O 2p 

Bi 6p -O 2p

-12eV to -8eV 

-1.5eVto OeV 

-1.5eVto OeV

1.06

-0.75

0.51

0.85

-0.60

0.20

0.90

-0.65

0.15

0.82

-0.59

0.08

Table 5.6 Integrated COOP for the Bi 6j'—O 2p and the Bi 6p—0  2p interactions 

occurring at the top and bottom  of the valence band in a and 8-Bi203.

There is an absence of a “lone pair” for the <111> alignment o f oxygen vacancies. As 

the Bi site is almost centrosymmetric, the coupling of Bi 6p states with the antibonding 

Bi 6s and O  2p states is severely restricted by parit)' considerations. The integrated 

C O O P show a reduction in the interaction o f Bi 6p levels with the antibonding states to 

just 0.08, the lowest value obtained for the three vacancy configurations. The Bi 6p 

states are clearly not interacting with the antibonding Bi 6s and O 2p states. However, 

this does not explain the significant amount of Bi 6p character present just below the 

Fermi level in the PEDOS.

5.3.6 Band Structure of 6 -Bi203

To investigate the behaviour o f the states around the Fermi level further we have 

calculated the band strucmre for each vacancy alignment and show the results in Figure 

5.10. While there is no indirect bandgap (a bandgap across all o f /^-space) present for any
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of the calculated vacancy configurations, a direct gap of 0.50eV and 0.54eV exists at the 

zone centre F (0,0,0) for the <100> and <110> vacancy alignments respectively. For 

the < 111 > alignment of vacancies the lowest lying conduction band is partially occupied 

at F.

_i__
r X M r  R M

Figure 5.10 The calculated band structure for the (a) tetragonal <100>, (b) tetragonal 

<110> and (c) cubic <111> alignments of oxygen vacancies in S-Bi,0, plotted with

respect to the Fermi level.
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The bands between -lOeV and -8eV are known from  the PE D O S and C O O P  to derive 

from  a bonding interaction between O 2p and Bi 6s states. The splitting o f  bands in this 

region is caused by the gain in energy o f  those Bi 6s bands that undergo a bonding 

interaction with O  2p. For example, at F  (0,0,0) the site projections for the <100> 

alignments o f  vacancies show the upper com bination at -8eV is com posed o f 97% Bi 6j' 

(non-bonding states) while the lower com bination at -lOeV contains a mixture o f  65% 

Bi 6s and 35%  O  2p (bonding states). Large splitting o f  these bands occurs at F  and X 

(V2 , 0, 0) for aU vacancy alignments and also at Z Q/z, 0, Vz) for the <100> and < 1 1 1> 

alignment o f  vacancies. This shows that the interaction between Bi 6j' and O  2p is 

strongest at these points.

Analysis o f  the partial electron densit}' maps and C O O P  confirmed that the states 

producm g the Bi “ lone pair” lie between -1.5eV and OeV, resulting from  the mixing o f 

the antibonding Bi 6 j '  and O  2p states with nominally unfilled Bi 6p. The large num ber o f 

bands in this region results in a complex band structure. For the <100> and < 110>  

alignments o f  oxygen vacancies the lowest lying conduction band drops in energ}- to the 

Fermi level at F, while it is unoccupied elsewhere throughout the band structure. In 

these configurations, the bands toward the top o f  the valence band are reduced in 

energ\' at F  creating a direct bandgap, suggesting that the strongest interaction o f  the Bi 

6 j -0  2p antibonding com biaation with Bi 6p occurs at F.

For the < 111>  alignment o f  vacancies, the conduction band filled at F  is shifted dow n 

in energy to approximately -2eV. The site projections o f  this band at F  consist o f  85% 

Bi 6p character with the rem ainder O  2p. The C O O P  showed that strong coupling 

between Bi 6p and O  2p states was absent in this region. Therefore it is reasonable to 

assume that Bi 6p-Bi 6p interactions, aided by the symmetry o f  the crystal strucm re, are
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the source of this strange behaviour. To confirm the nature of these bands, the band 

decomposed charge density at F, between -l.SeV and OeV, is shown for the <111> 

configuration in Figure 5.11. The electron density map for this section of the band 

strucmre shows strong delocalization of the electron density around the Bi atoms in the 

direction of the oxygen vacancies. There is a large overlap of density between 

neighbouring Bi atoms indicating a strong interaction between the Bi 6/) states. While 

the symmetric alignment of vacancies does not allow for formation of a “lone pair”, it 

appears that at F, this is in part compensated by these strong Bi-Bi interactions. This 

leads to the filling of previously unoccupied Bi 6p states and the shift of the lowest lying 

conduction band to more than -1.5eV below the Fermi level.

Figure 5.11 Band decomposed electron densit}' map, arising from states from between - 

1.5eV to OeV, at the F point of S-BijO, for oxygen vacancies aligned along < 111 >. 

Contour levels are shown between 0 (blue) and O.le/A’ (red).
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5.4 D iscussion

Exam ination o f  the electronic structure o f a-Bi203  indicates that the majority o f  the Bi 

6s states are present at low energ\' (lOeV below the Fermi level), bu t with additional Bi 

6j '  character at the top o f  the valence band. The general feamres o f  the calculated and 

experimental electronic structure were in excellent agreement. Detailed analysis indicates 

that it is the interaction o f Bi 6p states with antibonding Bi 6s and O 2p states that is 

responsible for the asymmetric electron densit}' on Bi. The interactions leading to the 

form ation o f  the lone pair, and hence the unusual metal coordination and distorted 

crystal strucm re, are very similar to those identified in both  P bO  and SnO.

Calculation o f  the three oxygen vacancy configurations o f S-Bi203 produce results at 

odds with a purely electrostatic description. The strongest asymmetry in the Bi electron 

distribution occurs for oxygen vacancies aligned along <100> , which was also calculated 

to be the m ost energetically stable configuration. For the <110> vacancy configuration, 

the interaction o f  Bi 6p  is no t as pronounced as for the <100> alignment, although the 

structure is only 0.06eV per Bi less stable. The < 1 1 1> alignment o f  vacancies gives a 

centrosym m etric Bi site, which does not allow for the intra-atomic s and p  mixing to 

form  a lone pair, and is calculated as the m ost energetically unfavourable configuration. 

The < 111 > alignment o f  vacancies prom otes Bi 6p interactions across the unit ceU. The 

filling o f  the Bi 6p states across the Fermi level results in metallic behaviour for this 

vacancy configuration. Overall, the electronic structure o f 8 -Bi203 , in particular the 

form ation o f  the Bi “ lone pair” , displays a strong dependence on the coordination o f 

anions.

These results give a good qualitative view o f  both bonding and lone pair form ation in 

Bi,0 3  and indicate that the vacancy alignment has a strong impact on the both  the
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energies and die electxonic structure of S-BijO,. The results show subderies that a 

potential based approach would not identify" or even consider, and suggest that careful 

thought should be given to the method used when modelling dynamics o f structures 

containing n /  cations. Indeed, this can also be extended to fast oxygen ion conductors 

in general. In a recent DFT smdy by Mohn et a l}^ , on the distribution o f oxygen 

vacancies in BajInjOj, relatively few energetically stable configurations were found, at 

odds to classical approaches which predicted a random distribution o f vacancies. These 

smdies highlight that covalent metal-oxygen bonding is more important in determining 

the properties o f these materials than previously thought and, as such, an electronic 

structure approach is required.

5.5 Conclusion

In this chapter the electronic structure of bismuth oxide has been rigorously 

investigated. a-BijOjWas examined using a combination of theory' and experiment. DFT 

was used to calculate the electronic density of states, electron density' and the crystal 

orbital overlap populations, while high resolution XPS and XES measurements were 

used to experimentally investigate the valence density of states. The results o f both 

theory and experiment were in excellent agreement. Careful comparison o f the XPS and 

XES spectra confirm the DFT results which indicate that the majority' o f the Bi 6j' states 

are present at low energy’, with additional Bi 6j- character at the top o f the valence band. 

Detailed analysis indicates that it is the interaction o f Bi 6p  states with antibonding Bi 6j' 

and O 2p  states that is responsible for the asymmetric electron density on Bi. It is the 

filling of the nominally empty Bi Gp states which is the energetic driving force for BijO, 

adopting a distorted structure. The study shows that the electronic structure o f ot-BijO,, 

in particular the “lone pair” formed by Bi(III) is strongly influenced by the Bi-O
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bonding. The interactions leading to the formation o f the lone pair correspond very well 

to the interactions previously identified for PbO and SnO.

The calculations o f the stable phase o f B ijO , were extended to consider the <100>, 

<110> and <111> oxygen vacancy configurations o f the high temperature phase 8- 

BijO,. The strongest asymmetry in the Bi electron distribution occurs for oxygen 

vacancies aligned along <100> which was also calculated to be the most energetically 

stable configuration. For the <110> configuration the interaction o f Bi ()p is not as 

pronounced as for the <100> alignment although the strucmre is only 0.06eV per Bi 

less stable. The < 111 > alignment o f vacancies gives a symmetric Bi site and is calculated 

as the most energetically unfavourable. These findings are at variance w ith purely 

electrostatic considerations, and hence previous forcefield calculations.

Our results indicate that the electronic structure o f S-BijO, has a strong dependence on 

the coordination o f anions. The symmetry o f oxygen coordination around the Bi ions 

affects the extent to which Bi 6p can interact with the antibonding states at the top o f 

the valence band. The formation o f an electronic distortion requires a non- 

centrosymmetric coordination environment, hence the <100> and <110> 

configurations are favoured over the <111> configuration. As the stability o f the 

vacancy configurations are strongly influenced by the interactions leading to the 

formation o f the lone pair, our smdy indicates that it w ill be important to take these 

electronic effects into account when simulating oxygen diffusion in B ijO , and Bi 

containing oxygen ion conductors.
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6 Higher and Mixed Oxidation State Oxides of 

Pb, Bi and Sn

6.1 Introduction

Uniquely for group 14 metals, the oxides o f lead are known to exist in five 

stoichiometries: PbjO, PbO, Pb02, PbjOj and Pb^O .̂ The suboxide, PbjO is obtained 

as a black powder by heating Pb oxalate in the absence o f  air. PbO, as smdied in chapter 

four, occurs in nature in both tetragonal (litharge) and orthorhombic (massicot) phases. 

PbOj (puce oxide) is found as the mineral plattnerite which on heating or exposure to 

sunlight reduces to Pb3 0 4  (red lead). Lead sesquioxide, PbjO,, is obtained as a reddish- 

yellow amorphous powder, which on addition o f  acid decomposes into a mixture o f  

PbO and PbOj’̂ '̂ . Each o f  the stoichiometric Pb oxide variants have their own useful 

applications including noncorrosive paints, batteries'^", superconductors'” and solar 

cells’’ .̂ Our study o f  PbO highlighted the fact that in depth analysis o f  the calculated 

electronic structure o f  these binan- metal oxide systems can yield great insight into the 

underlying interactions. As such, they can help in the understanding and prediction o f  

more complex material properties. In this chapter we will begin by investigating the 

electronic structure o f  the +4 valence PbOj, in addition to the mixed oxidation state 

oxide Pb, 0 4  compound. The motivation for the studies will be addressed in each case.

The latter part o f  this chapter will address the mixed oxidation state Sn and Bi 

containing ternar}? oxide Bi2Sn2 0 7 . This material adopts an unusual distorted pyrochlore 

structure and exhibits a number o f interesting catalytic properties. The Bi atoms are 

believed to be in a +3 oxidation state with the Sn atoms in a + 4  oxidation state. With
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352 atoms in the unit cell, Bi2Sn2 0 7  approaches the current limit in system size for 

performing accuratc DFT calculations. For the self consistent calculations, 4GB o f  

RAM was required for storing the wavefunctions, while 8GB o f  RAM was required for 

predicting the wavefunctions. A single electronic optimization takes 128 CPU days (4 

days utilizing 32 processors in parallel). These calculations were only possible taking 

advantage o f  the sixty four bit architecture and low latency networking o f  the IITAC 

supercomputer. This allowed parallel calculations utilizing up to sixty four nodes to be 

performed.

6.2 The Electronic Structure o f Pb02

6.2.1 Introduction

Lead dioxide (PbOj) is o f  ubiquitous importance as the medium for storage o f  chemical 

energ}’ in lead acid batteries'” . Despite the significant environmental problems 

associated with these batteries, they continue to dominate the road transport lndustr)^ 

Tetragonal [S-PbOj (rutile), space group P4/m nm  is the thermodynamically stable phase 

o f  PbOj, Figure 6.1. This phase is known to undergo a structural distortion to 

orthorhombic a-PbOj above 1.3GPa and 200°C. Pb is six coordinate with respect to 

oxygen in both cases (compared to four coordinate Pb in litharge PbO).

It is not always recognized that PbOj is a metallic c o n d u c t o r ' b u t  the abilit\" o f  lead 

acid batteries to deliver the high currents necessar\^ to drive the starter motor for an 

internal combustion engine is crucially dependent on the low resistance o f the cathode 

coating’ '̂̂ ’’^̂ . The reason why PbOj is metallic remains a matter o f  conjecmre. It is 

known that the carrier concentration varies with preparation conditions in a way 

suggestive o f  defect-induced conductivity'’*. However, on the other hand augmented- 

spherical-wave calculations have suggested that the metallic behaviour is an intrinsic
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property of stoichiometric ^-PbOj due to overlap of the Pb 6 j '  conduction band with the 

valence band of predominately O 2p states’’’. All other existing theoretical investigations 

of PbOj have been semiempirical in nature and are thus of limited interest’''"’’̂ '’. 

Robertson calculated the band structure of SnOj and PbOj using the tight binding 

method and examined the optical transition properties''"’, while Jacquemin and Bordue 

also studied the optical properties of the two dioxides using an approximated Korringa- 

Kohn-Rostoker (KKR) approach''*'.

Figure 6.1 The cr^ ŝtal structure of rutile [S-PbOj.

In this section we will calculate the electronic structure of P-PbOj using DFT with a 

view to explaining the apparent contradictions in the current understanding of the 

metallicit}’ of PbOj. The results will be discussed in relation to the previous case of PbO 

where the formal oxidation state of Pb is +2 as apposed to +4 in PbOj. Here Pb 

acquires a formal electronic configuration of 5^"6j" and as such, the lone pair s electrons 

are considered to be lost to oxygen. Our investigation of this system will again be 

augmented through comparison with experimental spectroscopic measurements 

performed by our collaborators at Oxford and Boston Universities.
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6.2.2 Structural Optimizations

The electronic structure calculations were performed using periodic D FT with the 

exchange and correlation energy evaluated within the GGA using the parameterization 

of Perdew, Burke and Emzerhof. The PAW approach was used to accurately represent 

valence-core (Pb: pve], O: [He]) interactions. The calculations were checked for 

convergence with respect to both plane wave cutoff and ^-point sampling. A plane wave 

cutoff of 500eV and /^-point grid density o f 6x6x6  were employed. The calculated 

binding energy and lattice vectors for the optimized structure are listed in Table 6.1. The 

optimized structure is in good agreement with the thermodynamically stable 

experimental values’"'̂ . The a and b lattice vectors at 5.08 are overestimated by 2.5%, 

while the c vector at 3.45 is overestimated by just 2%. The nearest neighbour Pb-O 

interatomic distances are calculated at 2.20A and 2.26A compared to the experimental 

values o f 2.14A and 2.18A.

P-PbO^

Total Energy (eV/Bi) 

Volume (A’) 
a (A)

6(A)

c(A)

-16.98

88.62

5.08 (+2.5%)

5.08 (+2.5%) 

3.45 (+2.0%)

Table 6.1 Calculated energies and strucmral data for ^-PbOj with percentage error with

respect to experiment'**.

6.2.3 Partial Electronic Density of States

The calculated partial electronic density of states (PEDOS) are shown in Figure 6.2. The 

occupied valence band contains three main feamres: from OeV to -1.5eV (band I), from
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-1.5eV to -5eV (band II) and from -5eV to -8eV (band III). The valence band states all 

have significant O  7.p character. However, there is pronounced mixing between both the 

Pb 6j and 6p states and the O 2p states: in fact the states in the most tighdy bound band 

(III) are o f almost equal Pb 6s and O  2p atomic character. Mixing o f O 2p with Pb (>p 

states is essentially confined to band II. In band I, just below the Fermi level, the Pb 

contribution to the density of states is greatiy diminished and a large O  2p peak 

dominates.

e

■5-10 0 5 10

Energy (eV)

Figure 6.2 Partial electronic density o f states of jS-PbOj, relative to the highest occupied 

state. The red Unes correspond to Pb 6 j '  states, blue to Pb 6p and grey to O  2p states.

In our calculations p-PbOj emerges as a semi-metal: the density o f states drops to zero 

at the Fermi energy^ but without a significant energy gap. The lowest conduction band 

appears to be of strongly mixed Pb 6̂ —0  2p atomic character. Given the traditional view 

of the +4 oxidation state o f Pb in PbOj, the fact that there is more 6^ character in the 

occupied states than in the empty states is surprising. However, taking into account our
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previous analysis of PbO we would expect the majorit}  ̂ of Pb 6s states to be present at 

the bottom of the valence band. The metallic behaviour of PbOj must arise from 

occupation of the strongly hybridized lowest conduction band state, which would be 

empty in stoichiometric PbOj. The simplest way in which it is possible to envisage 

population of the conduction band is as a result of oxygen deficiency.

6.2.4 Electron Density

To investigate the namre of the bonding in the valence and conduction bands we have 

plotted electron density maps for both the filled states, between -lOeV and OeV, and the 

unfilled states if they were occupied, between OeV and +5eV, Figure 6.3. The density is 

taken through the (011) plane containing both Pb and O atoms.

I

I
o o
o o

Figure 6.3 The calculated electron densit\' of Pb02 for (a) the valence states from -lOeV 

to OeV and (b) the conduction states from OeV to +5eV and (b) Contour levels shown

are between 0 (blue) and 0.5 e /A ’ (red).
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I ’he density resulting from  the valence band shows high regions o f  electron density 

around the O  atom s as expected from  the large am ount o f  O  2p character in the 

PE D O S, Figure 6.3(a). There is also a significant am ount o f density located on  Pb 

(centre atoms), with the overlap present between the Pb and O  atom s indicating a 

bonding interaction. The asymmetty' that had been observed in the electron distribution 

o f the Pb ions in P bO  is clearly not present. The density from  the bo ttom  o f  the 

conduction band shows no overlap in electron density betw een the neighbouring Pb and 

O  atoms. Figure 6.3(b). This indicates the presence o f  an antibonding interaction.

In our investigation o f  P bO  we observ'ed that the distortion in the electron density was 

produced through the filling o f the antibonding com bination o f  an interaction between 

O 2p and Pb 6j  (and the subsequent interaction o f Pb 6/)). The calculated electronic 

structure o f  P bO j indicates that the same fundamental interactions betw een Pb and O 

occur. How ever as the 1:2 stoichiometry results in an increased oxidation state for Pb, 

the antibonding com bination o f  the interaction between Pb 6j '  and O  2p va this case 

remains unfilled, lying above the Fermi level in the conduction band.

6.2.5 Bader Charge Analysis

We have perform ed Bader charge analysis (Section 3.2.4) o f  the Pb atom s in bo th  P bO  

and Pb02 to support this case. Instead o f  using simple spherical projections for the 

charge partitioning, Bader analysis takes into account the natural surfaces and gradients 

found in the charge density. A partial charge o f  +1.15 is calculated for the Pb atom s in 

PbO  with a charge o f  +2.07 for the Pb atom s in PbO j. Both the differences and 

absolute values are clearly less than the classical Pb(II) and Pb(IV) species. The 

calculated partial charges support the view that the increased oxidation state does not
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simply involve the donation of the Pb 6 j ‘ electrons to oxygen. Indeed, the same strong 

bonding interactions occur as observed in PbO. The difference lies in the fact the 

antibonding Pb 6^-0 2p combination lies above the Fermi level for the case of PbOj.

6.2.6 X-ray Photoemission and Emission Spectroscopy

High-resolution X-ray photoemission spectroscopy (XPS) measurements of PbOj were 

gathered by Prof. Russ Egdell at Daresbury Laboratory, Figure 6.4. The X-ray emission 

spectra (XES) were measured by Prof. Kevin Smith at Lawrence Berkley National 

Laborator)', Figure 6.5, while additional high energy XPS experiments were performed at 

the European Synchrotron FaciUt}" in Grenoble, Figure 6.6.

12 10 8 6 2 0 24

(b)

X 25

2  1 0 - 1 - 2  
B inding E n e rg y  / eV

Figure 6.4 (a) Valence band X-ray photoemission spectrum (1486eV) of a p-Pb02 thin 

film, (b) Comparison of structure around the Fermi level for room temperature [J-PbOj 

sample (filled circles) and sample heated in sim at 230°C (filled triangles) as in (a).
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Figure 6.4(a) shows the valence band XPS o f a PbOj film  which had been annealed in 

situ at 230°C for one hoxor. The spectrum is dominated by the O 2p valence band which 

contains three features, labelled I—III, that correspond very well to the peaks observed in 

our DFT calculations. The semi-metallic nature o f PbOj is demonstrated by the fact that 

the spectrum is truncated by a weak but sharp Fermi edge above the top o f the main 

valence band peak I. However, both the intensity’ o f the Fermi edge cutoff and its 

position relative to the valence band edge were strongly dependent on the nature o f in- 

situ treatments, as illustrated in Figure 6.4(b). There is a shift o f the valence band edge 

to high binding energ}" as a consequence o f annealing in UHV. These observ^ations 

demonstrate in a simple way that the metallic behaviour arises from variable filling o f a 

conduction band which lies above the main valence band.

O KXES O 2p PDOS

J
514 516 518 520 522 524 526 528 530 12 

Photon energy (eV)

T '--------1------- ’ --------1-------- '--------1“

8 6 4 2
Energy (eV)

Figure 6.5 O K  shell XES spectra from P-PbOj compared with the O 2p PEDOS

derived from our D FT calculations.

The O K  sheU emission spectra for PbOj are shown with the calculated O 2p PEDOS in 

Figure 6.5. Again it is possible to identify' three bands. There are however very 

pronounced changes in relative intensities as compared w ith the XPS data. Most 

strikingly the high binding energ)' band I I I  is very' much weaker relative to I and I I  in 

XES as compared with XPS. This diminution o f intensity o f band I I I  is a clear signature
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of the fact that the corresponding electronic states at the bottom of the valence band 

have less O 2p character than the states closer to the top of the valence band. The 

reduced contribution of the O 2p levels to the PEDOS in band III is also seen clearly in 

the calculations.

hv = 1486.6 eV

hv = 6000  eV

!hv = 7700 eV

12 10 8 6 4 2 0 -2

Binding Energy (cV)

Figure 6.6 (a) High energ}' X-ray photoemission spectrum of P-Pb02 thin film at (a)

1486eV, (b) 6000eV and (c) 7700eV.

The high energ)’ XPS spectra were also calculated at 6000eV, Figure 6.6(b), and 7700eV, 

Figure 6.6(c). Increasing the energy of the X-ray radiation results in band III becoming a 

dominant feature of the XPS spectrum. The intensity of band II increases relative to 

band I, but to a lesser extent. These changes can be understood in terms of the atomic 

ionisation cross sections. Relativistic Dirac-Slater calculations of the cross sections show
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that the ratio between Pb 6s and O 2p cross sections increases progressively from 7.9 at 

hv=1486.6 eV to 2.7x10“ at hv=8000 cV’"*’. The Pb 6p and O  2p ratio similarly increases 

from 4.6 to 1.4x10^. These variations can be understood in terms o f the highly 

penetrating namre o f the 6j’ and 6p radial wavefunctions. I'hese high energy XPS 

experiments therefore specifically target the Pb 6s and 6p states. The differences 

between the low energy XPS and the XES spectra confirm that the states at the bottom  

of the valence band o f PbOj are not O  in nature. The changes in intensities observed 

in the high energy XPS spectra adds further insight, indicating that the states at the 

bottom of the valence band (band III) are Pb 6 j '  in nature while there is a substantial Pb 

6p contribution to band II. As such, the experimental measurements add strong support 

to the features observed in the calculated EDOS; the presence o f Pb states at the 

bottom o f the valence band and the presence of Pb 6p states in the centre o f the valence 

band.

6.2.7 Conclusion

The electronic structure o f the stable phase of Pb02 has been calculated using D FT and 

measured using XPS and XES. The optimized structure is in verj’ good agreement with 

experiment and there is very good correspondence between the calculated ED O S and 

the XPS spectrum. The electronic structure of PbOj shows great similarity to that o f 

PbO. Covalent interactions between Pb and O are again more prominent than the 

conventional ionic picture would imply with a partial charge o f +2.07 for Pb compared 

to the formal oxidation state o f +4.

Examination o f the density o f states and electron density shows that the strongest 

interaction occurs between Pb 6j '  and O  2p. The bonding combination o f the interaction 

is found at the bottom of the valence band at -8eV, while the antibonding combination
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is found at the bo ttom  o f the conduction band. This is supported experimentally from  

both the O  K  XES spectra and high energy XPS spectra wliich conclusively indicate the 

presence o f  Pb 6 j at the bo ttom  o f  the valence band. In PbO , the antibonding 

com bination o f  the Pb 6 j-0  2p interaction is filled and the subsequent interaction o f  Pb 

6p results in the distorted electron distribution, while it lies in the conduction band in 

PbO j. This represents the main difference between the electronic structures o f  P bO  and 

PbOj.

In relation to the conduction properties o f  P bO j we have shown that the semi-metallic 

nature o f  [S-PbOj arises from  partial occupation o f  the conduction band which contains 

the strongly hybridized Pb 6 j - 0  2p states. The D F T  calculations indicate that the 

v^alence band drops to zero at the Fermi level but there is no significant bandgap present 

between the top o f the v^alence band and the bottom  o f the conduction band. The 

electronic structure around the Fermi level observed in the spectroscopic m easurem ents 

shows strong dependence on the surface preparatory’ techniques. The results indicate 

that the charge carriers are m ost likely to arise from  oxygen vacancy defects and the 

carrier concentration is strongly dependent upon sample pre-treatm ents.
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6.3 Mixed Valence Pb, the Electronic Structure of Pb3 0 4  

6.3.1 Introduction

Lead tetroxide (minum) is an oxidation product of lead minerals. Minum forms at 

extreme oxidizing conditions from lead ore bodies. It is used as a pigment in corrosion- 

resistant paints and dyes. Industrial applications are also found in lead oxide pastes for 

acid batteries, in ceramic glazes for porcelain, in lubricants for hot pressing metals, in 

radiation-shielding foam coatings and in a number of ferromagnetic and ferroelectric 

materials

Pb,04 is considered a member of the spinel class of oxide minerals, although the crystal 

structure is quite unique. Pbj04 is a mixed oxidation state Pb oxide, containing sites 

characteristic of the Pb atoms found in both Pb(II)0 and Pb(IV)02. The 

stereochemicaUy active lone pair produced by the Pb(II) ion is assumed to produce the 

distortions observed in the crv’stal structure. Pb304 adopts a tetragonal crystal strucmre 

(space group P42/mbc) at room temperature’"*̂. Figure 6.7. There are four formulae 

units per unit cell (28 atoms). One Pb site is four coordinate with respect to ox}'gen (in 

green), with all oxygens positioned on one side of the Pb atom (similar to litharge PbO). 

The second Pb site is six coordinate (in grey) with the oxygens positioned in a slighdy 

distorted octahedral (similar to ^-PbOj). There is a notable hollow in the centre of the 

crystal which is considered to be stabilized by van der Waals interactions of the Pb lone 

pairs'"'̂ ’. Pb,04 is a known semiconductor with an experimentally determined bandgap 

ranging from 2.1eV to 2.2eV’''̂ .
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Figure 6.7 The crystal structure o f tetragonal Pb,04. The four coordinate Pb atom s are 

coloured green, the six coordinate grey, with the anions coloured red.

The unusual structural and electronic properties o f  this material have been o f  particular 

interest to experimentalists. The structure undergoes a num ber o f low tem perature 

ferroelastic (switchable domains on application o f  an extem al field) phase transitions 

from  225K  to 170K, which have previously been associated with the high polarizibility 

o f  the Pb(II) ions’"*̂. The effect o f pressure on the crystal structure was investigated by 

D innebier et al. with num erous small phase transitions obser\^ed up to 91G Pa where the 

Sr2Pb04 type structure was adopted’'***. Dielectric and photoelectron studies were 

perform ed by Avanesyan et al. which showed a positive photodielectric effect at low 

frequencies’'*'̂ . A num ber o f  recent studies have been concerned with the form ation o f  

Pb304 based m icrostructures including m icrotubes’ "̂ and nanocrj^stallites’ ’̂, offering 

potential applications in the areas o f  drug deliver)^ and biochips. Only one ab initio 

calculation o f  the electronic structure o f  Pb304 has been perform ed’^̂ . Terpstra et al. 

used the augm ented spherical wave m ethod to investigate the band structure. They



could distinguish electronic differences between the two types o f  Pb atom s, however 

further insight from  their study is restricted through lack o f  analysis. The validity o f  the 

study is also in question as the Pb atoms on the Pb(II) sites were found to have a greater 

partial charge than their Pb(IV) counterparts.

The existing inform ation on the electronic structure o f P b 30 4  is limited w ith respect to 

its current and potential technological importance. In this section we will calculate and 

examine the electronic structure o f  P b , 0 4  using D FT , taking into account our previous 

analysis o f  PbO  and PbO j.

6.3.2 Structural Optimization

The electronic structure and the optim ized crystal structure o f  P b , 0 4  were calculated 

using periodic, gradient corrected D FT with the E^c param eterization o f  Perdew, Burke 

and E m zerho f The PAW  approach was used to accurately represent valence-core (Pb: 

[Xe], O: [He]) interactions. The calculations were checked for convergence with respect 

to both plane wave cu toff and ^-point sampling. A plane wave cutoff o f  500eV and k-  

point grid density o f 6 x 6 x 6  were employed.

The calculated binding energy and lattice vectors for the relaxed crystal structure are 

listed in Table 6.2. The equilibrium structure is in good agreem ent with the 

experimentaUy determined values''‘̂  The optim ized a and b lattice vectors are 8.96A, 

1.7% overestimated with regards to the experimental structure. The vector at 6.74 A is 

overestimated by 2.7%. This overestim ation in the c lattice vector is m ost likely due to 

the cavity in the centre o f the crystal structure being influenced by weak, non-bonding, 

van der Waals forces which D F T  cannot completely describe due to the lack o f  dynamic 

correlation. However, we are confident that the strong bonding in the structure is
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accurately described as the Pb-O nearest neighbour bond lengths are in ver\' good 

agreement with experiment, Tabic 6.3. The maximum deviation in the optimized cry'stal 

structure is limited to O.OSA.

Pb,o,
Total Energy (eV/Pb) 

Volume (A’)
a (A) 
b(A) 

c(A)

-16.98

88.62

8.96 (+1.7%)

8.96 (+1.7%) 

6.74 (+2.7%)

Table 6.2 Calculated structural data for Pb304  (percentage difference with respect to

145 \experiment ).

Num ber Pb-O Length (A)
(calculated)

Pb-O Length (A)
(experimental)

Pb(II) 1 2.78 2.73

1 2.36 2.34

2 2.25 2.22

Pb(IV) 4 2.24 2.20

2 2.18 2.13

Table 6.3 Calculated and experimental’'̂  ̂nearest neighbour Pb-O distances in Pb,0 4 . 

6.3.3 Electron Density

Figure 6.8 shows two slices o f the valence electron densit)^ o f Pb ,0 4  which contain 

Pb(II) and Pb(IV) ions respectively. The densit}^ below -lOeV (O 2s and Pb 5d) has been 

excluded as it does not contribute directiy to the bonding and obscures the remaining 

valence states. Spherical regions o f high electron densit\’ are present around the O atoms 

on both cases. The density around the Pb(IV) t\"pe atom is approximately spherical, but
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weaker than the oxygen densit}'. There is a large degree o f overlap present between the 

Pb and O atoms. Around the Pb(II) t)'pe atoms a substantial distortion in the electron 

density is found. This density is directed away from the Pb-O bonds and towards the 

cavit}" in the lattice. This is clearer from a volume rendering of the valence electron 

density. Figure 6.9. Indeed, the orientation o f the asymmetric electron density on the Pb 

ions strongly suggests the presence o f Pb(II)-Pb(II) interactions.

Figure 6.8 Electron densit)’ through the (100) plane containing Pb(II) and O (upper 

slice) and Pb(IV) and O (lower slice) the PbjO^from 0(blue) to 0.35eV/ A ’ (red).
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Figure 6.9 Valence electron density volume rendering o f Pb3 0 4 , shown at 0.5eV/A ’. 

6.3.4 Partial Electronic Density o f States

To gain a better understanding o f the underlying interactions in the solid, we have 

calculated total (EDOS) and partial (PEDOS) electronic densit}- of states, Figure 6.10. 

These were calculated using projection radii o f l .SSA for both Pb and O. Two main 

blocks of states are present in the valence band o f the EDOS, Figure 6.10(a). A gap o f 

1.4eV is present between the valence and conduction bands, in fair agreement with the 

photoemission determined bandgap o f 2.1eV to 2.2eV’‘*®. Gradient corrected D FT has a 

well documented tendency to underestimate the bandgaps in metal oxide 

semiconductors.

Two types o f electronically unique Pb atoms can be found in the density of states. Using 

Bader partitioning o f the charge density, the partial charges o f the two t)^es o f Pb atoms 

are found to be +1.25 and +1.95 electrons respectively. While the difference between 

the oxidation states of the two atoms is clearly less than the formal assignment o f +2, 

they are in good agreement with the partial charges found for the Pb atoms in our
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previous calculations of PbO (+1.15) and Pb02 (+2.07) respectively. We have thus 

labeled the lower oxidation state atom as Pb(II) and the higher oxidation state as Pb(I\'} 

for clarit)' in the discussion.

(a) Total EDOS

(b) Pb(II)

(c) Pb(IV)

B

(d) O 2p

\

-10  -8 -6 -4 -2 0 2 4
Energy (eV)

Figure 6.10 Partial electronic density of states of Pb,0 4 , with reference to the Fermi 

level. The red lines represent Pb 6j' states, the blue lines Pb 6p and the grey Hnes O 2p.

The PEDOS for the Pb(II) t)'pe atom is shown in Figure 6.10(b). At the bottom of the 

valence band, the low energ}  ̂ split peak between -8eV and -6eV is predominately Pb 6  ̂

in nature. Between -4eV and OeV low amounts of Pb 6p character are found, with some 

Pb 6s states present just below the Fermi level, almost 6eV higher in energy than the
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main Pb 6s peak. For the Pb(IV) t\-pe atom the low energy states are again composed o f  

Pb Gs, Figure 6.10(c). Between -4eV and OeV, Pb 6p states are present, how’ever they are 

concentrated between -4eV and -2eV and no Pb 6s character is found at the top o f the 

valence band. Instead there is a substantial Pb 6s peak at the bottom o f the conduction 

band. The O 2p densit}- o f  states shows a low energy- feature between -8eV and -6eV 

which overlaps with both the Pb(II) and Pb(IV) states. Figure 6.10(d). A high density o f  

states is observed between -4eV and OeV. A peak is observed above the Fermi level at 

+2eV  which overlaps direcdy with the Pb(IV) Pb 6j peak.

6.3.5 D iscussion

A number o f  similarities exist between the Pb(II) and Pb(I\^ densit}' o f  states. An 

interaction between Pb 6s and O 2p is clearly present at the bottom o f  the valence band. 

This bonding interaction results in the presence o f O 2p character at 2eV lower in 

energy  ̂ than the main O 7.p peak. This bonding interaction also results in a 

corresponding out o f  phase combination. In the case o f  the Pb(II) ions, the antibonding 

combination is filled. Just below the Fermi level, high energy Pb 6s and O 2p states are 

found indicative o f  this interaction. The presence o f  Pb 6p is also found in this region 

for the Pb(II) ions. As we have previously shown for PbO, it is the interaction o f  Pb 6p 

with the antibonding Pb 6 j-0  2p states that results in the observed asymmetry in the 

electron density o f  the Pb atoms. For the Pb(IV) type atom the antibonding 

combination is unfilled and lies at the bottom o f  the conduction band, as indicated by 

the unoccupied Pb 6s and O 2p peaks at +2eV. This is the same behaviour exhibited by 

the electronic strucmre o f  PbOj in the previous section. Pb3 0 4  can be therefore 

qualitatively be described as being a composition o f  (2 xP b 0 ).Pb0 2 .
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Our calculations correctly describe semiconducting nature o f Pb,0 4 . The bandgap is 

defined by the two types o f electronically unique Pb atoms indicative o f those found in 

both P b(II)0  and Pb(IV)02. The calculated density o f states shows that the top o f the 

valence band is dominated by the anribonding Pb(II) 6 ,̂ Pb(II) 6p and O  2p states, while 

the bottom of the conduction band is derived mainly from Pb(IV) 6 j '  and O  2p. In 

Pb,0 4 , p-type conduction is therefore possible through the introduction o f holes in the 

Pb(II) 6^-0 2p bands while n-type conduction is possible through the addition of 

electrons to the Pb(I\^  6j'-0 2p bands.
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6.4 Understanding the Distorted Pyrochlore Bi2Sn2 0 7

6.4.1 Introduction

BijSnjO^ is o f  considerable interest due to its catalytic activity in a number o f processes 

including the oxidation o f  hydrocarbons'^’ and the partial oxidation o f isobutene.'^"* In 

addition, it can also act as a gas sensor with selectivity’ toward While lanthanide

based tin oxides adopt the regular cubic pyrochlore structure, BijSnjO^ does not, but 

instead exists as a number o f  polymorphs.'^' a-Bi2Sn2 0 7  is the thermodynamically stable 

phase at room temperature, whose monoclinic ([3=90.04°) crystal structure was only 

recendy determined. With 352 atoms in the unit cell, it is one o f  the most complex 

oxide structures to have been solved by powder diffraction. Figure 6.11. The structure is

a deformed V 2  X \/2  X 2 supercell o f  the cubic pyrochlore lattice in which the Bi atoms 

have distorted away from their ideal positions. In the temperature range between 130°C 

and 630°C, face centred cubic ^-BijSnjO- becomes favoured. Finally above 630°C the 

cubic pyrochlore based y-phase is adopted.

In Bi2Sn2 0 7 , Sn is formally considered to adopt a +4 oxidation state giving it an 

electronic configuration o f  4 /̂"*5/. Bi adopts its +3 oxidation state giving it an electronic 

configuration o f  The Bi(III) oxidation state is commonly associated with low

symmetr)^ crystal structures, which are rationalized in terms o f  stereochemically active 

lone pairs formed by hybridization o f  Bi 6  ̂ states with Bi 6p. The distorted pyrochlore 

structure o f  Bi2Sn2 0 y, which is favoured over the higher symmetry cubic strucmre, is a 

typical example o f  this effect. The lone pairs have also been suggested as being 

important in catalytic oxidation p r o c e s s e s . O u r  studies o f  PbO, SnO and B i20, in the 

previous chapters show that lone pairs in metal oxide materials do not conform to the 

classical n /  model. Filled antibonding cation s and anion p  states are the source o f  the
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asymmetr}’ in the electron density’. As such, the role o f the Bi 6s electrons in the 

electronic structure o f Bi2Sn207 may be more complicated than simple classical 

considerations would suggest.

Figure 6.11 The cry^stal structure of a-Bi2Sn,07. There are 32 formula units and 352 

atoms in the unit cell. The O  atoms are coloured red, the Sn atoms are grey and the Bi

atoms black.

Experimentally a number of structural smdies utilizing various diffraction techniques 

have been made'^" and there has also been extensive investigation into its catalytic 

activity'. However, no photoemission experiments on Bi,Sn207 have been performed to 

date. Additionally, due to the large size of the unit cell no calculations o f the electronic 

strucmre have been undertaken. The mechanism of oxidation reactions on BijSnjOy
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surfaces and the role o f the Bi 6j' lone pair in surface reactivity remain a matter o f 

conjecture.

In this section we examine the electronic structure o f a-BijSnjO^ for the first time. In 

addition to our D FT calculations, spectroscopic experiments were also carried out at 

Oxford University. A combination of both a rigorous ab initio method and X-ray 

photoemission spectroscopy is used to investigate the valence band density of states and 

shed light on the underlying interactions in this material. The results wiU contribute to 

the understanding o f Bi(III) based pyrochlores in addition to opening up possibilities for 

the design o f new functional temar\' oxide materials.

6.4.2 Geometry Optimization

The electromc strucmre of BijSnjO- was calculated using gradient corrected D FT with 

the PBE functional. A plane wave cutoff o f 500eV and a ^-point grid o f 4x 4x 4 were 

employed. Full structural optimization of a-Bi2Sn207 yielded the cell parameters shown 

in Table 6.4. The initial forces beginning from the experimental structure were quite 

small with the largest forces being on the O ions. The relaxed structure maintained the 

almost tetragonal symmetry o f the monoclinic unit cell, with p=90.04. The calculated 

lattice vectors are within 1.9% of the experimentally determined values. The Bi atoms 

are five coordinate with respect to O and have Bi-O nearest neighbour distances 

averaging from 2.3 to 2.5A. The Sn atoms are six coordinate with respect to oxygen and 

have Sn-O nearest neighbour distances ranging from 2.0A to 2.2A. Both the Bi and Sn 

coordination data are in good agreement with the X-ray diffraction data. For 

comparison with the thermodynamically stable a-phase we also performed an additional 

strucmral optimization of the high temperature y phase of BijSnjO^ which adopts the 

regular cubic pyrochlore strucmre. The resulting binding energy was 0.19eV per metal
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atom higher than the distorted structure, confirming that the latter is energetically 

favoured, as expected.

a - B i 2S n 2 0 7 Y -B i2 S n 2 0 7

Relative Energy (eV/Bi) 

Volume (A’) 

a (A) 

b{k)  

c(A)

5118.46

15.34 (+1.9%)

15.34 (+1.9%) 

21.74 (+1.1%)

+0.19

1242.99

10.76 (+0.37%)

10.76 (+0.37%)

10.76 (+0.37%)

Table 6.4 Calculated binding energy and structural data for a and y-BijSnjO^ and 

percentage error with respect to experimental data'̂ **.

6.4.3 Electron Density

The electron density’ for the valence states (between -12eV and Oe\’̂  is shown for a slice 

through the unit cell, containing both Bi and Sn atoms within the (010) plane, in Figure 

6.12. I'he states below -12eV (Bi Sd and O 2s) were excluded as they do not significandy 

contribute to the bonding. Through this plane the electron densities of the Sn-O chains 

and the Bi-O chains are clearly separated, with two rows of each layer present in the unit 

cell. The bottom row contains both Bi and O atoms.

The oxygen atoms contain near spherical regions of high electron density, representative 

of their almost complete 2p shell (based on a formal oxidation state of -2). Each Bi is 

coordinated by two O atoms in the (010) plane and an additional three oxygens out of 

the plane. This five fold coordination is similar to that found in the thermodynamically 

stable phase of BijO,. The electron density around each Bi atom is distorted away from 

the coordinated O atoms and thus provides evidence of a weakly directional lone pair.
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The second row from the bottom of the unit cell contains both Sn and O  atoms. The 

density' around the O atoms is similar in both size and shape to the Bi-O row, while the 

density around Sn is significandy smaller than Bi. This low region of electron densit}^ 

around the Sn atoms is consistent with the +4 state ascribed to them, where the majorit}" 

o f the Sj and Sp  electrons have been lost to O. It is also similar to the valence 

electron densit}^ displayed by PbOj in the previous section.

Figure 6.12 An electron densit)^ map for the valence states in Bi2Sn20y, plotted through 

the (010) plane, from 0 (blue) to 0.4eA ’(red). The O bonds are coloured red, the Sn

bonds grey and the Bi bonds black.
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6.4.4 Electronic Density of States

The total (EDOS) and partial (PEDOS) electronic density of states are shown in Figure 

6.13. Six main regions can be identified in the EDOS below the Fermi level, and a 

bandgap of 1.98eV between the valence and conduction bands is present. Figure 6.13(a).

Bi(6s)

I \

Sn(5s)

■15 *10 *5 0 5 10

Figure 6.13 The electronic densit\- of states of BijSnjO, (a) Total EDOS, (b) Bi 

PEDOS x2, (c) Sn PEDOS x2 and (d) O PEDOS X2 for two types of oxygen.
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The PED O S were calculated for each ionic species by projecting the wavefunctions 

onto spherical harmonics centred on each atom with a radius o f 1.65A for Bi, I.6OA for 

Sn and a radius o f 1.55A for O, as used for the binar\’ oxides. The PEDOS for Bi is 

shown in Figure 6.13(b). The majority of occupied Bi states are located at the bottom of 

the valence band, with a large Bi 6s peak at -lOeV. A Bi 6p peak is present between -5eV 

and -leV , with a small split Bi 6^ peak present just below the Fermi level. The 

conduction band is dominated by Bi Gp states. The lowest energ)^ states found in the Sn 

PED O S are also j  based, with a Sn Sj' peak present between -9eV and -5eV, Figure 

6.13(c). A peak consisting o f Sn 5p states runs from -5eV to the top o f the valence band. 

In the case o f Sn, the bottom of the conduction band is dominated by states derived 

from Sn 5x

Oxygen atoms with two t\^es o f coordination can be found which result in two 

different PEDOS as shown in Figure 6.13(d). T \^e I oxygen is coordinated to two Sn 

atoms and one Bi atom, while t\^e  II oxygen is coordinated to three Bi atoms. The 

PED O S for t\’pe II oxygen shows a clear O Ip peak overlapping with the Bi 6s peak at 

the bottom  of the valence band. O 2p states are present between -5eV and -leV  

overlapping with the Bi 6p states. An additional peak is found at the top o f the valence 

band overlapping with the high energy Bi 6j '  peak. The PEDOS derived for t)"pe I 

oxygen shows more overlap with the Sn states as would be expected. The peak at -lOeV 

is diminished, with O 2p states now present between -9eV and -6eV overlapping with Sn 

5j '.  The O 2p peak at the top o f the valence band is also reduced. The low energy 

bonding peak and high energ}- antibonding peak are therefore dominated by type II 

oxygen.
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The states at the top o f the valence band will o f course be important in any reactive 

process. The PEDOS shows that these near Fermi level states are dominated by a 

mixture o f Bi 6s and O 2p. This can also be observed in the electron densit}" arising from 

states between -2eV and OeV, Figure 6.14.

Figure 6.14 A partial electron density' map for the states between -2eV and OeV for 

Bi2 Sn2 0 7  plotted through the (010) plane from 0 (blue) to 0.15eA ' (red).

The electron densit\" map also confirms that the asymmetr)" in the electron density o f Bi 

results from states at the top of the valence band, and not from the main Bi 6j- peak at - 

lOeV. This, and the lack o f electron density between the Bi and O  atoms, are both in 

line with the concept that the n /  lone pairs in heavy metal ceramics arise from the 

antibonding combination between the metal j' and anion p  states, which subsequendy
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rmx with metal p  states in an asymmetric environment, producing the observed 

distortion in the electron density. It is the interaction of oxygen which mediates the 

mixing o f Bi 6j and 6p. The Sn atoms contribute almost no electron density to the top of 

the valence band. Sn undergoes similar interactions with O  to those o f Bi, but in the 

case o f Sn(IV) the antibonding metal s - anion p  states are unfilled. This is similar to the 

characteristics exhibited by the Pb(II) and Pb(IV) ions in the mixed oxidation state oxide 

Pb , 0 4  from the previous section.

6.4.5 Photoem ission M easurements

X-ray photoemission studies were performed on a-BijSnjOy by our collaborators at 

Oxford University. The valence XPS is shown in Figure 6.15 along with the EDOS.

Al Ka XPS

2 014 12 10 8 6 4
Binding energy (eV)

DFT DOS

2 012 10 8 6 4
Binding energy (eV)

Figure 6.15 Comparison between valence band XPS o f BijSnjO^ and the density o f

states from our D FT calculations.
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There is a ver\' good correspondence between the theoretical density o f  states and the 

experimental spectrum. In particular, six com ponents, labelled I-VI, can be identified in 

both cases. The two bands V and VI which are found at the bo ttom  o f  the valence band 

correspond to  the bonding Sn 5j' and Bi 6s states, both  o f  which are hybridised to some 

extent with the O  2p states. The next three bands II, III and I\^ correspond to  the main 

O  2p valence band state, which hybridise mainly with Sn 5p and Bi 6p states to give 

metal-oxygen bonding states. The extent o f hybridisation is m ost pronounced  in the 

relatively sharp band IV.

Finally, the relatively weak band I, which appears in the experimental spectrum  as a well 

defined shoulder at the top o f  the valence band, corresponds to the Bi 6j — O  2p 

antibonding levels, which in m m  hybridise with Bi 6p states to give the asymmetric 

electron densit)" discussed above. The only m ajor discrepancy betw een the experim ental 

and theoretical data is that the overaO spread o f  energies is greater in the former. The 

close correspondence between the calculated total density o f  states and the experim ental 

photoem ission spectrum  suggest that cross sections for ionisation o f  O  2p, Sn 5s and Sp 

and Bi 6 j '  and 6p states are all rather similar. This is no t quite in accord with the 

calculated ionisation cross sections o f  Yeh and Lindau'*"’ which w ould give m uch greater 

weight to  the metal s and p  states than to the O  2p states. This discrepancy has been 

noted before in com paring X-ray photoem ission data for PbOj'*’̂  P b O  and 6 1 2 0 3 ’"’ with 

theoretical densities o f  states and suggests that the previously calculated cross sections 

are not entirely reliable.

6.4.6 D iscussion

Both the theoretical electronic densit}' o f  states and the experimental XPS spectra 

indicate a high degree o f  covalency in the system. Bader analysis o f  the calculated charge
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density results in electron populations o f  13.10 and 12.53 for Bi and Sn respectively. The 

effective charges o f  approximately +2.0 for Bi and +1.5 for Sn clearly deviate from  the 

idealised Bi(III) and Sn(IV) species. The PE D O S shows that bonding interactions occur 

betw een oxygen and the valence s states o f  both  Sn and Bi. The main difference 

betw een the metal-oxygen interactions lies in the fact that for Bi the antibonding 

com bination o f  this interaction is fiUed, while for Sn the antibonding com bination Hes 

above the Fermi level. The Sn ions display the same electronic characteristics as the Pb 

ions in PbO j.

BijSnjOy exhibits a num ber o f unique properties relative to o ther Sn based pyrochlores, 

involving the oxidation o f  various organic species and gas sensing with selectivity for 

CO . Key to all these processes is the reduction o f  the Sn atoms. W hat is unclear is why 

Bi2Sn2 0 7  exhibits oxidizing properties exceeding those o f  the similar materials. 

Replacing Bi with like si2 ed metals results in the form ation o f  the symmetric regular 

pyrochlore lattice. This can be ascribed to the asymmetric electron densitv’ o f  Bi(III) 

distorting the crystal lattice. A distorted environm ent allows for coupling betw een the Bi 

6J and 6p states and the filled antibonding states are stabilized. As such the form ation o f 

the lone pair (and hence distorted) strucmre is favoured. A recent D F T  study by 

Pruneda and A rtacho’^̂  addressed a series o f  A jB jO , com pounds which adopt the 

regular cubic pyrochlore lattice. Replacing Bi with La or Y rem oves the strong overlap 

with the valence O  2p states which we observe for Bi2Sn2 0 7 . These are m ore ionic 

systems where L a /Y  based states make Uttle contribution to  the valence band.

Sn in its +2 oxidation state, m uch like Bi(III), is known to form  an asymmetric electron 

density and have a strong preference for distorted strucmres. In an oxidatitive catalytic 

process the reduction o f S n(I\^  will produce a Sn(II) species. A donation o f  electrons to
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Sn in Bi2Sn2 0 7  will fill the antibonding Sn 5 j-0  2p orbitals. Similar to Bi, a distorted 

coordination environm ent will allow for the additional bonding interaction o f  the m etal 

p  states with the antibonding orbitals, thus making the reduced configuration m ore 

energetically stable. This is m uch akin to the reason why SnO adopts the d istorted 

Htharge structure as apposed to cubic rocksalt."’ The Bi-O layers in this pyrochlore 

create a distorted structural backbone for Sn-O layers which wiU make reduction o f  the 

Sn atoms m ore energetically favourable than it would be in a regular cubic pyrochlore 

lattice. This may explain why the inclusion o f Bi in this pyrochlore aids the catalytic 

activity o f the material. It would be o f  significant interest for future studies to address 

the reduction o f  a Sn term inated surface o f  a-Bi2Sn ;,0 7  in com parison to the regular 

pyrochlore lattice and other pyrochlore structures. However, the large size o f  the unit 

cell is too computationally demanding to undertake as part o f  this project.

6.5 Conclusion

In this chapter we have examined the electronic structure o f  PbO j, Pb , 0 4  and BijSnjO,. 

Using the inform ation gained from  our study o f  the low oxidation state binary^ Pb, Sn 

and Bi oxides, we have extended our knowledge o f  metal oxide ceramics to account for 

the underlying interactions and conduction properties o f  the higher oxidation state and 

mixed oxidation state metal oxides. Experim ental verification was provided for the 

electronic structures o f  both P b 0 2  and Bi,Sn2 0 , with the m easurem ents in excellent 

agreement with our D F T  calculations.

For P b(IV )02 , we found many o f  the covalent interactions between Pb and O  that were 

present in our previous study o f  PbO . However, the increased oxidation state o f  Pb 

results in the antibonding Pb 6 j-0  2p com bination, which contributed to  the lone pair in 

PbO , to become unoccupied. This results in the bo ttom  o f  the conduction band being
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dominated by strongly hybridized Pb 6s-0 2p states. The apparent metallicity o f PbOj 

was attributed, in conjunction with experimental data, to the presence o f oxygen 

vacancies which result in the filling o f these conduction states.

For Pb,0 4 , we identified two electronically unique t\^es o f Pb ions. The electronic 

structure of the ions are indicative of the Pb atoms found in PbO  and PbO j 

respectively. An asymmetric electron density was found on the Pb(II) type atoms which 

were directed towards the centre of the hollow in the crystal structure. Strong bonding 

interactions occurred between O 2p and the s states o f both types of Pb ion at the 

bottom  of the valence band. The top o f the Pb , 0 4  valence band is dominated by the 

Pb(II) 6j -0  2p antibonding states, while the bottom o f the conduction band is 

dominated by the Pb(IV) 6j--0 2p antibonding states. The results infer that electronic 

conduction in Pb , 0 4  can occur through reduction of the Pb(IV) (oxygen deficiency) or 

oxidation of the Pb(II) (oxygen excess).

Finally, we examined the electronic structure o f the distorted pyrochlore Bi2Sn20y. The 

material was found to be a semiconductor with a gap of approximately 1 eV between the 

valence and conduction bands. The features observed in the calculated density o f states 

and the XPS spectra are in excellent agreement and both indicate a high degree o f 

covalency in the system. Strong interactions occur between oxygen and both Sn and Bi. 

The orbital populations support formation o f this oxide as Bi(III)2Sn(IV) 2 0 7  but the 

compound is highly covalent with Bader partial charges o f +1.9 and +1.47 on Bi and Sn 

respectively. The Bi atoms were found to display the same electronic characteristic as the 

Bi(III) ions found in Bi20,. An asymmetric electron density was again present due to the 

filling o f the out o f phase Bi 6s-0  2p interaction and overlap with the Bi 6/> states at the 

top o f the valence band. The Sn(IV) atoms displayed the same properties as the Pb(IV)
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atoms in Pb02, with the antibonding Sn 5 j-0  2p states dominating the bottom  of the 

conduction band. This is due to differences in the strength o f the metal s interactions 

with O  2p. It is proposed that it is the distorted coordination environment produced by 

the Bi-O layers which aids the reduction of Sn(I\') to Sn(II) and as such enhances the 

catalytic activity o f this material.
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7 The Involvement of Shallow Core d States in

the Bonding of H g and T1 Oxides

7.1 Introduction

The two families of cuprate superconductors with the highest known T̂ , values 

incorporate Hg or T1 respectively''^''. These post transition elements are generally 

presumed to be “spectators” of the electronic structure. That is, they do not contribute 

direcdy to the electronic states close to the Fermi level in the CuOj planes thought to be 

responsible for the superconductivity". Although the electronic structure of many 

complex cuprate phases has been intensively studied in the past few years, surprisingly 

littie attention has been devoted to the simple binar}' oxides HgO and TljO,.

HgO has two important polymorphs: a yellow hexagonal phase stable above 220°C and 

a low temperature red orthorhombic phase'*' .̂ Figure 7.1, with a bandgap of 1.90 eV'“ . 

Both phases are based on zig-zag Hg-O chains, with coordination about Hg which is 

essentially linear, and a Hg-O-Hg bond angle close to tetrahedral. The chains in the 

hexagonal phase have a spiral architecture, but in the more stable orthorhombic phase 

the chains are planar. Other group 12 oxides show very different structural preferences. 

In contrast to HgO, ZnO adopts the zinc blende t\^e structure with tetrahedral metal 

coordination, whilst CdO crystallises in the rocksalt structure, with regular octahedral 

coordination about Cd. The conventional textbook explanation'*^^ of the linear 

stereochemistry found in HgO, and other mercury compounds, is that this coordination 

environment promotes direct mixing between the fiUed shallow core Hg 5d.̂  states and 

the nominally empty Hg 6j' states, thus lowering the electronic energy of the Hg(II) ions
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through a second order Jahn-Teller effect. The greatest electronic stabilization is 

considered to occur for two short (linear) and four long coordination as the 5d.^ states lie 

closest in energj' to Hg 6 / '’̂ .

The on-site hybridisation with the shallow core-level states should be more pronounced 

in Hg compounds than in Zn or Cd compounds because the Hg 5d binding energy is 

lower than Cd Ad and Zn id  binding energies, while the Hg 6s level Lies at higher binding 

energy than the Cd 5j  and Zn 4j '  levels. Thus the difference in energy between 6s and 5d 

levels in Hg is verj’ much lower than corresponding separations in Zn and Cd, leading to 

the proposed hybridisadon-driven propensity for linear coordination in HgO.

Figure 7.1 A 2x2 x 2  expansion of the low temperature crystal structure o f HgO. The

Hg atoms are coloured grey with red anions.
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Wliile a num ber o f theoretical studies have focused on HgS, HgSe and H gTe’*'* '®̂ , very 

few have dealt with H gO  itself. Detailed gas phase calculations have been perform ed 

using coupled cluster theor)^’™ but they offer no insight into the electronic properties o f  

the solid state. Experimentally, the structure o f  the valence band is poorly defined in 

previously published photoem ission experim ents’ ’̂.

The second oxide o f  interest here, T ljO ,, adopts the structure o f  the mineral bixbyite, 

space group , as its thermodynamically stable phase, Figure 7.2. This structure,

containing sixteen formula units, is based on incom plete cubic close packing o f  the 

ox)^gen ions. The metal atom s are distributed as in CaFj with the oxygen atoms 

occupying 75% o f  the anion positions. Two tv'pes o f  T1 atom s are present, both  o f 

which are coordinated by six ox\'gens in a distorted geometry’. O ne quarter o f  the T1 

ions have oxygen vacancies aligned along the (111) body-diagonal o f the cube defining 

the metal coordination in fluorite, while the remaining T1 ions contain oxygen vacancies 

at the ends o f  a (110) face diagonal. Thus in the oxide there is no tendency for T1 to 

adopt the linear coordination found in H gO , even though Hg^* and Tl’  ̂ are formally 

isolectronic.

While it is well know n that T ljO , is a metallic conductor, it has been unclear w hether 

this is an intrinsic property o f  the stoichiom etric T ljO j phase or if it arises from  oxygen 

deficiency in Tl20,^, as the apparent value o f  1.60 eV quoted for the bandgap in T ljO j 

suggests’̂ .̂ N o  detailed examination o f  the calculated electronic structure has been 

published. This may have been due to the large size o f  the unit cell and the 

com putational resources a first principle study o f  this nature requires. The electronic 

properties o f  the isostructural com pound In jO , are rather better understood. This oxide
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is intrinsically an insulator with a direct bandgap of 3.76eV and a smaller indirect gap o f 

2.6eV. InjO , is easily doped n-t}^pe either by oxygen deficiency or by substitution o f Sn 

on In sites to give a transparent conducting oxide.

Figure 7.2 A schematic representation o f the unit cell o f  bixbyite, the low temperature 

cr} stal structure o f TljO,. The metal atoms are coloured grey with red anions.

In this chapter we will calculate and examine the electronic structure o f both HgO and 

TljO,. A comparison will be made to experimental X-ray spectroscopy results 

performed by our collaborators. The calculated total and partial electronic densit}^ of 

states will be compared to both the X-ray emission and adsorption spectra. O ur 

observation of bonding in these oxides will then be discussed relative to our previous 

results of the Pb, Sn and Bi based n /  ceramics.
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7.2 Calculation Details

The electronic structures o f HgO and TljO, were calculated using DFT with the 

exchange and correlation energy evaluated within the GGA using the PBE  

parameterization. As the metal d  states are lower in binding energ)' (closer to the valence 

band) than for the previously studied Pb, Sn and Bi based ceramics, we have included 

explicit spin-orbit treatment o f  the valence electrons (calculated variationally through 

projection onto spherical harmonics). The valence electrons are expanded in terms o f  a 

plane wave basis set, with the core electrons (Hg, Tl: pve], O: [He]) treated using the 

PAW approach. The PAW fixed core states are generated from all-electron scalar 

relativistic calculations. The calculations were checked for convergence with respect to 

both plane wave cut o ff (500eV) and /fe-point sampling. A 4 x 4 x 6  grid was used for 

HgO, with a 6 x 6 x 6  grid for TljO,. The TI2O , grid is quite dense considering the large 

size o f  the unit ceD (1250A^). However, a high density' o f  /^-points is needed to 

accurately describe the near Fermi level region o f  this semi-metal.

The atomic energy' levels in Hg are strongly modified by relativistic effects’’ .̂ Relativistic 

contraction o f  the core subshells leads to increased screening o f  the weakly penetrating 

Hg Sd orbitals. Additionally, the spin-orbit interaction splits the Hg Sd levels with the 

overall consequence that in Dirac-Fock calculations (an extension o f HF theory to 

include relativistic effects) the Hg 5î 5/2 level is shifted up in energy by 3.80 eV relative to 

standard Hartree-Fock calculations which do not take relativity into account. The 

corresponding shift for the Hg Sd-^/2 level is 1.74 eV giving a spin-orbit splitting o f  

2.06eV. We have performed calculations on a gaseous Hg atom, using plane wave DFT, 

which show a 1.83 eV splitting o f the 5d states and a separation o f  2.43eV between the 

5 5̂/2 and 6j levels. These are in reasonable agreement with the Dirac-Fock calculations 

(which do not include correlation), indicating that the spin-orbit approach, in addition to
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the relativistic frozen-core electrons and their subsequent effect on the valence electrons 

give rise to a good representation o f the relativistic effects in Hg.

7.3 The Electronic Structure o f H gO

7.3.1 Geometry Optimization

Complete structural optimization calculations (cell vectors, angles, volvmie and ionic 

positions) were performed on orthorhombic HgO, with the equilibrium structural 

parameters shown in Table 7.1. The predicted lattice vectors are in reasonable 

agreement with experimental values, as expected for such a complex system. The 

calculated a and b lattice vectors are within 3% o f experiment, with the c vector 

overestimated by 4%. As Hg is a larger ion than the Pb, Sn and Bi ions previously 

studied, this increase in error may be due to Hg being more polarizible and therefore 

HgO contains greater van der Waals contributions which DFT cannot fully describe due 

to the lack o f dynamic correlation.

HgO

T otal Energy (eV /  Hg) 

Volume (A’) 
a{k)  

b { k )  

c(A)

-23.31 

140.89 

6.74 (+2.0%)

5.68 (+2.8%)

3.68 (+4.4%)

Table 7.1 Calculated binding energy and structural data for HgO. Percentage error is 

states with respect to experimental data’̂ \

Figure 7.3 shows the coordination environment around Hg in the equilibrium unit cell. 

The nearest-neighbour Hg-O interatomic distance is calculated to be 2.07A, which is
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only 2.0% greater than the experimental value of 2.03A. The next nearest coordinated 

ox\"gen is found at 2.10A, with tVv'o further O atoms at 2.91 A, and the remaining t'.vo at 

distances o f 2.93A and 2.99A. These are all within 2% of experiment indicating an 

accurate representation o f the bonding in HgO.

Figure 7.3 The Hg-O nearest neighbour interatomic distances (A) in the optimized

crystal structure o f HgO.

7.3.2 Electronic Density o f States

The total (EDOS) and partial (PEDOS) electronic density of states were calculated and 

are shown in Figure 7.4. These were obtained by projecting the wavefunctions onto radii 

o f 1.6A for Hg and 1.55A for O. It is convenient to discuss the occupied states below 

the Fermi level in terms o f five peaks labelled I-V in the EDOS, Figure 7.4(a). 

Inspection o f the PED O S in the lower panel reveals that the three peaks at lowest 

binding energy (I, II and III) have dominant O 2p atomic character, whereas IV and V 

are of dominant Hg character. However, there is significant mixing between O 2p and 

Hg 5d states, so that the “Hg 5cf’ peaks IV and V have substantial O 2p atomic character
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while the “O  2p” states I-III have equally significant Hg 5d character. This overlap 

between O  2p and Hg Sd is particularly pronounced in the highest binding energy' peak 

III which has about 20% Hg Sd character.

;(a)

“ (b)

-10 -8 -6 -4 -2 0 2 4 6 8 10

Energj’ (eV)

Figure 7.4 The (a) total and (b) partial electronic density o f states for HgO, with 

reference to the Fermi level. The Hg 5d states are coloured green with blue Hg 6p, red

Hg 6 j '  and grey O 2p.

There is also pronounced mixing between O 2p and the Hg 6s states, which are 

notionally empt}' in the simple ionic picture. Within the occupied states, this mixing is 

also most pronounced in peak III, which has about 20% Hg 6s character, with a more
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limited 6^ contribution to peaks 1 and II. Correspondingly, the conduction band states 

are essentially an equal mix o f H g 6s and O  2p atomic character. Overall, it can be seen 

that the lowest “O  2p” valence state III contains a substantial contribution from  both  

Hg 6 j '  and H g Sd states. There is however Utde direct on-site mixing between H g 6s and 

Hg 5d. The empt)’ conduction band states have only limited H g Sd character and there is 

a correspondingly small contribution o f H g 6^ character to the states in bands IV and V.

It is necessary to consider the structure within the 5d region in further detail. The spin- 

orbit interaction splits the 5d states into Sd^ / 2  and higher binding energ\’ Sd-^/2 levels. In 

the absence o f  further interactions, the Sd density o f  states wiU consist o f  just two 

com ponents, with integrated areas in the ratio 6:4. However, covalent interactions can 

further split the levels and result in the features observed in the calculated ED O S. The 

two nearest neighbour oxygens are almost lA  closer than the remaining four 

coordinated oxygens resulting in an essentially Unear (D^h) coordination environm ent. 

Since there are no O  2p orbitals o f  5 symmetry and 7T interactions are weaker than a  

interactions, the ordering o f  the levels derived from  Sd^ / 2  order o f  increasing binding 

energy’ wiU be 5<Tl<a. Splitting within both  the bd^ / 2  levels is found in the

density o f  states and it appears that the downward shift o f  the a ,/2 level is so 

pronounced that this strucm re overlaps with the 5d^/2 structure in band V rather than 

falling w ithin the contour o f  band IV.

7.3.3 Photoem ission Spectroscopy

Experim ents to m easure the valence band X-ray photoem ission spectrum  (XPS) o f 

H gO  along with the corresponding O  K  shell X-ray emission spectrum  (XES) were 

perform ed by our collaborators at Boston and O xford Universities and are shown in 

Figure 7.5. In each case the spectral profiles can be fitted with five com ponents,
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corresponding to bands I-V observed in our calculations. Overall die spread of energies 

found experimentally (around lOeV) is bigger than in our calculations (around 8eV), but 

otherwise there is generally very good correspondence between the observed and 

calculated spectral profiles.
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Figure 7.5 (a) Valence band X-ray photoemission spectrum of HgO. (b) Electronic 

density of states (from our DFT calculations), (c) O K X-ray emission spectrum of 

HgO. (d) O 2p PEDOS from our DFT calculations.

The experimental spectral profile for the XPS data, Figure 7.5(a), may be direcdy 

compared with the EDOS, Figure 7.5(b). Within the 5d region, the experimental 

spectrum consists of what appears to be a simple spin orbit doublet with an intensity'
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ratio between bands IV and V o f  2.73:2.27. This value is significantly less than the 

statistical ratio o f  3:2 between and Qualitatively, the deviation suggests a

stronger contribution from O 7.p states to the less tighdy bound states than to the 

more tighdy bound Sd- ^ / 2 states. This effect does not show up in a simple way in the 

calculations because the lowest a ,/2 component o f  5d /̂2 (which carries the greatest O 2p 

contribution) is split out from the rest o f the Sd^ ^ 2  states and falls within the envelope o f  

the Sd^ / 2  states in band V.

The O  K shell X-ray emission spectra is shown in Figure 7.5(c). The strict selection rules 

allow the XES to experimentally probe the O 2p partial densit)' o f  states and the 

calculated O 2p PEDO S for HgO is therefore presented for comparison in Figure 

7.5(d). The experimental spectrum may also be fitted to five peaks. In contrast to the X- 

ray photoemission spectrum, the O 2p peaks I-III have a higher intensit}’ than the Hg bd 

peaks IV and V. Since the mtensit}' now depends on the O 2p contribution to each peak, 

peak III no longer dominates the O 2p region. Moreover, the fact that peaks IV and V 

can be observ'ed at aU is a reflection o f  mixing o f  O 2p character in the Hg 5d states. The 

intensity ratio between the 5d /̂2 peak IV and the 'bd̂ / 2  peak V has a value o f  3.2:1.8, 

which is now greater than the statistical ratio o f  3:2. This provides experimental 

confirmation o f  the fact that the less tightiy bound 5d /̂2 level mixes more strongly with 

O 2p states than the more tighdy bound Sd^ / 2  states, thus reversing the deviation from 

the statistical intensity ratio found in the XPS spectra. Qualitatively, the excellent 

correspondence between the photoemission spectra and the calculated density o f  states 

and between the XES and O 2p PEDO S provides striking confirmation between the 

mixing between the O 2p and Hg Sd states in HgO.
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7.4 The Electronic Structure o f TI2 O 3

7.4.1 Geometry Optimization

Complete volume and ionic optimization o f the 80 atom cubic TUO, structure resulted 

in the cell parameters shown in Table 7.2. The calculated lattice vectors are in good 

agreement with experiment (within 2.5%). The resulting coordination found around the 

two t\'pes o f T1 atoms is shown in Figure 7.6. The first type o f T1 site features six oxygen 

atoms all at equal distances o f 2.32A, Figure 7.6(a). The second t)"pe o f T1 site is less 

symmetric with three pairs o f two oxygen atoms at 2.34A, 2.37A  and 2.45A respectively, 

Figure 7.6(b).

T 1203

Total Energy (eV/Tl) 

Volume (A’) 
a (A) 
b(A)

C(A)

-9.97

1250.84

10.78 (+2.3%)

10.78 (+2.3%)

10.78 (+2.3%)

Table 7.2 Calculated structural data for TUC^jwith reference to experiment'^^.

Figure 7.6 The Tl-O nearest neighbour distances (A) for the two tj'pes o f Tl.
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7.4.2 Electronic Density of States

The total (EDOS) and partial (PEDOS) electronic densit}' of states have been calculated 

(using projection radii of I .6 O A  for T1 and 1.55A  for O) and are shown in Figure 7.7. It 

is again convenient to discuss the states below the Fermi level in terms of five bands 

labelled I-V, Figure 7.7(a). As with HgO, peaks IV and V are of dominant 5d character 

and I-III correspond to what are conventionally regarded as the O 2p valence band 

states.

S

2 4 10-10 -2 0 6 8-12 ■8 •6 -4
Energ>’ (eV)

Figure 7.7 (a) Total and (b) partial electronic densit}’ of states of cubic T^O, The green 

lines represent T1 bd states, red Hnes T1 6j', blue Unes T1 6/) and the grey lines O 2p.
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The Sd levels are more rightly bound in TljO, than HgO, and are shifted to higher 

binding energies by over 2eV. As a result, mixing between T1 Sd and O  2p levels is less 

pronounced than the corresponding mixing between Hg Sd and O  2p 'm HgO. In 

addition, there is no pronounced ligand field splitting o f the 5d levels. Thus the Sd 

structure is essentially a simple spin-orbit doublet with around 5% O 2p character in the 

'id^/2 level and 3% O 2p character in the more rightly bound level.

Correspondingly, there is less 5d character within the predominately O  2p bands I-III 

than is found in HgO. The most pronounced T1 Sd character is found in the topm ost O 

2p band I, rather than in III. At the same time, the extent o f mixing between O  2p and 

metal 6s levels is more pronounced than in HgO. In particular, die most tighdy bound 

“O 2/)” band III contains an almost equally balanced mix o f T1 6j'  and O  2p atomic 

character.

The final issue o f interest in relation to TUO, is that the densit)’ of states does not go to 

zero at the Fermi level. TljO, emerges in the calculations as an intrinsically metaUic 

material. The Fermi level Ues toward the top o f the uppermost O 2p band I, but there is 

a weak densit}' o f states just above the Fermi level that gradually rises. This is clear in a 

magnified plot o f the densit\" o f states around the Fermi level. Figure 7.8(a). The densit}" 

o f states declines to a low value before it begins to increase about leV  above the Fermi 

level. To highlight the sensitivit}" o f the system to ^-point sampling, the same plot is also 

shown for a reduced 2x2x2 k-point grid. Figure 7.8(b). Here the PEDOS reduces to a 

value o f zero above the Fermi level (+ le \^  which would incorrecdy indicate a partially 

occupied valence band.
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Figure 7.8 The partial electronic densit}' o f states for TljO,, from -2eV to +2eV, with k- 

point sampling o f (a) 6x6x6  and (b) 2x2x2. The green lines represent T1 5d states, red 

lines T1 6j, blue Unes T1 6p and the grey lines O 2p.

7.4.3 Partial Electron Density

To gain further insight into the electronic structure, electron density maps, through a 

plane containing both T1 and O atoms, have been plotted for each o f the regions 

identified in the valence EDOS. For bands IV and V (-12eV to -SeV) the dominance of 

the T1 5d states is evident, with very Utde electron density present around the O  atoms. 

Figure 7.9(a). A strong bonding interaction is observed between the T1 and O atoms for 

band III (-6eV to -4e\') which corresponds well with the overlap o f T1 6s and O 2p 

states in the PEDOS, Figure 7.9(b). For band II (-4eV to -2eV), the density" around T1 is
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quite low with a weak overlap of charge density between T1 and O, Figure 7.9(c). Band I, 

running from -leV  to the Fermi level, shows no overlap o f density between T1 and O, 

indicating the lack o f a bonding in this region. Indeed, this would suggest that the T1 5d 

character present just below the Fermi level results from the filling o f the antibonding 

combination o f the interaction between T1 Sd and O 2p observed in region I.

Figure 7.9 Partial electron densit}^ maps o f TUO, passing through a plane containing 

four oxygens (at the comers) and one T1 atom (in the centre), (a) -12eV to -8eV, (b) - 

6eV to -4eV, (c) -4eV to -leV  and (d) -leV  to the Fermi level. Contour levels are show

from 0 (black) to 0.25 e/A^ (white).
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7.4.4 Band Structure

To clarify the positioning of the electronic states around the Fermi level, the band 

structure of TljO, has also been calculated and is shown in Figure 7.10. The level of 

dispersion observed in the bands above just above the Fermi level is quite unusual 

considering the large size of the unit cell in question.

2

1

§£ 0

1

■2
r X M r R  M

Figure 7.10 The calculated band structure of cubic TljO,, from -2eV to +2eV, relative

to the Fermi level.

The four lowest lying conduction bands, which are positioned at an energ)' of almost 

+2eV at R (Vz, Va, V2), are reduced to just above +leV  at M (V2 , ’/z ,0) and to +0.5eV at 

X (V2, 0, 0). Approaching F from the X, M or R directions results in a splitting of these
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four conduction bands. Two shift down in energy and become occupied at F (0, 0, 0), 

while the other two bands increase in energ)' to above +2eV at P. It is the occupation of 

these two bands at F which results in the weak density o f states across the Fermi level. 

While they cross the gap between the valence and conduction bands there is no 

significant density o f conduction bands until upwards o f + 1.5eV. Orbital decomposition 

o f these bands indicates that they are composed o f 60% O 2p and 40% T1 6j'.

7.4.5 Photoemission Spectroscopy

X-ray photoemission and emission spectra o f TUOj were also measured by our 

experimental collaborators. Comparisons between the X-ray photoemission spectra 

(XPS), the O K shell X-ray emission spectra (XES) and the calculated densities o f  states 

o f TljO , are presented in Figure 7.11. The XPS data, Figure 7.11(a), can again be 

discussed in terms o f five peaks, where 1-111 correspond to O  2p states and IV and V to 

T1 Sd states.

The overall spread o f energies within the C) 2p region is bigger than in HgO, with a 

distinct shift of the lowest energy peak III to high binding energj^ as compared with 

HgO. The intensit}' of the O 2p peaks I-III relative to the T1 Sd peaks IV and V is 

weaker by about a factor o f two as compared with HgO. This reflects the fact that there 

is less mixing o f shallow core 5d character into the O 2p valence band states. At the 

same time the lowest band in the O 2p region -  band III — no longer dominates this 

region o f the photoemission spectrum. This reflects the fact that shallow core 5d 

character is no longer concentrated within this band. A shift o f the T1 5d shallow core 

levels to higher binding energy as compared with the Hg 5d levels o f HgO is observed. 

As with HgO the Sd^/2 intensit}’ ratio has a value less than the statistical ratio of

3:2.
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Figure 7.11 (a) Valence band X-ray photoemission spectrum of TljO,. (b) Cross section 

weighted density' o f states (from D FT calculations), (c) O  K X-ray emission spectrum of 

TI2 O 3 . (d) O  2p PEDOS from our DFT calculations

The O  K  shell XES data is shown in Figure 7.11(c). Within the “O  2/)” region o f bands 

I-lII, it is particularly striking that the highest binding energy' band III is now much 

weaker than the two other O 2p bands. This is because the states in band III have 

dominant T1 6s atomic character, with a corresponding reduction in the O  2p 

contribution. Thus the X-ray emission data provides qualitative confirmation o f the 

build up in metal character at the bottom of the valence band going from H gO  to 

TljO,. At the same time, the T1 bd structure in XES is ver\' much weaker than the
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corresponding Hg Sd structure for HgO. Qualitatively this is again in accord with the 

calculations which predict much attenuated mixing between the shallow core T1 5d states 

and the O  2p states.

7.5 D iscussion

7.5.1 The Observed ‘Bandgap’ in TI2 O 3

Examination o f the calculated and experimental electronic structure of the valence states 

around the Fermi level provides insight into the differences between the electronic 

structure o f HgO and TljO,. HgO displays a photoemission spectrum typical o f a non- 

metallic material, with only weakly increasing intensity below the Fermi level until the 

onset o f the main O  7.p valence band edge. The results suggest an experimental bandgap 

o f approximately 1.9eV. Although underestimated, as is usually the case for 

semiconductors, the D FT calculated bandgap is in reasonable agreement with a value of 

0.9eV.

In contrast, the photoemission spectrum of TUO, displays a distinct metallic Fermi edge. 

However, the Fermi level does not coincide with the edge o f the main valence band, but 

lies in a weak band which extends to higher energy. Although these photoemission 

results confirm the metallic behaviour emerging from bandstructure calculations, the 

position o f the Fermi level is different in detail to that in the calculations. If  the D FT 

results are taken at face value, the experimental results suggest that extra electrons must 

be introduced into the system by some sort o f n-type doping thus partially filling the 

weak states above the Fermi level. This doping could arise from oxygen deficiency in 

TI2O 3 x5 each oxygen v^acancy being associated with two electrons.
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The O K-shell X-ray emission spectrum of TljO, provides a complementar\^ picture o f  

the dcnsit}' o f  states in the vicinity o f  the Fermi level. Again a weak band o f  states is 

observ'ed immediately below the Fermi level, with the main valence band onset about 

leV  below. O f course the appearance o f  the states above the valence band in the XES 

implies that these states must have substantial O 2p character. This is at variance with 

the simplest ionic picture but is in accord with the strong O 2^T 1 6j  mixing revealed by 

the calculations.

The D F I’ calculations and X-ray emission data can help to explain why TljOj is quoted 

to have an apparent bandgap o f  1.6 eV. The main valence band edge is about 1.1 eV 

below the Fermi level. The densit}' o f  empt}' states increases only ver}’ slowly above the 

Fermi level. Thus the onset o f  strong absorption is not observed until a high density o f  

bands is reached at 1.6 eV. As such, a lower resolution experimental technique could 

misleadingly indicate a semiconductor bandgap for TljO,.

7.5.2 The Covalency of HgO and TI2 O 3

It is clear from the calculations and spectroscopic measurements that both HgO and 

TI2 O 3  are covalent materials, with strong mixing between the metal 6 j states with O 2p. 

In addition, for HgO there is very strong mixing between the shallow core Hg Sd states 

and O 2p states. The consequence o f  mixing o f  both Hg 6 j and bd  states with O 2p 

states is that the bottom o f  the O 2p valence band acquires pronounced H g 6j  and Hg 

'i)d character simultaneously. There is, however. Little direct mixing between filled H g 5d 

states and empty Hg 6s conduction band states, in the way described in the conventional 

textbook explanation o f  the linear stereochemistr)- o f  Hg(II).
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This is a similar situation to the interactions we have observed in the n /  configuration 

binary oxides such as PbO  and SnO. For those systems the asymmetric coordination 

environm ent found for the metal is conventionally attributed to direct intra-atom ic 

mixing between the occupied metal s and nominally empty metal p  states, form ing a 

stereochemically active lone pair. D ue to the symmetry o f  the interaction, this mixing is 

only possible if  the metal ions occupy an asymmetric coordination site. How ever, as we 

have shown, the interaction o f  the metal s states with O  2p is required as the m etal j' and 

p  states are too far apart in energy to couple directly. The asymmetric electron density is 

actually derived from  mixing o f the filled antibonding metal j'-anion p  states with the 

m etal p  levels, rather than from direct on-site mixing. In H gO , overlap betw een the Hg 

5d and H g 6 j' states is only possible due to the m teraction o f  H g 5d and O  2p producing 

higher energy antibonding H g Sd states. There is verj' litde direct mixing betw een H g 5d 

and 6s.

Mixing between shallow core 5d levels and O  2p valence levels is less pronounced  in 

TI2 O 3  than in H gO  due to the increased electronic binding energy o f  the T1 Sd states, but 

is no t negligible, with a significant T1 5d peak present at the top o f  the valence band due 

to the filling o f  the out o f  phase interaction. Howev'er there is no subsequent mixing o f 

T1 6 j '  with the antibonding T1 5 d-0  2p combination.

7.6 Conclusion

The com bination o f  our D FT  calculations with the experimental XPS and XES data 

allows us to develop a derailed picture o f the electronic structure o f  H gO  and TUO,. 

Covalent bonding is found in both  materials with mixing betw een metal 6s and O  2p 

states. In addition, for H gO  there is strong mixing between the shallow core H g Sd 

states and O  2p. The consequence o f  mixing o f  both H g 6s and 5d states with O  2p is
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that the bo ttom  o f  the O  2p valence band acquires pronounced H g 6 j' and H g 5d 

character simultaneously. There is, however, litde direct mixing between filled H g Sd 

states and empty H g 6s conduction band states in the way described in the conventional 

textbook explanation o f  the liner stereochemistr\- o f  Hg(II). The situation is similar to 

that observed for PbO  and SnO, where the asymmetric coordination environm ent 

found for the metal ions was conventionally attributed to direct intra-atom ic mixing 

between the occupied metal J and empty metal p  states. However, as we have shown, the 

anion p  states also play a key role in the n /  lone pair form ation process.

Mixing between shallow core 5d levels and O  2p valence levels is less pronounced in 

TI2 O 3  than in H gO , but is no t negligible. However in contrast to HgO , for T ljO , no 

coupling o f  T1 6s with the mixed T1 5d and O  2p states occurs. D em onstration o f  metal 

5d -0  2p mixing implies that states in the O  2p valence band in cuprate superconductors 

containing H g or T1 should have some metal 5d character and may provide a m echanism  

for introduction o f  a weak but possibly im portant electronic coupling betw een the 

doped C uO j sheets.

This smdy also helps clarify the origin o f  the semi-metallic conductivity in T ljO ,. O ur 

calculations suggest that a single band disperses across the Ferm i level and that 

stoichiom etric Tl^O, should therefore be metallic with a Fermi level near the top  o f  the 

O  2p valence band. Experimentally, the Fermi level is in fact found in a weak band 

which is truncated about 1.1 eV above the main valence-band edge. This in turn impHes 

that oxygen vacancies introduce extra carriers into the system.
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8 Discussion and Conclusions

8.1 Influence of the Anion in the Bonding of Metal Ceramics

8.1.1 Contribution of O 2p States to the Bottom of the Valence Band

It has been clear that for each o f the materials we have studied in this thesis, the 

covalent mixing between the metal and anion atomic orbitals in the electronic bands is 

more significant than previously considered. These are not ionic materials in the sense 

that charge is simply transferred from the cation to the anion. In each o f the Pb, Sn, Bi, 

Hg and T1 ceramics examined, tlie interactions o f O 2p with the valence metal states 

have been considerable. However, the anion p states interact to different extents in each 

case. To help quantify the idea o f overlap between the metal s and O  2p states in the 

valence band o f the metal oxides studied, it is possible to make an estimate o f the O 2p 

contribution (f^^) to the lowest valence band state from both the D FT calculations and 

spectroscopic experiments, as foUows.

The calculated electronic density o f states and experimental X-ray photoemission (XPS) 

and emission (XES) spectroscopy measurements are shown for Htharge PbO in Figure 

8.1. The metal s states are located at the bottom of the valence band (highest binding 

energ}^), band III. If all the states in the remaining valence band were o f O  2p character, 

it follows that the intensity o f band III {Ii„) relative to the total valence band

would simply be n /p , where n is the number o f metal s electrons per formulae unit and 

p is the total number o f valence electron pairs per unit ceU. For example, for PbO n=2 

and p=8, while for BijO, n=4 and p=22. It foUows that the fractional contribution o f O 

2p states to the lowest valence band can be estimated experimentally from a ratio of
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(the intensity o f  peak III derived from  the XES data, which targets the O  2p states) 

and (the intensity o f  the total valence band derived from  XPS data), as shown in

Equation 8.1.

y j X E S  IT X P S  1 

_  '■ ' / / /  Tota l '

(n/p)
4 '    '  / / /  Total /  / o  -1 N

J o i n - -------

Comparative data derived from  the D F T  calculations simply requires integration o f  the 

partial electronic density o f states (PEDOS).

EDOSXPS
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Figure 8.1 Valence band XPS and O  K  shell XES spectra from  a -P b O  com pared with 

the E D O S and the PE D O S derived from  our D F T  calculations.

The results o f  this analysis for PbO , SnO and B i20„ H gO  and TljO j are shown in 

Figure 8.2. Discrepancies between the calculated and experimental contributions arise 

from the approxim ation in the experimental estimate that bands I and II are o f  pure O  

2p character. We observ^e in the calculated P E D O S that metal s and p  states are also
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present, hence the systematic overestimation in the experimental contribution to Figure 

8 .2 .
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Figure 8.2 Closed circles: estimated O 2p contribution to the lowest valence band state 

derived from intensities in the XES spectra of the metal oxides. Triangles; the ratio 

derived by integrating the PEDOS from our DFT calculations across the lowest valence

band state.

Both the experimental and calculated data clearly indicate that there is a progressive 

decrease in the amount o f O 2p character present in the lowest valence band state 

(highest binding energ)’ valence state) in moving across the Periodic Table. For a-B i20„ 

there is in fact only about 20% O 2p character present and we can therefore deduce that 

the states at the bottom of the valence band have dominant cation 6s atomic character. 

For PbO, there is still less than 50% O 2p character present. As the binding energy of 

the metal j' states decreases on going to the left o f the Periodic Table, the O  2p 

contribution continues to increase. For TljO,, the O 2p contribution is almost 60%. At 

this threshold the metal s states are drawn into the main O 2p block due to the decreased 

binding energy’ o f the T1 valence states. As such, the O 2p states dominate the bottom 

valence band for HgO. The effect o f changing the metal period can also be seen on 

transition from SnO to PbO. The binding energ)' o f the 6j' valence states o f Pb is greater
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than the 5j states of Sn. This decreases the overlap between the metal s and O 2p states 

on going down a group. For SnO there is approximately 50% Sn Sj and 50% O 2p 

character in the lowest valence band state.

These data confirm and quantify a number of effects, which we have observed in the 

course of this study. The underlying interactions in metal ceramics are dependent on 

covalent interaction between the electronic states of the anion and the cation. The 

anomaly of the stereochemical activity of the n /  lone pair can be understood in this way, 

Figure 8.3.

Figure 8.3 Valence electron density slice showing (a) a Sn ion in litharge SnO and (b) a

Pb ion in litharge PbO.

The strongest distortion in the electron density of the metal is observed for Sn(II), 

Figure 8.3(a). Over the course of our analysis we have learned that the stereochemically 

active lone electron pair is formed through the interaction of Sn Sj and O 2p, which 

produce high energ}' antibonding Sn 5j' states that facilitate further coupling with Sn Sp. 

In SnO, the overlap between the Sn and O valence states is strong and their interaction 

results in the oxide adopting a layered structure with prominent asymmetry in the anion 

coordination. The stereochemical activity of the lone pair continues for the sulphide and 

selenide of Sn, despite the progression of the X p  states from 2p to Ap effectively
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decreasing the overlap with Sn Sj'. It is not until SnTe that the interactions between Sn 

and the anion become too weak to produce an asymmetric density that can sustain a 

distorted structure relative to a symmetric structure o f higher coordination. As such, 

SnTe adopts the symmetric rocksalt type structure.

While a similar layered structure to SnO is formed for the oxide o f Pb, the overlap with 

the anion p  states is reduced due to the increase in binding energ}’ o f the Pb 6s states, 

relative to Sn 5j, and a weaker distortion in the electron distribution o f the metal is 

formed, Figure 8.3(b). The interactions o f Pb Gs with the anion p  states become too 

weak to sustain PbS or PbSe in a distorted structure and they also adopt the rocksalt 

t}^e structure. As such, for Pb(II), unlike Sn(II), there is a direct transition from a 

distorted to a symmetric crystal structure on going from the oxide to the selenide.

Moving along the group to the right o f Pb in the Periodic Table increases the binding 

energ}’ o f the metal s states and hence further reduces the overlap with the anion p  

states. The oxide o f bismuth forms a distorted structure, but not to the same extent as 

Pb or Sn. The structure (a-BijO,) is no longer layered, and while the coordination 

around Bi is distorted, it is substantially less than for the metal atoms in SnO and PbO, 

Figure 8.4. The coordination o f oxygens around the metal ion is increased from four

fold to five-fold, which helps compensate for the weaker interactions. BijS, exhibits 

weaker structural distortion, adopting an orthorhombic crystal structure with kinked 

layers similar to those observed for the stable phases o f SnS and SnSe, while BijSe, and 

BijTe, both adopt a more symmetric rhombohedral crystal strucmre (tetradymite). This 

is again in line with the higher energy  ̂valence anion states having a strong effect on the 

resulting asymmetry o f the cation.
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Figure 8.4 The coordination of oxygens around (a) Pb in a-PbO (or Sn in SnO) and (b)

Bi in a-BijOj.

In bodi TljOj and HgO, the metal j  states are nominally unoccupied. However, moving 

to the left of Pb in the Periodic Table increases the overlap between the metal 6j '  

electrons with oxygen p  (due to a decrease in binding energ\^ of the metal s states). As 

such, bonding interactions between these states are energetically favoured. Such is the 

case for TljO,, where bonding is observed between T1 6/ and O 2p at the bottom of the 

valence band, with the corresponding antibonding combination unoccupied in the 

conduction band. For HgO, the electronic binding energies of the Hg valence states 

have been reduced such that both the Hg 6s and shallow core Hg Sd states can interact 

strongly with oxygen. This interaction of O 2p with the Hg 5d states produces the Linear 

coordination associated with HgO, and results in the observed differences between the 

electronic structures of HgO and TljO,.

8.1.2 Competing Oxidation States in the Oxides of Sn, Pb and Bi

We have observed that for Sn(II), Pb(II) and Bi(III) based oxides, the metal s states are 

concentrated at the bottom of the valence band. Covalent interactions with oxygen p  

states produce filled bonding and antibonding combinations at the bottom and top of 

the valence band respectively. The additional coupling of the nominally unfilled metal p
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states at the top o f  the valence band results in electronic stabilization o f  the near Fermi 

level states and produces the directed asymmetric electron distribution (lone pair) on the 

metal ion.

A higher oxidation state is also associated with the group 14 and 15 metal ions. In the 

Sn(I\') and Pb(IV) based oxides, the antibonding metal s - anion p  combination, present 

at the top o f  the valence band in SnO and PbO, becomes unoccupied. The loss o f  the 

enhanced stabilit}' associated with the lone pair is compensated by an increase in 

coordination around the metal centre (the rutile structure adopted by the metal dioxides 

is six coordinate, while litharge is four coordinate).

Although Sn and Pb can both exist in the higher oxidation state and adopt the same 

rutile t)’pe structure, they display very different chemical properties. SnOj is more 

thermodynamically stable than SnO, while PbOj is less stable than PbO'̂ "*. SnOj has a 

3.6eV bandgap’^̂ while Pb02 is semi-metallic. For Sn(IV), the strong interactions with 

oxygen result in the anribonding combination at the bottom o f the conduction band 

being present more than 2eV above the Fermi level (as observed in BijSnjO^). In 

contrast, the weaker interactions found for Pb(IV), due to the increase in binding energy 

o f  the metal j' states, result in the antibonding states in the conduction band being 

shifted down to just above the Fermi level (as observ^ed in PbOj). If heated above 

600°C, PbOj will spontaneously form PbO and hence regain the enhanced stability 

associated with the formation o f  the lone pair. These oxidation state preferences are 

illustrated effectively in the ternary? oxide SnPb2 0 4 , which is almost isostructural to 

Pb,0 4 . Here, Sn ions adopt the symmetric six coordinate sites and are in the higher 

oxidation state while the Pb ions adopt the distorted four coordinate sites and are in the 

lower oxidation state'’*'.
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Bismutii also displays a higher (+5) oxidation state, although it is very unstable. BijOjy 

has been suggested as having formed from vigorous oxidation of Bi203 at high 

t e m p e r a t u r e s T h e  crystal structure of Bi^O, has been reported'^^, indicating the 

presence of both Bi(III) and Bi(V) sites, however the structure is only formed at very 

high oxygen pressures. The instability of this higher oxidation state is in line with our 

previous obser\^ations of Pb(I\^ and Sn(IV). The binding energy of the Bi electrons is 

increased, relative to those of Pb and Sn and the resulting interactions with oxygen are 

too weak to stabilize the Bi(\') system. Hence, when placed in a ternar\' oxide with Sn, 

Bi adopts the lower oxidation state, while Sn adopts the higher oxidation state, as 

demonstrated in Bi2Sn20-.

In summan , the strongest overlap of the valence metal states with the anion is observ^ed 

for the oxides of Sn, which produces a prominent lone pair electronic distortion in SnO. 

However, this is due to the high energy j states which also make the higher oxidation 

state more accessible. The metal ions which form weaker lone pair systems due to the 

increase in binding energ\' of the metal s states, Pb and Bi, show a lessened preference 

for the higher oxidation state.

8.2 Research Achievements

The aim of this thesis has been to add to the existing chemical knowledge of metal 

ceramics. Through a series of ab initio electronic structure calculations, we have 

examined the bonding and electronic properties of a number of Pb, Sn, Bi, Hg and T1 

based materials. The most poignant overall result from the simulations is that the anion 

plays a greater role in determining the structure, bonding and chemical behaviour of
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these ceramics than previously thought. Covalent interactions between the electronic 

states o f the metal and the anion are fundamental in determining the material properties.

The impact o f this work has extended much further than originally envisioned, due to 

the fruitful international collaboration with groups at Boston University and Oxford 

University. The collective synergy between our calculations and the high resolution 

spectroscopic experiments enabled a conclusive picture o f the electronic structure o f 

these materials to be portrayed, as well as a deeper understanding o f the underlying 

interactions. The excellent correspondence between the calculated electronic densit}- o f 

states and the photoemission spectroscopy measiuements is a testament o f both the 

years of effort spent in perfecting current quantum chemical approaches, and also the 

precision o f modern experimental techniques.

The stereochemically activ’e lone pair, associated with ceramics formed from n /  

electronic configuration metals (Pb(II), Sn(ll), Bi(III)), was shown to have a strong 

dependence on the electronic states o f the anion. The majority o f the metal s states are 

found at the bottom of the valence band, and do not result in the asymmetric electron 

distribution o f the metal. The main interaction occurring in these materials is between 

the metal j' states and the anion p  states. This covalent interaction results in a bonding 

state at the bottom  of the valence band and also a filled antibonding state at the top of 

the valence band. In this way, high energy metal j' states are produced, which can further 

interact with the nominally unfilled metal p  states. W ithout the interaction o f the anion, 

the metal s and p  states would be too far apart in energy to couple directiy. This 

additional interaction o f metal p  with the high energy  ̂ antibonding combination has a 

stabilizing effect on the near Fermi level states and produces an asymmetric electron 

distribution on the metal atom. This results in the preference o f these materials for
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distorted structures as a symmetric coordination environment restricts the interaction of 

the metalp  states, due to phase restrictions.

The involvement of the anion in producing the lone pair can explain for the first time 

why some n /  configuration materials adopt asymmetric structures indicative of 

stereochemical activity (e.g. PbO) while others adopt symmetric structures (e.g. PbS). 

Appropriate overlap is needed between the electronic states of the cation and the anion, 

which not all materials possess. To stabilize a distorted coordination environment, the 

coupling needs to be of sufficient strength to offer enhanced stability over a symmetric 

structure, which will have higher coordination.

For BijO,, we have shown that in addition to determining the distorted configuration of 

the stable phase, the involvement of the n /  lone pair is also important in determining 

ox}'gen vacanc)' alignment in the high temperature phase. For S-BijO,, an oxygen fast 

ion conductor, the coordination of oxygens around the Bi atom affects the extent to 

which the interaction of the metal p  states with the antibonding Bi 6s-0 2p combination 

can occur. As such, the arrangement of oxygen vacancies are strongly influenced by 

electronic effects. The <111> alignment of vacancies, which has previously been 

predicated to be the most stable configuration by forcefield calculations and through 

simple electrostatic considerations, was found to result in the highest energy' 

configuration from our DFT calculations. This symmetric Bi site does not allow for the 

Bi (>p coupling with the antibonding Bi 6j -0  2p states at the top of the valence band. 

The results indicate that consideration of the lone pair and hence of the electronic 

structure will be crucially important in fully understanding oxygen diffusion in BijO, and 

Bi containing oxygen ion conductors.
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Examination o f  the electronic structure o f  Pb02 showed ver)' similar features to that o f  

PbO. However, the increased oxidation state o f  Pb results in the antibonding Pb 6 j-0  

2p combination, which helped produce the lone pair in PbO, to lie unoccupied above 

the Fermi level. The apparent metaUicity o f Pb02 was attributed, in conjunction with 

experimental data, to the presence o f  intrinsic defects, which results in the filling o f  

these antibonding states in the conduction band. For Pb3 0 4 , we identified two 

electronically unique types o f  Pb ions indicative o f  those found in PbO (distorted four 

coordinate site) and PbOj (symmetric six coordinate site) respectively. The top o f  the 

Pbj0 4  valence band is dominated by the Pb(II) 6j'-0 2p antibonding states while die 

bottom o f  the conduction band is dominated by the Pb(IV) 6^-0 2p antibonding states.

Similarly for the distorted pyrochlore Bi,Sn2 0 7 , the electronic structure is dominated by 

metals o f  different oxidation states. The orbital populations support formation o f  this 

oxide as Bi(IlI)2Sn(rV)2 0 7  but the compound is highly covalent with Bader charges o f  

+ 1.9 and +1.47 on Bi and Sn respectively. The Bi atoms exhibited the same features in 

the electronic density o f states as the Bi(IlI) atoms in BijO,, with an asymmetric electron 

density again present due to the fiUing o f  the out o f  phase Bi 6 j-0  2p interaction at the 

top o f  the valence band. The Sn(lV) atoms displayed the same features as the Pb(IV) 

atoms in PbOj, with the antibonding Sn 5^-0 2p states dominating the bottom o f  the 

conduction band. For Bi2Sn2 0 7 , it is proposed that the distorted coordination 

environment produced by the Bi-O layers aids the reduction o f Sn(IV) to Sn(II) and as 

such, enhances the catalytic activit)  ̂o f  this material.

HgO and TI2O , were also found to be highly covalent materials with mixing between the 

metal 6j  and 6p states with O 2p. In addition, for HgO, there is ver}- strong mixing
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between shallow core Hg 5d  states and O 2p states. The consequence o f mixing both Hg 

and 5d  states with O 2p is that the bottom of the O 2p v^alence band acquires 

pronounced Hg 6s and Hg bd  character simultaneously. There is, however, Utde direct 

mijdng between fiUed Hg 5d  states and empty Hg 6 j' conduction band states in the way 

described in the conventional textbook explanation o f the Linear stereochemistry of 

Hg(II). Mixing between shallow core 5d  levels and O 2p valence levels is less 

pronounced in TI2O 3 than in HgO, but is not negligible. This demonstration o f metal 

5 d -0  2p mixing implies that states in the O 2p valence band in cuprate superconductors 

containing Hg or T1 should have some metal Sd character.

In this work, we have elucidated the role of the anion in the bonding in metal ceramics. 

We have shown that the traditional view o f the n /  lone pair as a chemically inactive, but 

sterically active feature is incorrect and we have explained the unusual variation in cr\'stal 

structure observ^ed for the Sn(II) and Pb(II) ceramics. We have examined the electronic 

structure of higher and mixed oxidation ceramics including the complex ternary oxide 

Bi2Sn2 0 y. We have shown that the anion is involved in bonding with the shallow core 

metal d  states in HgO and helps produce the linear coordination emtironment. The 

results have major implications for understanding and tuning the properties o f current 

and future metal ceramic materials.

8.3 Future Work and Perspectives

With the bonding and electronic properties o f the binar}^ metal ceramic oxides now 

better understood, a large number o f possibilities for extending this knowledge in the 

future are exposed. In relation to Sn, it would be o f interest to examine the gas sensing 

and conduction properties o f SnOj in detail. This could include simulation o f the low
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index surfaces o f SnOj, widi particular attention being paid to the terminated Sn atoms. 

Perhaps the lost coordination could make the Sn atoms more ‘Sn(II) like’. This work 

could then be extended to include the interaction o f relevant gases (i.e. CO) on the 

surface and their subsequent effect on the electronic structure. Also o f interest in terms 

o f gas sensing is the ternary oxide BijSnjOy. A study o f the surface effects o f this 

material would be o f great interest (despite the computational restrictions such a 

calculation would impose). The properties o f BijSnjOy, relative to similar metal 

pyrochlores (La2Sn207 or Y2Sn20y), which adopt the cubic structure, also deserve 

attention and may point towards further oppormnities for enhancing the catalytic and 

gas sensing properties o f this class o f materials.

For BijO, it is clear that to accurately describe the ionic conduction properties, an 

electronic strucmre approach is required. Advancements in high performance 

computing architecmre and software development are approaching the level where an ab 

initio molecular dynamics simulation on a reasonably sized system is feasible. 

Computational packages such as the Spanish Initiative for Electronic Simulations with 

Thousands o f Atoms’’* (SIESTA) and CO N Q U EST'’'̂  are leading the way. They have 

implemented DFT with a numerical basis set and a number o f computation saving 

approximations, pushing forward the boundaries for dynamic electronic structure 

simulation. These near linear scaling codes enable DFT based molecular dynamics 

calculations to be performed on hundreds of atoms, utilising the latest supercomputing 

hardware. The present drawback is that the basis sets, interaction cutoffs and 

pseudopotentials, currentiy need to be derived and rigorously tested for each system 

manually.
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This w ork can also be extended to the field o f  transparent conducting oxides (TCOs). 

These materials have a wide range o f  applications that include solar cells, flat panel 

displays, light emitting diodes and transparent heat sources. For the majority o f  T C O  

based devices, such as liquid crystal displays, a transparent electrode is required 

consisting o f  a thin T C O  sem iconductor film. The current industry standard, tin-doped 

indium  oxide has several limitations. N on-optim al conductivity, transparency and 

chemical stability in some device structures limit potential applications. The key to 

progress in this field is fine-tuning new materials with specific properties relating to  the 

optical band gaps and structural stabilit}'. Taking into account the role o f  the anion- 

cation interactions in determining the electronic structure, may narrow down the 

potential dopants and alloy mixtures considerably, com pared to exhaustive experimental 

endeavours. Rational progress in the design and optim isation o f  new materials systems 

in this area is only possible if there is an im proved understanding o f  the fundam ental 

aspects o f  the electronic strucmre.
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